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THE TEXAS A&M UNNERSITY SYSTEM

MEETING
OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

AGENDA

September 10, 1969

President A. I. Thomas

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF
THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
TO BE HELD AT COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Informal Session of the Board
3:00 p. m., Tuesday, September 9, 1969

REGULAR MEETING
9:00 a. m., Wednesday, September 10, 1969

1.

Invocation

2.

Approval of Minutes of Meeting of June 20, 1969

3.

BUDGETS
THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
a.

Approval of 1969- 70 Operating Budgets

b.

Approval of Texas Petroleum Research Committee Budget
for 1969- 70

c.

Approval of Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory
Budget for 1969-70

d.

Authority to Continue The Texas A&M University System
Account

e.

Revolving Bank Accounts - Designating Amounts, Sources of
Funds, Depository Banks, and Officers and Employees to
Sign Checks for Withdrawal

f.

Authority to Continue Revolving Funds Operated for the Benefit
of One or More Parts of The Texas A&M University System

g.

Confirmation of Vending Machine Contracts

h.

Approval of the Continued Employment of Mrs. Winnie Cashion
Beyond Age 70 for the Fiscal Year Beginning September 1, 1969

(3. Budgets, continued)
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i.

Appro:_val of Budgets of the Athletic Councilsfor 1969- 70

j.

Tem.porary Transfer of Funds from the Murray Case Sells
Foundation Fund Account to Student Loan Funds

TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
k.

Requesting State Comptroller to Consolidate State Appropriations
for Texas Forest Service

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
1.

4.

Resolutions Pertaining to the Issuance of $330,000 Board of
Directors of The Texas A&:M University System Tarleton
State College Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds,
Series 1969.

CONSTRUCTION
THE TEXAS A&:M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
a.

Cancellation of Unexpended Balances of Appropriations

TEXAS A&:M UNIVERSITY
b.

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Cooling rowers

c.

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Chilled Water Pumps with
Drivers

d.

Confirmation of Rejection of Bids for Boiler Feed Pumps with
Drivers

e.

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Sanitary Sewer System
Addition from U.S . D. A. Toxicology Area to Existing Sewage
Disposal Plant

£.

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Bios say and Sol vent Storage
Cool Rooms, Phase III, Biological Sciences Building Addition

(4. Construction, continued)
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g.

Appropriation for Rehabilitation of Center Drive and Circular
Drives Norlh and South of System Administration Building

h.

Action on Bids for Boiler Feed Pumps with Drivers

i.

Right-of-Way Easements to Lone Star Gas Company on
University Lands at College Station, Texas

j.

Appropriation for Preliminary Design of Office and Classroom
Building

k.

Action on Bids for Poultry Disease Research Laboratory

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
1.

Appropriation for Improvement of Parking Facilities and
Streets at Tarleton State College

PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M. COLLEGE
m.

Additional Appropriation for Preliminary Design of Utilities to
Serve New Dining Hall and Two Dormitories

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
n.

Confirmation of Contract Award for Agronomy Fiel~ Crop
Laboratory at Texas A&M University

o.

Confirmation of Contract Award for a Greenhouse for Texas A&M
University Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Lubbock

MITCHELL CAMPUS
p.

Resolution Required for a Federal Grant for Sewage Treatment
Facilities

q.

Appropriation for Preliminary Design of an Oceanographic Staging
Facility

( 4. Construction, continued)
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ADDED AGENDA ITEMS, Construction

PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M. COLLEGE
r.

Appropriation for Design of a Fire Station and Campus Security
Building

GENERAL
THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
5.

Permission for Use of Accrued Annual and/or Sick Leave by System
Employees in lieu of Workmen's Compensation Disability Income

6.

Group Annuity Contracts for Tax-deferred Annuity Program

7.

Designating Trips Which May be Regarded as "State's Business" and
for Which Travel at System Expense May be Approved and Delegating
Authority to Approve Travel

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
8.

Patent Rights to Invention by Dr. A. D. Suttle and Mr. J. M. Glanville

9.

Continuation of Salary for Mr. Philip S. Sandel during Sickness

10.

Policy regarding Aircraft Owners Fueling Aircraft at Easterwood Airport

11.

Request for Emeritus Professor Designation for Professor Willard I.
T ruettner, Mechanical Engineering Department

12.

Authorization to Offer the Bachelor of Science Degree in Technical
Education

13.

Authorization to Offer the Bachelor of Environmental Design Degree

14.

Continuation of Full-Time Employment for Dr. Benjamin D. Cook -Texas Agricultural Extension Service

15.

Resolution on Curtis B. Mills

16.

Extension of Leave of Absence Without Pay for Dr. Phanindramohan Das
(Department of Meteorology)

(General, continued)
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TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
17.

Authority to Grant Right -of- Way Easement to Conroe Telephone
Company

18.

Acceptance of Grant from Moody Foundation

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
19.

Designation of Professor Emeritus Status for Dr. Irwin M. Atkins

20.

Leave of Absence Without Pay for Dr. Herbert W. Grubb

21.

Texas A&M University Research and Extension Center at San Angelo
Authority to purchase land and appropriations for same
Authority to execute a joint statement with Angelo State University.

TEXAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
22.

Leave of Absence Without Pay -- Mr. Donald E.

Feltz

PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M. COLLEGE
23.

Appointment of Dr. S. R. Collins as Dean, School of Industrial
Education and Technology

24.

Appointment of Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo,

D e an, School of Nursing

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
25.

Resolution on the 1968-69 Tarleton State College Girls' Rodeo Team

26.

Appointment of Alice Dorothy (Jordan) Matthews as Dean of Women

27.

Small Class Reports

6
BLOCK ITEMS

28.

29.

Confirmation of
a.

New Salary Positions with Monthly Salary Rates of $1500
or More 1968-69

b.

Appointments

c.

Promotions

d.

Leaves of Absence Without Pay

Gifts and Grants

ENROLLMENT OF THE ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS OF THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

FIRST CLASS DAY, SECOND TERM SUMMER 1969

Male

-

Texas A&M University
Prairie View A. and M.

4, 160

*
College

Tarleton State College

Female

Total

541

4,701

565

1, 039

1, 604

281

260

.,

....

541

Veterans
356

30

~

TOTAL

5,006

1,840

6,846

386

FIRST CLASS DAY, SECOND TERM SUMMER 1968
Male
Texas A&M · University *
Prairie View A . and M

College

Tarleton State College

TOTAL .

*Includes Texas Maritime Academy

Female

Total

Veterans

4,088

528

4, 616

520

941

1,461

250

232

482

22

4,858

l, 701

6,559

316

294

-

Agenda Item No.

..fJ 1-t

APPROVAL OF 1969-70 OPERATING BUDGETS
The Presidents of the general academic institutions and the Directors of
the Services and Agencies have submitted to President Earl Rudder their budget
recommendations for the fiscal year beginning September 1, 1969 .
President Rudder has reviewed in detail these recommendations and he
recommends that the Board of Directors adopt the attached minute order approving of the 1969-70 operating budgets for the general academic institutions,
services, and agencies of the System .
The detail operating budgets of each part of the System are being sent,
under separate cover, to each member of the Board. Also included in the budget package are summary budget statements and comparisons.
The Executive Committee of the Board will meet with President Rudder on
Tuesday, September 9, to review the detailed budget recommendations .
The Executive Committee's report on the budget recommendations will be
presented to the Board during the regular session on Wednesday, September 10 .
For the past several years, all special authorizations essential to the
effective operation of the particular parts of the System, together with
certain of the authorizations, limitations, and interpretations contained in
the provisions of the appropriation bill, were consolidated in a single exhibit
and included for the approval of the Board as a part of the budget submissions .
In order to insure the continuation of efficient and uninterrupted operations
and allow the Presidents and Directors of the Services to utilize fully for
the established purposes the funds available in each instance, Exhibit A,
attached , is again submitted for consideration of the Board of Directors .

y submitted,

and Comptroller

Resolution Recommc , E'd:
The following budgets of the Parts of the Texas AM-f Univ rsi ty
System for the fiscal year 1969-70 are hereby approved and adopted
subject to the availability of funds and subject to the provision s
contained in Exhibit A appended hereto and forming a part hereof:
The Texas A&M University System Offices and D partments

$

2,890, 67L1

Texas A&1 University

58,416,790

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

14,354,208

Texas Agricultural Extension Service

12,923,017

Rodent and Predatory Anima] Control Service

570,708

Texas Engineering Experiment Statio~
(including Texas Transportation Institute)

6,895,058

Texas Engineering Extension Service

1,348 ,023

Texas Maritime Academy

805,521

Tarleton State College

4,0 60 ,56 5

Prairie View A. and M. Co]lege

10,508 ,10 2

Texas Forest Service

2,701,8 84
GRAND TOTAL

$115,L174,550

The President of the System is authorized to adjust detail budget
items and total budget amounts, as shown above , to reflect actual General
Revenue Appropriations as finally enacted by the 61st Legislature in lieu
of the estimated General Revenue Appropriations as projected in each of
the detailed budgets .

EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND CLARIFICATIONS
RELATING TO BUDGETS OF ALL PARTS OF THE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING
SEPTEMBER 1, 1969

1.

CLARIFICATION OF SALARY ITEMS BY SOURCE OF FUNDS.
In accordance with the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61 st
Legislature, the approval of the itemized budget for each part of
the System authorizes the total salary for each position.
The
Sources from which individual salaries are to be paid are for
payroll purposes only and no restriction is intended with refer ence to changes between Sources of Funds.

2.

The terms
DEFINITION OF TERMS AS USED IN THE BUDGETS.
11
11
11
11
(1) Personal Services,
(2) Other Expenses,
and (3) t 1 Capital
11
Outlay,
as used in the Budgets of the Parts of System have the
following meanings :
Personal Services - All salaries for positions listed in the
budget plus such wages or unallocated salaries as are
listed, including graduate and research assistants, teaching
fellows, and lecturers.
Other Expenses - All necessary operating expenses other
than personal services, and capital outlay as set forth
11
below.
Other Expenses 11 include professional fees,
employees retirement matching, OASI matching, workmen's
compensation insurance, consumable supplies and materials,
postage, telephone and telegraph, utilities, repairs, travel,
rents, insurance and bond expense, scholarships, payrn.ents
of principal and interest on indebtedness, and merchandise
purchased for resale.
Capital Outlay - Items of a nonconsumable or nonexpendable
nature on which inventory control is maintained, including
furniture, equipment, machinery, motor vehicles, library
and reference books purchased for Library only, livestock,
land and improvements thereto, buildings and structures.
The budgets of the academic institutions have been prepared
in accordance with the 11 Elements of Institutional Costs 11 as
jointly defined and designated by the Legislative and
Executive Budget Offices and in accordance with the

appropriations to the institutions as outlined in Section IV of
the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61st Legislature.
It is the intent of the Board that expenditures of the
budgeted amounts and the reporting thereof be in accordance with the abovementioned II Elements of Institutional
Costs. 11
3.

AUTHORITY TO MAKE CERTAIN TRANSFERS OF UNFILLED
POSITIONS.
The three Presidents and the Director of the Texas
Forest Service are authorized, with the approval of the President
of the System:
(1) to transfer any unfilled position authorized in the
budget from any one instructional department to any
other instructional department.
(2) to transfer any unfilled nonteaching position from any
department, or account, to any other department, or
account.
For The Texas A&M University System Offices, this authority is
vested in the President.

4.

AUTHORITY TO CREATE ADDITIONAL POSITIONS AND INCREASE
OPERATING BUDGETS. The three Presidents and the birector of
the Texas Forest Service, with the approval of the President of
the System, are authorized to use the funds fimm unfilled salary
positions, from other salary or wage savings, from savings in
amounts budgeted for "Other Expenses" as outlined in paragraph
5 below, from balances brought forward, from fund transfers,
from income in excess of the budget estimate, or from funds
budgeted for unallocated salaries or reserves, to create additional
positions and to increase operating budgets beyond the amount
stipulated in the approved budget when it is to the best interest
of the System.
For The Texas A&M University System Offices,
this authority is vested in the President.
New positions involving a monthly salary rate of $1500 or more
shall be submitted to the Board of Directors for confirmation.

5.

AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER BETWEEN PERSONAL SERVICES,,
OTHER EXPENSES, AND CAPITAL OUTLAY. It is the intent
that as nearly as practicable expenditures be made in accordance
with budgeted categories of "Personal Services, 11 "Other Expenses,
and "Capital Outlay" and in accordance with the justifications for
each on which the approval of the budgets is based.
However,
when changing conditions make it to the be st int ere st of the

11

System, the three Presidents and the Director of the Texas
Forest Service are authorized to transfer savings in amounts
budgeted for "Personal Services, 11 whether arising from unfilled
salary positions or other salary or wage savings, to "Other
Expenses" or "Capital Outlay. 11 Savings in the amounts budgeted
for "Other Expenses" and unused for the purposes for which
budgeted may be used to create additional positions and increase
budgeted salaries or wages as outlined in paragraph 4, above.
Such transfers are authorized only within the fund groups in
which the savings or unused budgeted amounts occur.
The above authorization is subject to the limitations contained in
the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature.
6.

AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER LINE ITEMS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
The three Presidents and the Director of the Texas Forest Service,
with the approval of the President of the System, are authorized
to transfer between line items of appropriations as set forth in
the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature,
when such transfers are consistent with economical operations and
subject to the limitations contained in said bill.
Such transfer
requests shall be submitted to the Comptroller of The Texas A&M
University System who will submit the requests to the State Comptroller.
For The Texas A&M University System, this authority
is vested in the President.

7.

The three Presidents and
AUTHORITY TO REVISE BUDGETS.
the Director of the Texas Forest Service are authorized to revise
the budgets for any department or account, subject to the limitations set forth in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6, above, to meet unforeseen emergencies provided that any revisions shall be within
the total funds available and approved for such purpose, enterprise,
activity, or service, and further provided that any decrease in the
amounts budgeted for "Capital Outlay" shall be subject to the
approval of the President of the System.
For The Texas A&M
University System offices, this authority is vested in the President.

8.

AUTHORITY FOR TEACHING STAFF TO DO EXTENSION CENTER
TEACHING.
The three Presidents are authorized to permit members of their teaching staff to perform services in connection with
correspondence courses and/ or extension center teaching where it
will not interfere with their regular work and, with the approval
of the President of the System, are authorized to supplement their
salaries for such additional services from funds derived from such
courses.

Such supplements shall not exceed the limitation contained in the
Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature,
and shall, in no event, exceed 25 per cent of the regular salary.

9.

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION FOR EXTRA TEACHING AFTER
REGULAR HOURS.
Additional compensation shall not be paid
full-time staff members for extra resident work, except for
extra teaching after regular hours and then only with the advance
written consent of the President of the respective institution
approved by the President of the System.

10.

AUTHORITY TO ALLOCATE SALES AND SERVICES, FEDERAL
GRANT FUNDS, AND GIFTS AND GRANTS IN EXCESS OF BUDGET
ESTIMATES.
The three Presidents and the Director of the Texas
Forest Service are authorized to allocate to the respective budgets
all income from Sales and Services, Federal Funds, Gifts and
Grants, and other miscellaneous sources, in excess of the budget
estimate.

11.

AUTHORITY TO EXPEND FUNDS FOR BUILDING REPAIRS AND
The chief executive officer of each Part of
IMPROVEMENTS.
the System, with the approval of the President of the System, is
authorized to expend not in excess of $50,000 for any one construction project for repairs, building or other improvements,
or additions thereto provided that any request for such expenditures
shall be submitted in accordance with the ''Construction Procedures
Manual" of the System, and further provided that such expenditures
for buildings or other improvements or additions thereto may be
made only from funds budgeted for "Capital Outlay" or hereafter
authorized to be transferred to that category.

12.

AUTHORITY FOR CERTAIN PARTS OF THE SYSTEM TO ENTER
INTO AGREEMENT WITH THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
The Presidents of the general academic institutions, with the approval of the President of the System, are hereby authorized to
enter into agreements for their respective Parts of The Texas
A&:M University System, with the State Board of Education, to
utilize the public schools in providing practice teaching training
for college undergraduate vocational students as provided in the
Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature.

13.

AUTHORITY TO DISPOSE OF SURPLUS PROPERTY, FARM AND
LABORATORY PRODUCTS, INCLUDING LIVESTOCK AND LABOR
INCIDENT AL THERETO.
The three Presidents and the Director
of the Texas Forest Service are authorized to sell in an orderly
manner, without unduly competing with private enterprises, all
surplus farm and laboratory products, mate rials, equipment,
crops, and minor structures and other improvements; provided :
( 1) no surplus or obsolete equipment, minor buildings or
other improvements with an inventory value in excess
of $500. 00 shall be sold without the advance approval
of the President of the System and no such property
with an inventory value of $500. 00 or less shall be
sold without the advance approval of the System
Comptroller;
(2) no property (other than equipment, buildings, and improvements, which shall be sold in accordance with
paragraph (1) above) with a value in excess of
$2, 500. 00, shall be sold without the advance approval
of the System Comptroller;
(3) an itemized report of all sales in excess of $500. 00
shall be made at the end of each fiscal year through
the System Comptroller to the Board of Directors for
confirmation.
All sales, except those such as utilities which cannot be predetermined and which shall be paid monthly, shall be cash or bankable equivalent and the income from such sales, with the exception
of those made by the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station which
must, in compliance with Title 4, Chapter 8, Article 136 of the
Revised Civil Statutes, be expended at the particular unit where
they accrue, may be allocated for the purposes authorized in
Section 10 hereof, subject to applicable law and the rules and
regulations of the System.

14.

APPROVAL OF BALANCES ON HAND AUGUST 31, 1969,
CARRIED TO 1969- 70. Authority is hereby granted to carry forward to the fiscal year 1969-70 all Balances Reserved for Outstanding Orders and Contracts as of August 31, 1969 for (1) Educational and General Purposes for the three general academic
institutions, and (2) Administrative and General Purposes for The
Texas A&M University System Offices and Departments.

All unexpended balances in appropriations heretofore made for
Extension of Physical Plants (Plant Funds) are hereby reappropriated for the purposes stated in the original appropriation.
All estimated unexpended balances of the Services of the System
and funds of the general academic institutions other than Educational and General Funds, at the close of the 1968-69 fiscal
year are included in the budgets for the ensuing fiscal year.
Authority is granted to carry the actual balances as of August
31, 1969 forward to the fiscal year 1969-70.
For the Organized Activities related to Educational Departments
of the academic institutions of the System, authority is hereby
given to carry forward the unencumbered balances of August 31,
1969; provided, however, that those balances which are not
specifically concerned shall not be budgeted or expended without
the prior approval of the President of the System, and further
provided that prior to being forwarded such balances be adjusted
to reflect over-realization of under-realization of estimated income from sales.
15.

STUDENT NURSE STIPEND - PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M. COLLEGE.
The President of Prairie View A. and M. College is authorized
to approve the monthly stipends to student nurses in training.
For
student nurses at Prairie View, the monthly stipend shall not exceed the monthly charge for room, board, and laundry.
For other
student nurses, the monthly stipend shall not exceed $30. 00 per
month.

Agenda Item No.
APPROVAL OF THE TEXf1.S PETROLm,: RESLu.RCH
COl-IT/iITTEE BUDGET FOR 1969- 70

Below is an exce1·pt from the. draft App1·opriations BiJ.l of the 61st
Legislature, appropriating $120,000 for the fiscal yea1· endin[. August 31,
1970 for research to be conducted by the 'l'exas '' ,roleur1 Research C01mni ttee
at the Texas A&H University and The Uni vcrsi ty c • 'J'exas :

For the Year Ending
AuplSt 31, 1970
Railroad Commission Texas Petroleum Resea·cch Corr.mittee
for allocation by the Railroad
Commission for the purpose of
research seekirt~ means of increasing the recovery of oil and
gas from JrJJ.own Texas reserves

$12.),000

There is attached a budget proposed by the Director of the Texas
Petroleum Research Committee for $60,000, representing one-half of this
appropriation to be expended at Te:c.as AU,1 Univerzity. Approval of this
budget is recommended. The othe1· one-11£:.lf of this appropriat:i.on is to
be expended at The University of '.L'exas under a budget a:9pr0Yed by the
Board of Regents.
· The follm·1ing resolution is recorr5nended :
The budget of the Texas Petroleum Research Cu,:P.1.i.tt-:.e
for $60, 00.'.) for the fiscal year beE;inning Septerr,bs :,· 1, 1·;;'59 ,
cove:r:Lr. funds a~9propl'iated. by the 61st Legislatur_ to t;-:e
, l'etroleum Resea:ccb Crnr:rni ttee through the Railroad. Commission of Texas, is approved .
Respectf 1.ly subl'litteci.,

<I

r - /"\

.-1 .

i

'-

/

i_

'I?(:?,, .-:---

·

C. Freeman
Vice President and Cor~:;?troll·2r
Approval Recorcmended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER
President

TEXAS PETROLEUM RESEARCH COMMITTEE
A&M UNIVERSITY DIVISION
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING
SEPTEMBER 1, 1969

ESTIMATED INCOME
From Appropriations to the Oil and Gas Division
of the Railroad Commission of Texas out of the
special fund known as the Oil and Gas En£ or cement
Fund in the State Treasur y as follows:
TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME

$60,000.00

$60,000.00

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
Operating Expenses:
$57,000. OO>:<
1.
Salaries and Wages (Detail Attached)
l _. 000. 00
2.
Supplies and Materials
3.
Travel Expenses
1, 500. 00
400.00
4.
General Expense s
5.
Repairs and Alterations
50.00
$59,950.00
Capital Expenditures:
6.
Books
7.
Equipment
8.
Land and Land Betterments
9. Buildings and Improvements

50.00

50.00
$60,000.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
Estimated Balance a

End of Fiscal Year

TOTAL

Respectfully submit ed:

~-----

$60,000.00

Approval Recommende d :

Comptroller

>:•See next page for explanation

Approved:

President
Texas A&M University System

Page 2
Item No.

Name , Title or Position

Present
Salary Rate

1.

Director ( 1 / 2 Time)
Robert L. Whiting

$10,800

2.

3.

4.

5.

Recommended
Salary
10,800 {1}

Assistant Director
Paul B . Crawford

19,000(2)

19,000 (2)

Associate Technologist
Gerald N. Pitts

10,200

10,800

5,196

5,460

13,804
$59,000

10, 940
$57 , 000

Sec r etary {0011}
Juan C. Hodges
Miscellaneous Hourly Help

(1) Reimbursement to Texas A&M University under an Interagency Agreement.
(2)

Reimbursement to Texas Petroleum Research Committee (Railroad
Commission of Texas} under an Interagency Agreement ($1,000).

Agenda Item No.
APPROVAL OF TEXAS VETERINARY MEDICAL DIACJ\OSTIC
LABORATORY BUDGET FOR 1969-70
Senate Bill 101, Acts of the 60th Legislature, Regular Session, created
the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagno · tic Laboratory and placed the Laboratory
under the jurisdiction and supervi! ·1 of the Doard of Directors of Texas A&:M
University. Facilities for the Laboratory ~r e bein " constructed by the State
Building Commission with funds appropriated by the vOth Legislature, Fi 'q t
Called Session, on land made available for th ,. purpose by the Texas Afo-1 University Board of Directors .
Below is an rxcerpt from the draft Appropriations Bill of the 61st Legisl ature, appropriating funds for the fiscal year endi ~g August 31, 1970 to the
Texas Veterinary Nedical D.i agnostic Laboratory:
For the Year Ending
August 31, 1970
"L

2.
3.
4.

Salaries:
a . Director
b. Pathologist
c. Toxicologist
d, Bacteriologist
e. Virologist
f . Serologist-Hemat.<,lozist
g. Classified Positions
h. Wages
Travel
Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay
GRAND TOTAL, TEXAS VETER1NARY
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY
Less Estimated Income
Net General Revenue Appropriation

$

22,000
17,500
16,000
14,500
17,500
14,500
63,50 4
1,508
4,620
85,861
12 ,000

$269,493
16,000
$253,493

11

Any balances remaining in Item 20 of the appropriation to th e St ate
BuiJ.dj ng Commission in Senate Bill No. 15, Si>:tie th Legislature, Regular
Session, 1967, and to the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory
in House Bill No . 5, Sixtieth Legislature, First Called Session , 1968,
are hereby reappropriated for the same purposes for the biennium beginning
September 1, 1969.
"I t is further provided that the Texas Veterir.ary Medical Diagnostic
Laborntory facilities shall be u~ed for large animals , horses, cattJe ,
sheep, goals and hogs, only ."

To the extent allowed by applicable statutes,
Medical Diagnostic Laboratory should be authorized
certain facilitative services available to regu]ar
University System and to reimburse the appropriate
therefor.

the Texas Veterinary
to take advantage of
Parts of The Texas A&M
Part of the System

There is attached a budget proposed by the Dean of Veterinary Medicine
to operate the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory for the fiscal
year 1969- 70.
The following resolution is recommended:
The budget of the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory
for the fiscal year beginning September 1, 1969, in the amount of
$269,493 is approved, subject to the availability of funds . The
President of the System is authorized to approve adjustments to this
budget in accordance with the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted
by the 61st Legislature.
Unless othen,:,ise prohibited by la{,:,, the Texas ·veterinary Medical
Diagnostic Laboratory is authorized to - reimburse revolving fund accounts
of Texas A&H University and/or other Parts of The Texas A&M University
System for supplies and materials purchased and for services rendered
in their behalf .

Comptroller
Approval Recommended:
ORIGI.NAL SIGNED BY

EARL BUDDD
President
August 20, 1969
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AUTHORITY TO CONTINUE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM ACCOUNT

It is anticipated that the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by
the 61st Legislature will authorize the Board of Directors to continue
11
The Texas A&M University System Account from which salaries and
expenses for the administration and supervision of the parts of the
System may be paid and to require the parts of the System. . . to pay
into this account from any local fees or funds or from monies appropriated by the Legislature, their proportionate share as determined by the
Board of Directors for the expense of the administration and supervision
of said Sy stem. 11
For several years transfers to this account have been made only
from Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities of the three general academic
institutions and from the Feed Control Fund and the Fertilizer Control
Fund of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station since the Legislature
has provided from the General Revenue Fund the major portion of the
funds for the administration and supervision of the System.
The following resolution is recommended:
The Texas A&M University System Account from which the
salaries and expenses of The Texas A&M University System Administrative and General Offices are to be paid, is hereby continued for the biennium beginning September 1, 1969.
The VicePresident and Comptroller, with the approval of the President,
is hereby authorized and directed to do all things necessary to
handle said account.
The Fiscal Department of the Texas A &M University,
under the general supervision of the Vice-President and Comptroller, shall continue to keep all records (including the handling
of receipts and disbursements) pertaining to The Texas A&M
University System Account.
The officers of the Texas A&M
University Fiscal Department presently designated to approve
expenditures of the University are hereby designated to approve
expenditures against this account.
The Presidents of the three general academic institutions
of the System are hereby authorized and directed to pay or cause
to be paid into The Texas A&M University System Account an
amount equal to one-fourth of one per cent (1/4 of 1%) of the

actual expenditures of the Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities for the fiscal years 1969- 70 and 1970- 71.
The Director of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
is hereby authorized and directed to pay or cause to be paid
into The Texas A&M University System Account an amount
equal to one-fourth of one per cent (1/4 of 1%) of the actual
expenditures of the Feed Control Fund and one-fourth of one
per cent (1/4 of 1%) of actual expenditures out of the Fertilizer Control Fund for the fiscal years 1969- 70 and 1970- 71.
lly submitted,

W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President
August 26,

1969

Agenda Item Number
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REVOLVING BANK ACCOUNTS - DESIGNATING AMOUNTS,
SOURCES OF FUNDS, DEPOSITORY BANKS, AND OFFICERS
AND EMPLOYEES TO SIGN CHECKS FOR WITHDRAWAL

The following paragraphs are expected to be included in the
Appropriations Bill finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature:

£.
Revolving Fund.
Each institution affected by this
Section, at its option, is hereby authorized to maintain a revolving fund to facilitate the payment of nominal expenses and to pay
bills within cash discount periods.
The institutions may use the
fund for regular monthly payrolls as well as for weekly and
special payrolls.
Disbursements from the revolving funds are to
be reimbursed from respective appropriations made herein, the
State Comptroller being hereby authorized to make such reimbursements on claims filed with him by the institutions under his regularly prescribed procedures except that one voucher and one
warrant may cover any number of claims for this purpose.
These
reimbursement claims shall meet the same requirements as other
claims against State appropriations, and each institution shall prepare such a reimbursement claim as at the close of business on
the last day of each month and as many times during each month
as may be expedient in order to make unnecessary the maintaining of an unreasonably large revolving fund.
11

11

g.
The respective governing board shall determine the
amounts of the revolving funds to be set up for each institution,
and may increase or decrease the amounts if necessary.
Such
governing board shall designate a depository bank for each revolving fund, and shall specify the officers and/ or employees to
sign checks drawn on each such fund.
The depository bank for
each revolving fund shall be required to secure the deposit as
provided by law. 11
The banks listed in the following resolution are now acting as
depository banks for the System.
All deposits are covered by appropriate securities.
The following resolution is recommended:
Each of the following parts of The Texas A&M University

System is hereby authorized and directed to maintain a REVOLV ING FUND BANK ACCOUNT to facilitate the payment of nominal
expenses and payrolls and to pay bills within cash discount periods,
when such disbursements are reimbursable from funds in the State
Treasury, in the amounts shown below for the respective parts;
to deposit such funds in the depository bank named for each part
and the office rs and/or employees named below, and their success ors in office, are hereby authorized to sign checks for the withdrawal of such funds according to law.
Each check shall be signed
by two of the authorized officers and/or employees named.
The
parts of the System may use these REVOLVING BANK ACCOUNTS
for regular monthly payrolls, as well as for weekly and special
payrolls.
1.

THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
Amount of Revolving Fund not to exceed $275, 000.
Source 0f Funds - Local Funds
To be deposited in - First National Bank, Bryan, Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
R. Clark Diebel, Controller
Robert Smith, Assistant Controller
Ben F. Trcalek, Accountant
Carl E. Patton, Accountant

2.

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
Amount of Revolving Fund not to exceed $25, 000.
Source of Funds - Local Funds
To be deposited in - The Farmers-First National Bank
Stephenville, Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
R. G. Fanning, Business Manager
Tom Senter, Accounting Assistant
Lois Moser, Accounting Assistant

3.

PRAIRIE VIEW A.

AND M.

COLLEGE OF TEXAS

Amount of Revolving Fund not to exceed $50, 000.
Source of Funds - Local Funds
To be deposited in - Bank of the Southwest, Houston,
Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
H. D. Murdock, Business Manager
G. W. Kendrick, Accountant
U. R. Bell, Accountant
D. H. Andricks, Accountant

4.

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Arn.ount of Revolving Fund not to exceed $110,000.
Source of Funds - Local Funds
To be deposited in - City National Bank, Bryan, Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
H. 0. Kunkel, Dean of Agriculture
Vacant
, Director of Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station
Jarvis E. Miller, Assistant Director
V. E. Schember, Assistant Director
R. W. Hagler, Fiscal Officer
J. J. Fazzino, Accountant

5.

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
Arn.ount of Revolving Fund not to exceed $60, 000.
Source of Funds - Local Funds
To be deposited in - City National Bank, Bryan, Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
J. E. Hutchison, Director
C. H. Doerge, Executive Staff Assistant
C. B. Hewitt, Accountant
F. R. Clark, Accountant

6.

TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
Arn.aunt of Revolving Fund not to exceed $50, 000.
Source of Funds - Federal
To be deposited in - Bank of A&M, College Station, Texas
Officers and/or Employees authorized to sign checks:
Paul R. Kramer, Director
Bruce R. Miles, Assistant to Director
Frank Nedbalek, Accountant
Respectfully submitted,

~-w.

C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller

Approval Recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President
August 26, 1 969

Agenda Item Number
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AUTHORITY TO CONTINUE REVOLVING FUNDS OPERATED
FOR THE BENEFIT OF ONE OR MORE PARTS OF
THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

It is anticipated that under the provisions of the Appropriations Bill
as finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature, the Board of Directors will
be authorized to establish Revolving Funds to be operated for the benefit
of one or more parts of The Texas A&M University System, such as a
motor pool for managing automotive vehicles authorized by the Act, a
feed supply center, an office supply or laboratory supply center• or
any other operation of a similar nature.
Appropriations for any part
of the System, except funds appropriated exclusively for salaries, may
be used to reimburse any such Revolving Funds.
Operation of this type of Revolving Funds makes it possible to purchase items in large quantities in a single transaction and pay for them
from a single account instead of making separate purchases and separate
payments from a number of different accounts.
The following resolution is recommended:
Under authority of Article IV of the Appropriations Bill as
finally enacted by the 61 st Legislature, the following Revolving
Funds are hereby established for the biennium beginning
September 1, 1969:
A.

The Texas A&M University System
1.

Office of Physical Plants Clearing Account (For
supervision of new construction and improvements and repairs, including salaries, wages,
travel, and supplies)

2.

A&M System Architect Clearing Account (For
preparation of plans and specifications for new
construction and improvements and repairs, including salaries, wages, travel, and supplies)

3.

Engineering Construction Office Clearing Account
(For preparation of engineering plans and specifications for new construction and improvements
and repairs, including salaries, wages, travel,
a.nd supplies)

4.

B.

International Programs Car Operations (For
operation of vehicle used in transporting
foreign visitors.

Texas A&M University
1.

A. and M. Press (Print Shop)
(For printed forms, paper stock, printing,
and for labor and supplies for printing)

2.

Photographic and Visual Aids Laboratory
(For photographs, photographic supplies, and
all kinds of duplicating, including labor and
supplies)

3.

Maintenance and Repair Department
(For maintenance and repair service)

4.

Stores
(For lighting fixtures, light globes, electrical
supplies and appliances, hardware and materials,
stationery and office supplies and for paper stock)

5.

University Utilities Plant
(For utilities including electrical power, heat
service, hot and cold water, ice and compressed
air)

6.

Bus Operations
(For transportation by bus)

7.

Veterinary Pathological Service
(For pathological examinations)

8.

Veterinary Pharmacy
(For drugs and supplies)

9.

Airplane Travel
(For use of airport facilities, including repairs
and maintenance to aircraft and the use of aircraft for research purposes and for official
travel)

10.

Engineering Car Account
(For mass transportation by station wagons)

C.

11.

Sewer Service
(For operation and maintenance of sewer system)

12.

Central Payroll
(For furnishing payroll services to the various
parts of The Texas A&M University System)

13.

Faculty Post Office
(For furnishing postal service to various parts
of The Texas A&M University System)

14.

Refuse Disposal
(For handling the disposition of refuse for the
various parts of The Texas A&M University
System)

15.

Fiscal Department Revolving
(For allocating accounting services for various
parts of The Texas A&M University System)

16.

Centrex Operations
(For furnishing Centex telephone service to
various parts of The Texas A&M University
System)

1 7.

Cyclotron Revolving
(For handling income and expenses for Cyclotron
Services applicable to Cyclotron usage by other
departments and parts)

18.

Electron Microscopy Fund
(For handling income and expenses for services
applicable to use of electron microscopy by other
departments and parts)

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
1.

2.

Livestock Revolving Fund
(For purchase and sale of livestock for research
purposes and for feeding and other supplies and
labor for such livestock)
Farm Service Account
(For furnishing supplies, mate rials, and
primarily to Departments in the Colleges
culture and Veterinary Medicine that are
research on University-owned lands, but

services
of Agriconducting
also to

other parts of the University as called for and
to the extent that resources are available)
3.

Farm Operations Account
(For furnishing supplies, materials, and services to any part of The Texas A&M University
System for re search, teaching, or extension
purposes.
This account is concerned largely
with the operation of unassigned lands in Burleson County that are held in reserve and not
assigned to a specific department)

4.

Laboratory Stockroom Revolving Fund
(For furnishing laboratory supplies, materials,
and services to those departments requiring
same)

5.

Chemical Analysis Revolving Fund
(For services by the Agricultural Analytical
Services Departm.ent in making chemical, biochemical and/or other types of analysis on
samples of plant, animal, or other substances
and materials)

6.

Biochemistry and Biophysics Services Revolving
Fund
(For personal services, materials, and other
costs associated with the use of such specialized equipment as the mass spectograph, x-ray
diffractometer, and analytical ultracentrifuge)

7.

Animal Herd Revolving Fund
(For the purpose of providing supplies, materials, and services of the Animal Herd to the
departm.ents and parts of The Texas A&M
University System)

8.

Meats Laboratory Revolving Fund
(To provide professional training for students,
classroom and laboratory instruction, and
supporting research activities in the areas of
meat selection, slaught ering, processing and
evaluation through charges for personal services
and teaching or research supplies, materials,
and services)

D.

E.

9.

Dairy Processing Revolving Fund
(For the purpose of providing supplies, materials,
and services of Dairy Processing to the departments and parts of The Texas A&M University
System)

10.

Dairy Herd Revolving Fund
(For the purpose of providing supplies, materials,
and services of the Dairy Herd to the departments
and parts of The Texas A&M University System)

11.

Poultry Plant Revolving Fund
(For the purpose of providing supplies, materials,
and services of the Poultry Plant to the departments and parts of The Texas A&M University
System)

Texas Agricultural Extension Service
1.

Soil Testing Laboratory, College Station, Texas
(For testing soil samples, plant tissues, and for
making salinity and mineral tests of soil and
irrigation water)

2.

Plains Soil Testing Laboratory, Lubbock Texas
(For testing soil samples, plant tissues, and for
making salinity and mineral tests of soil and
irrigation water)

3.

Office Services, College Station, Texas
(For use of Xerox and/or other reproduction
equipment including cost of rental or purchase,
supplies, materials, and services.

4.

Motor Vehicles
(For operation of motor vehicles including cost
of purchase or acquisition, maintenance, supplies,
materials, and services)

5.

Soil Nematode Detection, College Station, Texas
(For testing soil samples for the presence and
identification of nematodes)

Rodent and Predatory Animal Control Service
1.

Rodent Control Revolving Fund

(For the selling of poisoned grain, bait, and
materials for the control of injurious rodents
and predatory animals)

F.

G.

Texas Engineering Experiment Station (including
Texas Transportation Institute)
1.

Data Processing Center
(For supplies and services rendered by Data
Processing Center)

2.

Nuclear Science Center
(For supplies and services rendered by Nuclear
Science Center)

3.

Research and Instrument Shop
(For supplies and services rendered by Texas
Engineering Experiment Station Research and
Instrument Shop)

4.

Publications Division
(For publications and related supplies and se r vices)

5.

Office Services
(For operation of the Xerox machine including
costs of rental, supplies, materials, and services)

6.

Motor Vehicles
(For operation of motor vehicles including costs
of purchase, maintenance, supplies, materials
and services)

7.

Supplies and Services
(For office supplies and postage to be used by
various departments)

8.

Technical Support Services
(For technician level activities in support of the
research programs)

Texas Engineering Extension Service
1.

Engineering Extension Service Truck Operations
and Equipment
(For use and servicing of vehicles operated by
Texas Engineering Extension Service)

H.

I.

2.

Engineering Extension Service Publications
Account
(For publications and related costs of materials.
supplies, and services)

3.

Engineering Extension Service Short Course
Account
(For clearing and accounting for income and
expenses of various courses of short duration)

4.

MDTA Training Program Working Fund
(For clearing and accounting of funds advanced
to students attending Engineering Extension
Service courses approved by the Manpower
Development Training Act)

Tarleton State College
1.

Storeroom Revolving Fund
(For supplies and services)

2.

Data Processing Service
(For supplies and services rendered by Data
Processing Service)

Prairie View A. and M.
1.

College of Texas

Telephone and Telegraph
(For telephone service, tolls.

and telegrams)

2.

Warehouse Operations
(Far supplies and services for plant operation
and maintenance and for stationery and office
supplies)

3.

Storeroom Revolving Fund
(For other supplies and services)

4.

Data Processing Service
(For supplies and services rendered by Data
Processing Service)

5.

Power Plant
(For utilities including electrical power,

heat service, water, and so forth)
submitted,

W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:
ORIGIMAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

August 26,

1969
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CONFIRMATION OF VENDING MACHINE CONTRACTS
Board Minute Order No. 195-61 of September 23, 1961, authorized the
Chancellor to execute vending machine contracts, subject to Board confirmation.
Since the last meeting of the Board, the vending machine contracts described in the suggested minute order have been executed by the President,
subject to Board confirmation, and copies of the contracts have been forwarded to the State Board of Control in accordance with provisions that are
expected to be included in the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the
61 st Legislature.
Resolution Recommended:
The following vending machine contracts, executed in accordance
with provisions that are expected to be included in the Appropriations
Bill as finally enacted by the 61st Legislature, are hereby ratified,
confirmed, and approved:
PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M, COLLEGE
1. Contract, dated July 25, 1969, with Service Novelty Company,
Brenham, Texas, three cigarette machines at 40¢ per pack
with the College to receive 5-1 /2¢ per pack; 25 game machines, and two music machines at 10¢ and 25¢ per play,
with the College to receive 63%. The contract is for the
period September 1, 1969 through August 31, 1970.
2. Contract, dated June 16, 1969, with the Dixie Scale Company
of Houston, Texas, covering three weighing scales, with the
College to receive 30% of the proceeds on all scales. The
contract is for the period September 1, 1969 through August
31, 1970.
3. Contract, dated June 25, 1969, with Brenham Coca-Cola
Bottling Company, Brenham, Texas, covering the vending of
bottle drinks, pre-mix, post-mix, candy and snacks. The
Vendor will pay the College 40% of the gross receipts of the
pre-mix and post-mix cups and bottles; 10% of the candy at
5¢ and 10¢ per unit vend; and 15% on snacks at 10¢ and 15¢
per unit vend. The contract is for the period September 1,
1969 through August 31, 1970.
4. Contract, dated June 20, 1969, with the Apartment Washer
Service, Houston, Texas, covering 14 washers, 4 dryers,
and 2 hair dryers vending machines, at a cost of 25¢ per wash
load and 25¢ per dry load, hair dryers 10¢ and 25¢ cycles.

Thirty percent of all gross receipts from all equipment
located in laundry areas will be paid the College. This
contract is for the period September 1, 1969 through August
31, 1970.
TEXAS FOREST SERVICE

1. Contract, dated August 13, 1969, with Houston Coca- Cola
Bottling Company, covering vending of Coca-Cola and other
soft drink products bottled by Coca-Cola Company, at Texas
Forest Service, District #6 , Headquarters at Conroe, Texas
to be sold at the rate of 7~ per drink. In consideration for
having the vended product available to employees of the
Texas Forest Service, no charge is made to the Vendor. This
contract is for the period from the date of execution through
August 31, 1970.
2. Contract, dated August 8, 1969, with the Crown Coca-Cola
Bottling Co., Jacksonville, Texas, covering the vending of
Coca-Cola, Dr. Pepper, and Orange, at the Texas Forest
Service Indian Mound Nursery (Pine Tree Nursery as stated
in agreement) at Alto, Texas. The drinks shall be sold at
IO~ per drink. In consideration for having the vended product
available to the employees of the Texas Forest Service, no
charge is made to the Vendor. The contract is for the period
from the date of execution through August 31, 1970.

Freeman
Vice President
and Comptroller

Approval Recommended:

QBIGDlAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER
President

September 1, 1969

Agenda Item No.

J .J-/

APPROVAL OF THE CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT OF MRS. WINNIE CASHION BEYOND AGE 70
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 1, 1969
Rules and Regulations of the Board of Directors prohibit the continued
regular employment of persons who have reached the age of 70 years.
Mrs. Winnie Cashion, who reached age 73 on January 6, 1969, apparently
enjoys good health and continues to do a fine job in the position of supervisory housekeeper (Custodial Worker II) for the Board of Directors house.
It is recommended that her employment be continued for the fiscal year
beginning September 1, 1969.
The following Minute Order is recorrnnended:
The continued employment of Mrs. Winnie Cashion, who
reached age 73 on January 6, 1969, is approved for the
fiscal year beginning September 1, 1969, in the position
of Custodial Worker II, Board of Directors house.

W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BT
EARL DUDDER

President
August 26, 1969

Agenda Item No •

..,3 .,P

APPROVAL OF BUDGETS OF THE ATHLETIC COUNCILS FOR 1969-70
In accordance with the Rules and Regulations, budgets of the Athletic
Councils of the three academic institutions of the System for the fiscal year
beginning September 1, 1969, are submitted herewith. Included in each budget are recommendations for schedules, prices of admission, and game contracts.
It is recommended that these budgets be approved and in instances where
schedules for athletic contests are incomplete, it is recommended that the
Athletic Council of the institution concerned be authorized to make any arrangements necessary to complete the schedules, provided such arrangements
are in conformity with the prescribed procedure.
The following resolution is recommended:
The budgets for the Athletic Councils of the institutions
listed below for the fiscal year 1969-70, in the amount
shown for each, are hereby approved. In instances where
schedules for athletic contests are incomplete, the Athletic
Council of the institution concerned is authorized to make
the necessary arrangements to complete the schedules, provided such arrangements conform to the prescribed procedure.
Texas A&M University
Tarleton State College
Prairie View A. and M. College of Texas

$1,150,000
62,941
97,010
y submitted,

W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:

~--c

President
August 20, 1969

.,
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AGENDA IT;;. . •·o.
TEXAS A&!\!,.

&J

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS
ZIP CODE 77843

STUDENT FINANCIAL

AID

July 31, 1969

Telephone 845-6551

SUBJECT:

Temporary Transfer of Funds from the Murray Case Sells Foundation Fund Account
to Student Loan Funds

TO:

Pres~dent Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
Campus

To participate in the Health Professions Student Loan Program, Texas A&..'1 University
must provide matching funds equal to at least one - ninth of the Federal Capital contribution.
Over a period of ten years, it will be necessary to borrow a total of $300,000 from the
federal government to support this loan plan. Our total share of matching funds will be
about $28,000. This loan program will be put into operation in the 1969-70 academic year
using $45,000 in federal funds and $5 ,000 from Texas A&!.'1 University resources to form a
loan base of $50 ,00 Q.
The Murray Case Sells Foundation Fund has a cash value in excess of $350,000 at
the present time . The intent of this Fund is to make low- interest rate loans; however, the
administrative requirements laid down by the donor makes normal use of the Sells Fund as a
direct loan program almost unworkable. The Murray Case Sells Foundation Fund has been used
previously to provide matching funds of this type (See Minute Order 109 - 64). It is recommended that the matching funds required for this purpose be obtained from the Murray Case
Sells Foundation Fund Account .
The following Minute Order is suggested.
"The President of The Texas A&M University System is authorized to tr.:insfer
funds from the Murray Case Sells Account which are considered by the President
to be excess to the needs of the Fund to provide matching funds for the Health
Professions Student Loan Program . The total amount to be transferred for this
_purpose shall not exceed $28,000 over a period of ten years . The Murray Case
Sells Foundation Fund is to be reimbursed for this loan from collections
attributable to that portion of the loans made from match~ng funds supplied
by Texas A&M University . 11
Respectfully submitted ,

0~)1 ·).,)',/
R' . M. Logan

Director
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED :

d -

I

•

•

Controller of Accounts
T . D. Cherry, Vice P~csident for Business Affairs
OHWINAL lG.NED BY
EARL BUDDER

Earl Rudder , President

TEXAS A&~ ...

UJ. 1 .::V::£ ...-· SITY

COLLEGE STA710

, ·rEXAS

ZIP COOE '7'7843

STUDEXT Fi~ANQAL

AID

Telephone S.;6-4757

January 16, 1969

SUBJECT:

Institutional Application to Participate in the Health
Professions Student Assistance Program

,

D..
A.
T.
H.

E.
A.
D.
R.

McCrory, Director of Development {!,o,-~v
Price. Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine c.;.... ,, .. ,......,
Cherry, Vice President for Business Affairs
Byers, Academic Vice President

THROUGH:

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.

TO:

President Earl Rudder

~

JJJ,~· ..
. -r.-.

,
c. .... ,,,-:.._..

Title VII Public Health Service Act which authorized the Health
Professions Student Loan and Scholarship program was amended by Public
Law 89-709 (Veterinary Medical Education Act of 1966 and Health Manpower
Act of 1968). These acts extend the provisions of student loan and scholarship programs to include students enrolled in Colleges of Veterinary Medicine.
A.

Health Professions Student Loan Program

Texas A&M University is eligible to apply for funds to establish a
Student Loan Fund by requesting a Federal Capital Contribution or a
Federal Capital Loan, or by requesting funds under both methods .

I

II

Ii

I.

Federal Capital Contribution - Under this method; Texas A&i.~
University is required to contribute funds equal to at least
one-ninth of the Federal Capital Contribution requested. (Same
plan as the National Defense Education Act Student Loan Program) .
Collections received on loans may be reloaned as long as the
school continues to participate in the program .
Federal Capital Loan (Revolving Fund) ' - · ·This method requires the
borrowing school to sign an interest-bearing promissory note for
each Revolving Fund advance. The duration of each note will be
a period normally sufficient to allow repayment from amounts
collected from student borrowers. Collections of student payments
of principal and interest, and other income received must be remitted
to the Federal Government monthly to retire loans made to this institution . Loans from the Revolving Fund do not require the one- ninth
institutional contribution.
To be eligible for a loan, a student must be enrolled on a full-time
basis in the professional curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor
of Veterinary Medicine. The student must ·demonstrate that he is in
need of the requested loan in order to pursue the course of study .
Preference must be given to first year students.

.

Repayment progra s be ,... vi~ y..: cl t' a ·tcr graduation and u\ ; • L
be completed in ten years. I1terest rate is three percent
per annum . There are grace periods authorized for service
in the armed forces or Peace Corps . . Principal a n,: interest
payments may be cancell~d in case of death, perr.;;:.l ent and
total disability or for practici~g in shortage areas characterized by low income families (Provisions are very similar to the
National Defence Education Act Loan Plan.)
Under the federal law, a student can borrow up to $3,055.00 per
academic year (three semesters); however, a maximum loan to one
of our students would not exceed $2,500 .00 per academic year,
because students over-all expenses are lower here than in many
other schools.
It is estimated that 30-35 veterinary students would be eligible
for loans under this program in academic year 1969-70. To meet
these needs, an initial loan fund of $50,000 should be established
by borrowing $45,000 from the Federal government and the use of
$5,000 from Texas A&M University sources . The Federal Contribution
Plan is preferred over the Revolving Fund Plan because it will allow
the establishment of a permanent loan fund and the administrative
costs of operation is much lower than the Revolving Fund Plan .
Over a period of ten years, it will be necessary to borrow about
$300,000 to keep the available loan fund capital at $50,000 per
year . Matching funds for this program are available in the Xurray
Case Sells Foundation Loan Fund .
In view of the low interest rate, the loan cancellation procedure ,
and long-term repayment period, it is felt that this loan program
should be established for the benefit of veterinary students
enrolled at Texas A&M University.
B.

Veterinary Student Scholarship Pl an

Schools of Veterinary Medicine are eligible to receive scholarship
grants in the academic year 1969-70 . To obtain these funds, an application must be submitted annually to the Bureau of Health Manpower, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,. Arlington, Virginia.
These scholarships are available to full-time veterinary students of
exceptional financial need who ne ed such financial assistance to pursue
his course of study. There are 27 students presently enrolled in the
College of Veterinary Medicine who are eligible for grants under this
program. In addition to having exceptional need for assistance, these
students are also making excellent scholastic progress. For the most
part, these students are making large loans to finance their education.
A total of $45,300 will be needed to provide scholarships for these
worthy students .
C.

General

A total of 62 students would be assisted wit·h funds available under
these programs. Funds now being used to assist these Veterinary students
could be awarded to students in other colleges on campus.

T e Student Financia l ,,,. v .1...1.. 1.'-'-' c .....r ., ii,inister these prog~ , .,
with the ~ssistance of the i~scal Office wh~ would be in charge of
loan collections. Addition.::l personnel, funds and equipment will
be needed to operate these programs.
Attached is an application to participate in the lealth Professions
Student Assistance Programs ~iscusse above .
It is reconunended that:
a.

V

A Veterinary Student Loan Fund be established at this University
. by borrowing $45,000 from the Federal Government under the
,-.,:;: 1. _
Federal Capital Contribution plan with Texas A&..~ University
vI . .... ~
providing $5,000 from its resources as matching funds .
Matching funds needed for this program be,)jorrowed
Murray Case Sells Foundation Loan Fund . /

f:[),.,~4

c.

A Health Professions Scholars1i? Fund be established at this
University by requesting a grant of $45,300 from the Bureau
of Health Manpower .

d.

The Student Financial Aid Office be assigned responsibility for
the granting of loans and the selection and payment of scholarships.

e.

The Fisc.a l Office be responsible for the loan collection procedures.

f.

Additional funds to pay for the operation of this program ~-~made available to these offices .
n 7_

~

~ :r-·:-y'l.t.L

,.:L/-~

!~

. e,,..,-l- Z,1..~lf, hJw_f,_, '-31..... ~..

g.

po:,v<_ w-;1,

The Preside~sign Item 8 of the _application attached he17'eto.

Si~~

-c;--

-?) . );') '/2~~!'-iJ
R. M. Lo~an, Iiirector

Approval:

¥

t~ /!· ~-·.·

E~rl Rudder, President

11~~'-Tn, C::.UuCA7,CH+. A, u ''""'
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?UuLIC HEALTH SERVICE
"
1'AT1O1'.A1.. INSTITUTES OF Hi:ALTH
BUrtEAU OF HEALTH MANPO/IER
DIV1.ilOI'< OF rlEAi..TH MA, ?CWER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
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800 NORTH QUINCY STRC:ET
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Agenda Item No.

J

REQUESTING STATE COMPTROLLER TO CONSOLIDATE STATE
APPROPRIATIONS FOR TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
It is expected that the Appropriations Bill as finally enacted by the
61st Legislature will be in the following pattern and contain the rider
provisions as shown below:
"TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
For the Year Ending
August 31 1 1970
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Administrative and General Expense
Fire Control, including Lost Pines
and new East Texas area
Forest Management
Forest Education
Forest Research
Forest Pest Control
Forest Pest Control (to be expended only in
ca_s e of threatened epidemics)
Forest Pest Control Research
GRAND TOTAL, TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
Less Estimated Funds from Other Sources
Net General Revenue Appropriation

$

xx,xxx
x,xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xx,xxx
xx,xxx
xx,xxx

$ x,xxx,xxx

xxx,xxx
$ x,xxx,xxx

"The Director of the Texas Forest Service, with the approval of the
Board of Directors of the Texas A&M University System, is authorized to
transfer between appropriation Items 2 through 6 above, consistent with
economical operation and when it is in the best interest of the State
to make such transfers.
"Personnel of the Texas Forest Service employed on the basis of less
than 1,880 hours contributed annually to the job shall be entitled to
two weeks vacation during which they will not be called upon for duty,
and to sick leave proportionate to that given to full-time personnel."
In order to make the best use of these funds and to simplify the accounting
in the offices of the State Comptroller as well as the Texas Forest Service,
it is recomnended that the State Comptroller be requested to set up
Item 1 - Administrative and General Expenses, Item 7 - Forest Pest Control,
and Item 8 - Forest Pest Control Research, of the General Revenue Appropriations as line items and combine Items 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Fire Control,
Forest Management, Forest Education, Forest Research, and Forest Pest
Control) as one line item. The Texas Forest Service will account for
the expenditures from this one line item by the five listed programs.

The following resolution is recommended:
The State Comptroller of Public Accounts is hereby requested
to set up line-item appropriation accounts for funds appropriated
from the General Revenue Fund to the Texas Forest Service for
the fiscal year 1969-70, covering (1) Administrative and General
Expenses, (2) a combined appropriation for the five items consisting of Fire Control, Forest Management, Forest Education, Forest
Research, and Forest Pest Control, (3) Forest Pest Control (to be
expended only in case of threatened epidemics), and (4) Forest
Pest Control Research.
The Director of the Texas Forest Service is hereby directed
to account for the expenditures by programs, namely, Administrative
and General Expenses; Fire Control, Forest Management, Forest Education, Forest Research, and Forest Pest Control; Forest Pest Control
(to be expended only in case of threatened epidemics); and Forest
Pest Control Research.

W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptroller

Approval Recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President
September 1, 1969

Agenda Item No.

d

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
TARLETON STATE COLLEGE CROCKETT HALL DORMITORY
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 1969

The Board of Directors by Minute Order 155-69 authorized the
President of The Texas A&lv1 University System to do any and all things
necessary to consumate formally the purchase of Crockett Hall Dormitory,
and to arrange for the necessary resolutions and actions of the Board of
Directors of The Texas A&M University System for issuance of Tarleton
State College Dormitory Revenue Bonds in the amount of approximately
$330,000.
A Contract of Sale covering Crockett Hall Dormitory, its equipment, the land in connection therewith, and the construction and equipping
of a cafeteria addition was executed with RM and DY, Inc., of Odessa,
Texas, by the President of The Texas A&M University System on June 20,
1969. In payment for this property, R1"1 and DY, Inc. has agreed to
accept $320,000 of the Board of Directors of The Texas A&1"1 University
System Tarleton State College Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds,
Series 1969. The Fort Worth National Bank, Fort Worth, Texas, has
agreed to purchase the remaining $10,000 of bonds. All bonds are to bear
interest at the rate of 6%.
There is submitted for consideration by the Board of Directors
the following:

1.

Exhibit A - A resolution by the Board of Directors of The
Texas A&lVl University System authorizing the issuance of
Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University System Tarleton State College Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue
Bonds, Series 1969, in the aggregate principal amount of
$330,000, bearing interest as hereinafter provided, to provide funds for the acquisition of an existing dormitory,
equipment and the land in connection therewith, and the construction of an addition thereto, pledging the net revenues
derived therefrom to the payment of principal of and
interest on said bonds, prescribing the form of said bonds,
providing for the execution and delivery of said bonds,
awarding said bonds to the purchasers, prescribing the
duties of said Board and of the College in reference to
said bonds, and stipulating that the bonds shall be special
obligations of the Board payable only from the pledged
revenues and shall not be indebtedness of, nor obligations
of, the State of Texas, and prescribing other matters
relating thereto.

2.

Exhibit B - A resolution by the Board of Directors of The
Texas A&M University System fixing room rental rate for
the dormitory to be acquired and improved, the revenues of
which are pledged to the payment of the principal of and
interest on Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University
System - Tarleton State College Crockett Hall Dormitory
Revenue Bonds, Series 1969, $330, 000.

In order that the bonds might be available for delivery immediately
following action by the Board of Directors, bids were received on August
6, 1969, for printing these bonds. The low bid of the Steck-Warlick
Company at a rate of $~79. 00 was accepted and the bonds have been printed.
There is attached as Exhibit C a tabulation of the bids received.
The Fort Worth National Bank has been designated as paying agent
for these bonds.
The following Minute Order is recommended:
The following resolutions are adopted:

1.

Exhibit A - A resolution by the Board of Directors of
The Texas A&M University System authorizing the
issuance of Board of Directors of The Texas A&M
University System - Tarleton State College Crockett Hall
Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969, in the
aggregate principal amount of $330,000, bearing interest
as hereinafter provided, to provide funds for the
acquisition of an existing dormitory, equipment and
the land in connection therewith, and the construction
of an addition thereto, pledging the net revenues derived
therefrom to the payment of principal of and interest
on said bonds, prescribing the form of said bonds, providing for the execution and delivery of said bonds,
awarding said bonds to the purchasers, prescribing
the duties of said Board and of the College in reference
to said bonds, and stipulating that the bonds shall be
special obligations of the Board payable only from the
pledged revenues and shall not be indebtedness of,
nor obligations of, the State of Texas, and prescribing
other matters relating thereto,

2.

Exhibit B - A resolution by the Board of Directors of
The Texas A&:tv1 University System fixing room rental
rate for the dormitory to be acquired and improved, the
revenues of which are pledged to the payment of the
principal of and interest on Board of Directors of The
Texas A&M University System - Tarleton State College
Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969,
$330,000.

When all the provisions of the Contract of Sale between The
Texas A&Iv1 University System and RM and DY, Inc., of Odessa, Texas,
relating to the purchase of Crockett Hall Dormitory, the cafeteria
addition thereto and the land therefor have been met, the President
of The Texas A&M University System is authorized to deliver to RM
and DY, Inc. $320, 000 of Board of Directors of The Texas A&M
University System Tarleton State College Crockett Hall Dormitory
Revenue Bonds, Series 1969. The $10,000 bond proceeds received
from the Fort Worth National Bank are appropriated for legal and
administrative expenses of this bond issue and for purchase of a vehicle
for transportation of prepared food from the existing Tarleton State
College Dining Hall to Crockett Hall Dormitory.
Respectful y submitted,

I

, '

W. C. Freeman
Vice President
and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:
Original Signed By
W. 0. Tro gdon
President
Tarleton State College
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL DUDDER
President
The Texas A&M University System

August 11, 1969

EXHIBIT A

CERTIFICATE FOR RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF BRAZOS
We, the undersigned officers of the Board of Directors
of The Texas A&M University System, hereby certify as follows:
1. The Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University
System convened in SPECIAL MEETING ON THE 10TH DAY OF ~EPTEMBER,
1969, at the Board of Directors Building, College Station, Texas,
and the roll was called of the duly constituted officers and
members of said Board, to-wit:
H. C. Heldenfels
Clyde H. Wells, President
A. P. Beutel, Vice President
Peyton McKnight, Jr.
Ford D. Albritton, Jr.
L. F. Peterson
Wofford Cain
S. B. Whittenburg
Sterling C. Evans
R. G. Cherry, Secretary
and all of said persons were present, except the following
absentees: ________________________ , thus
constituting a quorum. Whereupon, among other business, the
following was transacted at said Meeting: a written
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS
was duly introduced for the consideration of said Board and read
in full. It was then duly moved and seconded that said Resolution
be adopted; and, after due discussion, said motion, carrying with
it the adoption of said Resolution, prevailed and carried by the
following vote:
AYES: All members of said Board shown present
above voted "Aye."
NOES:

None.

2. That a true, full and correct copy of the aforesaid
Resolution adopted at the Meeting described in the above and foregoing paragraph is attached to and follows this Certificate; that
said Resolution has been duly recorded in said Board's minutes
of said Meeting; that the above and foregoing paragraph is a true,
full and correct excerpt from said Board's minutes of said Meeting
pertaining to the adoption of said Resolution; that the persons
named in the above and foregoing paragraph are the duly chosen,
qualified, and acting officers and members of said Board as
indicated therein; that each of the officers and members of said

Board was duly and sufficiently notified, officially and
personally, in advance, of the time, place and purpose of
the aforesaid Meeting; and that said Resolution would be
introduced and considered for adoption at said Meeting; and
that said Meeting was open to the public, as required by law.
SIGNED AND SEALED this the 10th day of September,

1969.

President

Secretary
(SEAL)
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A RESOLUTION
BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS
A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM - TARLETON
STATE COLLEGE CROCKETT HALL DORMITORY
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 1969, IN THE AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF $330,000,
BEARING INTEREST AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED,
TO PROVIDE FUNDS FOR THE ACQUISITION OF
AN EXISTING DORMITORY, EQUIPMENT AND THE
LAND IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND THE
CONSTRUCTION OF AN ADDITION THERETO,
PLEDGING THE NET REVENUES DERIVED THEREFROM
TO THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST
ON SAID BONDS, PRESCRIBING THE FORM OF
SAID BONDS, PROVIDING FOR THE EXECUTION
AND DELIVERY OF SAID BONDS, AWARDING SAID
BONDS TO THE PURCHASERS, PRESCRIBING THE
DUTIES OF SAID BOARD AND OF THE COLLEGE
IN REFERENCE TO SAID BONDS, AND STIPULATING
THAT THE BONDS SHALL BE SPECIAL OBLIGATIONS
OF THE BOARD PAYABLE ONLY FROM THE PLEDGED
REVENUES AND SHALL NOT BE INDEBTEDNESS OF,
NOR OBLIGATIONS OF, THE STATE OF TEXAS, AND
PRESCRIBING OTHER MATTERS RELATING THERETO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF BRAZOS
WHEREAS, pursuant to the applicable laws including
Article 29O9c of Vernon's Edition of the 1925 Revised Civil
Statutes of Texas, as amended, the Board of Directors of The
Texas A&M University System (hereinafter called the "Board"
or "Board of Directors") is authorized to acquire existing
buildings, equipment and land, and construct additions to
buildings, and in payment of the cost thereof to borrow
money and to evidence such loan by the issuance of negotiable
revenue bonds of the Board; and
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WHEREAS, it is deemed by the Board to be desirable,
appropriate, necessary and for the good of Tarleton State
College, to acquire an existing dormitory, i ·ts equipment and
the land therefor and to construct an addition thereto and
to provide the funds therefor by the issuance of its r~venue
bonds; and
WHEREAS, the Board has approved the total cost,
capacity, type and plans and specifications of such improvement
and equipment.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM:
1. That the total cost, capacity, type and plans and
specifications of the improvement and equipment are hereby
approved by the Board.
2. That for the purpose of providing the funds
for the acquisition of an existing dormitory, its equipment
and the land therefor and the construction of an addition
thereto, there shall be issued the negotiable bonds of
the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University System
in the aggregate principal amount of Three Hundred Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($330,000), which shall be entitled "Board of
Directors of The Texas A&M University System - Tarleton State
College Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969,"
and said bonds shall be and are hereby issued for the same
purpose, secured and payable in the same manner, and are of
like tenor and effect except as to serial number, maturity and
right of prior redemption.
3. That said bonds shall be dated September 1, 1969,
shall be numbered consecutively from One (1) through Three
Hundred and Thirty (330), shall be in the denomination of One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000) each, and shall mature serially on
September 1 in each of the years and in the amounts, respectively, as follows:
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BOND
NUMBERS

AMOUNTS

1 to
6 $ 6,000
7 II
12
6,000
13 II
18
6,000
19 II
26
8,000
27 II
34
8,000
35 II
42
8,000
43 II
50
8,000
51 II
60 10,000
61 II
70 10,000
71 II
80 10,000
81 II
90 10,000
91 II 102 12,000

YEARS
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

BOND
NUMBERS

AMOUNTS

103 to 114 $12,000
115 II 128 14,000
129 II 142 14,000
143 II 156 14,000
157 II 172 16,000
173 II 188 16,000
189 II 206 18,000
207 II 224 18,000
225 II 244 20,000
245 II 264 20,000
265 II 286 22,000
287 II 308 22,000
309 II 330 22,000

YEARS
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1888 ·
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

4. That as to said bonds scheduled to mature on
or after September 1, 1980, the Board of Directors reserves
the right and option to redeem said bonds prior to their
scheduled maturities, in whole or in part, on September 1,
1979, or on any interest payment date thereafter and on or
before March 1, 1989 at par and accrued interest to date of
redemption plus a premium of 1-1/2% of the principal amount
redeemed, and on September 1, 1989, and on any interest payment date thereafter at par and accrued interest to date fixed
for redemption. Notice of redemption is to be published in a
financial publication published in the English language in the
City of Austin, Texas, at least once, not less than thirty (30)
days before the date fixed for such redemption and thirty (30)
days' notice in writing is to be given to the Bank of Payment
before the date so fixed for such redemption. Prior to the
date fixed for redemption, funds shall be placed in the Bank
of Payment sufficient to pay the bonds called and accrued
interest thereon, plus the amount of premium, if any. Upon
the happening of the above conditions, said bonds thus called
shall not thereafter bear interest.
5. That said bonds shall bear interest from their
date, until maturity or redemption, at the rate of 6% per annum,
with said interest to be evidenced by interest coupons payable
on March 1, 1970, and semi-annually thereafter on each September 1 and March 1.
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6. That the principal of and interest on said bonds
shall be payable to bearer, in lawful money of the United
States of America, without exchange or collection charges
to the bearer, upon presentation and surrender of proper
bond or coupon at The Fort Worth National Bank, Fort Worth,
Texas, which place shall be the "Bank of Payment" for said
bonds.

7. That no one of said bonds shall be entitled to
priority over any other bonds of this issue in the application
of the revenues hereinafter pledged to the payment of principal
of and interest on the bonds, except as to maturity date as
provided in this resolution regardless of the fact that some
of the bonds may be delivered prior to the delivery of other
bonds of the issue, it being the intent of this resolution
that all bonds of this issue shall rank equally.
8. That each of said bonds and the interest coupons
shall be signed by the imprinted or lithographed facsimile signature of the President of the Board of Directors and countersigned by the imprinted or lithographed facsimile signature of the
Secretary of the Board of Directors, and the official seal of
said Board shall be impressed, or printed, or lithographed on
each of said bonds.

9. That the form of said bonds, including the form
of Registration Certificate of the Comptroller of Public Accounts
of the State of Texas to be printed and endorsed on each bond,
and the form of interest coupons to be attached to each of said
bonds, shall be, respectively, substantially as follows:
NO. _ _ _ __

(FORM OF BOND)

$1,000

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF TEXAS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM TARLETON STATE COLLEGE CROCKETT HALL DORMITORY REVENUE
BOND
SERIES 1969
For value received, the Board of Directors of The
Texas A&M University System hereby acknowledges itself indebted

I
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to and promises to pay to the bearer, on the first day of
September, 19 , the sum of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS and to pay
interest thereon from the date hereof at the rate of 6% per
annum, payable March 1, 1970, and semi-annually thereafter
on September 1 and March 1 of each year until said principal
sum is paid, but until the maturity hereof only upon presentation and surrender o[ the interest coupons hereto appertaining
as they severally bccon1c due. Both the principal of and interest
on this bond shall be payable in lawful money of the United
States of America, at The Fort Worth National Bank, Fort Worth,
Texas, without exchange or collection charges to the owner or
holder thereof.
This bond is one of a duly authorized series of bonds
of like tenor and effect except as to serial number, maturity
and right of prior redemption, numbered One (1) through Three
Hundred Thirty (330), in the denomination of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) each, aggregating Three Hundred Thirty Thousand
Dollars ($330,000), issued pursuant to a resolution adopted by
the Board of Directors for the purpose of providing the funds for
the acquisition of an existing dormitory, its equipment and the
land therefor and the construction of an addition thereto.
The bonds of this issue are issued under the laws of
the State of Texas, and are equally and ratably secured by and
are payable both as to principal and interest from a first lien
on and pledge of the Net Revenues from the ownership and operation of Crockett Hall Dormitory as provided in the resolution
authorizing the bonds. This bond and the issue of which it is
a part, and the interest thereon, constitute special obligations
of the Board and are payable solely from such revenues and do
not constitute an indebtedness of the State of Texas, the Board,
or Tarleton State College. The holder hereof and of the coupons
attached hereto shall never have the right to demand payment of
this bond or of such coupons out of any funds raised or to be
raised by taxation.
The Board shall have the option of calling bonds
maturing on or after September 1, 1980, for redemption prior
to maturity, in whole or in part, on September 1, 1979, or on
any interest payment date thereafter and on or before March 1,
1989 at par and accrued interest to date of redemption plus a
premium of 1-1/2% of the principal amount redeemed, and on
September 1, 1989, and on any interest payment d3te thereafter
at par and accrued interest to date fixed for redemption.
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Notice of redemption is to be published in a
financial publication published in the English language
in the City of Austin, Texas, at least once, not less than
thirty (30) days before the date fixed for such redemption,
and thirty (30) days' notice in writing is to be given to the
Bank of Payment before the date so fixed for such redemption.
Prior to the date fixed for redemption, funds shall be placed
in the Bank of Payment sufficient to pay the bonds called
and accrued interest thereon, plus the amount of premium, if any.
Upon the happening of the above conditions, said bonds thus
called shall not thereafter bear interest.
This bond and the interest coupons attached hereto
are and shall be negotiable instruments in accordance with the
laws of the State of Texas, and shall be transferable by
delivery.
It is hereby declared and represented in issuing this
bond and the series of which it is a part that while any part
of the principal or interest of said issue of bonds is outstanding and unpaid, the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University System has covenanted and agreed to operate and maintain
continuously service charges and rates for the use and occupancy of the Crockett Hall Dormitory, in an amount sufficient
to pay the current expenses thereof, to pay the principal
of and interest on said Series of bonds as each bond
matures and such interest falls due, to establish and maintain
an adequate reserve as is more fully provided in the resolution
authorizing said bonds, and that it has established and will
maintain in force such parietal rules and regulations as shall
be necessary to insure maximum use of the facilities of the
Crockett Hall Dormitory.
The Board reserves the right to issue additional
parity bonds under the terms and conditions stated in said
resolution and said bonds may be made payable from the same
source, secured in the same manner and placed on a parity
with this bond.
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It is hereby certified and recited that all acts,
conditions and things required to be done precedent to and
in the issuance of this bond and the series of which it is
a part have been properly done, have happened, and have been
performed in regular and due time, form, and manner as required
by the Constitution and laws of the State of Texas and the
proceedings herein mentioned, that this series of revenue bonds
does not exceed any constitutional or statutory limitation, and
that provision has been made for the payment of principal of
and interest on this bond and the series of which it is a part
by an irrevocable pledge of the revenues specified herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Board of Directors of The
Texas A&M University System has caused the corporate seal of
said Board to be impressed, printed or lithographed hereon
and has caused this bond and the interest coupons attached
hereto to be executed by the imprinted or facsimile signature
of the President of the Board and the Secretary of the Board,
and this bond to be dated September 1, 1969.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
UNIVERSI'IY SYSTEM

OF

THE TEXAS A&M

By__________________
President
ATTEST:
Secretary, Board of Directors of
The Texas A&M University System
(FORM OF COUPON)
NO.

----

$_ _ __

ON TIIE
DAY OF _ _ _ _ , 19 , the Board of
Directors of The Texas A&M University System hereby promises
to pay to the bearer, unless the bond to which this coupon
is attached shall have been previously called for redemption
and payment duly provided therefor, out of the revenues specified in the bond to which this coupon is attached, the
sum of Thirty Dollars ($30.00), without exchange or
collection charges to the bearer, at The Fort Worth National
Bank, Fort Worth, Texas, in lawful money of the United States
of America, being interest due that day on the Board of Directors
of The Texas A&M University System - Tarleton State College
Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969, bearing
9

the number hereinafter specified, dated September 1, 1969.
The holder hereof shall never have the right to demand
payment of this obligation out of the funds raised or to
be raised by taxation. Bond No.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS
A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

ATTEST:
Secretary

President

(FORM OF REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE)
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
REGISTER NO.
STA TE OF TEXAS
I HEREBY CERTIFY that there is on file and of
record in my office a certificate of the Attorney General
and of the State of Texas to the effect that this bond
has been examined by him as required by law, and that he
finds that it has been issued in conformity with the Constitution and laws of the State of Texas, and that it is a valid
and binding special obligation of said Board of Directors of
The Texas A&M University System, payable from the revenues
pledged to its payment by and in the resolution authorizing
same, and said bond has this day been registered by me.
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE at Austin,
Texas,

Comptroller of Public Accounts of
the State of Texas
(SEAL)
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10. DEFINITIONS. That throughout this resolution
the following terms and expressions as used herein shall have
the meanings set forth below, unless the text hereof specifically indicates otherwise:
The term "Additional Bonds" shall mean the additional
parity bonds herein permitted to be authorized.
The term "Bank of Payment" shall mean The Fort Worth
National Bank, Fort Worth, Texas.
The term "Board" or "Board of Directors" shall mean
the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University System.
The term "Bonds" sha 11 mean and refer to the "Board
of Directors of The Texas A&M University System - Tarleton State
College Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969,"
authorized by this resolution.
The term "Bondholders" shall mean any person or persons
who shall be the holder of one or more of the Bonds.
The term "College" shall mean Tarleton State College,
Stephenville, Texas.
The term "Crockett Hall Dormitory" shall mean the
existing dormitory and its equipment being acquired with the
proceeds of the Bonds together with all additions thereto and
replacements thereof.
The term "Current Expenses," when used with reference
to any facility shall mean all necessary operating expenses,
current maintenance charges, expenses of reasonable upkeep
and repairs, properly allocated share of charges for insurance
and all other expenses incident to the operation thereof, but
shall exclude depreciation and all general and administrative
expenses of the College, and payments into any funds or accounts
mentioned in the bond resolution.
The term "Gross Revenues" shall mean the gross
receipts from the ownership and operation of the Crockett
Hall Dormitory.
The term "Net Revenues" when used with reference to
Crockett Hall Dormitory shall mean all Gross Revenues after
deduction therefrom only the Current Expenses as hereinabove
defined.
11

11. That the principal of and interest on the
Bonds shall be paid and secured by a lien on, and pledge of, the
Net Revenues received from the ownership and operation of the
Crockett Hall Dormitory, and said lien and pledge are hereby irrevocably created.
So long as any of the Bonds remains outstanding it
is agreed that the Board will not issue any Additional Bonds
of equal or superior dignity payable from the revenues herein
pledged except in accordance with the terms hereof. In no
event while any of the Bonds is outstanding will the Board
mortgage Crockett Hall Dormitory or any part thereof or dispose
of any substantial part thereof.
12. That there is hereby created and ordered to be
established at an official depository or depositories, which
must be members of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
the following special funds to be held in custody of the Board
separate and apart from all other funds, to-wit:
(a) Crockett Hall Dormitory Revenue Fund (hereinafter refer:red to as the "Revenue Fund");
(b) Crockett Hall Dormitory Interest and Sinking
Fund (hereinafter called "Interest and Sinking Fund");
(c) Crockett Hall Dormitory Reserve Fund (hereinafter called ''Reserve Fund").
13. That all Gross Revenues of Crockett Hall Dormitory shall be deposited as received into the Revenue Fund.
The Current Expenses of Crockett Hall Dormitory shall be paid,
as a first charge against the Revenue Fund as same become due
and payable.
14. That the accrued interest, if any, to be received
upon delivery of the Bonds to the purchasers thereof shall be
deposited in the Interest and Sinking Fund. That on or before
February 15, 1970, and on or before each August 15 and February 15 thereafter there shall be transferred from the Revenue
Fund and deposited in the Interest and Sinking Fund sufficient
money to pay the interest as will come due on the following
interest payment date and one-half the principal as will mature
on the succeeding September 1. Moneys in the Interest and
Sinking Fund shall be used for the payment of the
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principal of and interest on the Bonds, charges of the Bank
of Payment, and premiums due on the Bonds, if any, called
for redemption prior to their stated maturities.
15. That on or before February 15, 1971 and on
or before each August 15 and February 15 thereafter there
shall be transferred from the Revenue Fund to the Reserve
Fund, a sum of not less than $1,250 until there shall have
been accumulated in the Reserve Fund $25,000. To prevent
a default, the money in the Reserve Fund may be used to pay
maturing principal, interest or both, and in the event
the Reserve Fund shall be depleted under such conditions,
the transfers to the Reserve Fund from the Revenue Fund
shall be resumed until moneys accumulated in the Reserve Fund
shall be restored to the amount of $25,000. The Reserve Fund
shall be used finally in paying or redeeming prior to maturity the Bonds then outstanding and unpaid.
16. That on or before the 25th day of February,
1970 and on or before the 25th day of each August and
February thereafter while any of the Bonds are outstanding,
there shall be transferred in current funds from the Interest
and Sinking Fund to the Bank of Payment moneys sufficient to
make the payment of interest on or principal and interest
scheduled to mature thereafter on the first day of the month
following plus an amount necessary to compensate the Bank of
Payment for making such disbursement to the Bondholders.
17. Moneys in the Interest and Sinking Fund and in
the Reserve Fund may be invested in direct obligations of, or
obligations, the principal of and interest on which are guaranteed
by, the United States of America, and in direct obligations of
the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank, the Federal Home Loan
Bank, Federal Land Bank, banks for cooperatives, or interest
bearing time deposits if such deposits are secured with a pledge
of securities of the kind just specified. Such obligations shal
be held subject to the same lien as the moneys with which they
were purchased. All interest accruing on any such obligations
in the Interest and Sinking Fund and the Reserve Fund shall be
placed in the Reserve Fund when the Reserve Fund does not contain
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the entire amount then required to be on deposit therein, otherwise such interest shall be deposited into
the Revenue Fund. Such obligations shall be sold when necessary
to prevent any default in connection with the Bonds. All moneys
collected on such sales or at maturity shall be deposited in the
fund from which the investments were made. If a loss be incurred
on any sale, the Board covenants to deposit immediately into the
appropriate fund moneys available therefor sufficient to offset
such loss. To the extent that moneys in the Funds herein created
are not invested in accordance with the terms hereof such moneys
shall be secured at all times by obligations of, or obligations
unconditionally guaranteed by the United States Government to the
extent of the full amounts thereof.

18. That whenever the total amount in the Interest
and Sinking Fund and the Reserve Fund is equal to the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds outstanding, plus all
coupons thereto appertaining, matured and unmatured, no further
payments need be made into the Interest and Sinking Fund. In
determining the amount of Bonds outstanding, there shall be
subtracted the amount of any Bonds that shall have been duly
called for redemption and for which funds shall have been deposited in the Bank of Payment sufficient for such redemption.
19. All money in the Revenue Fund in excess of that
required to pay the Current Expenses of the Crockett Hall
Dormitory and to make the transfers herein required to be made
into the Interest and Sinking Fund and the Reserve Fund may be
used by the Board for any lawful purpose.
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20. The Board reserves and shall have the
right and power to issue in one or more series "Additional
Bonds" for purposes permitted by law, which Additional Bonds,
when issued, shall be secured by and payable from liens on and
pledges of the revenues herein pledged in the same manner and
to the same extent as the Bonds and any other then outstanding
Additional Bonds, if any; and the Additional Bonds permitted
by this Section, when issued, shall be payable from the
Interest and Sinking Fund and shall be in all respects of
equal dignity and on a parity with the Bonds and any other
then outstanding Additional Bonds, if any. Each resolution
authorizing such Additional Bonds shall prescribe appropriate
additional or larger payments to be made from the Revenue
Fund into the Interest and Sinking Fund and Reserve Fund. It
shall provide that there shall be accumulated in the Reserve
Fund within ten years the amount equivalent to the average
annual principal and interest requirements on all parity
revenue bonds outstanding after the additional parity bonds
proposed to be issued are issued. It is specifically provided, however, that the Additional Bonds permitted by this
Section shall not be authorized or issued unless:
(a) The revenues or fees charged for the use
of the improvements and/or additions constructed,
acquired or equipped through the issuance of Additional Bonds shall be pledged in payment of the
principal of and interest on the outstanding bonds
and Additional Bonds issued pursuant to this section.
(bJ The Board is not in default as to any
covenant , condition or obligation set forth herein,
and the chief financial officer of the College signs
a written certificate, approved by the signatures of
the President of the College and the President of the
Board, to such effect.
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(c) The Interest and Sinking Fund and Reserve Fund
contain the amounts of money then required by the terms
hereof to be deposited therein;

(d) The revenues pledged to the payment of the
outstanding Bonds and Additional Bonds, if any, for
the fiscal year or 12 month period next preceding the
date of the issuance of the Additional Bonds are
certified by a Certified Public Accountant employed by
the Board to have been at least 1.15 times the average
annual requirements for the payment of the principal of
and interest on all of the Bonds and Additional Bonds
then outstanding and payable from such pledged revenues.
(e) The estimated pledged revenues from the improvements and/or additions constructed or acquired from the
proceeds of such Additional Bonds when added to the estimated annual revenues theretofor pledged, shall equal at
least 1.15 times the average annual requirements for
principal of and interest on all Bonds and Additional
Bonds then outstanding and payable from such pledged
revenues and on the Additional Bonds to be issued. Such
estimates shall be made by the senior financial officer
of the College and approved by the President of the
College and the Board.
21.

The Board covenants and agrees that:

(a) It will faithfully perform at all times any
and all covenants, undertakings, stipulations and provisions
contained in this Resolution and in each and every Bond
executed and delivered hereunder, that it will promptly
pay or cause to be paid from the revenues herein pledged
the principal of and interest on every Bond issued hereunder,
on the dates and in the place and manner prescribed in such
Bond, and that it will, at the times and in the manner prescribed herein, deposit or cause to be deposited, from the
revenues pledged, the amounts of money specified herein.
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(b) It is duly authorized uncer the laws of
the State of Texas to create and issue the Bonds; that
all action on its part for the creation and issuance of
the Bonds has been duly, lawfully and effectively taken,
and that the Bonds in the hands of the holders and owners
thereof will be valid and enforceable special obligations
of the Board in accordance with their terms and the terms
of this resolution.
(c) That concurrently with the delivery
of the Bonds to the purchasers thereof it will
lawfully own and lawfully possess the land upon
which Crockett Hall Dormitory is located, and it will
have a good and indefeasible estate in such land in fee
simple. It warrants that it has and will defend the title
to said land and any part thereof and improvements thereon
for the benefit of the holder or holders of the Bonds
against the claim or claims of all persons whomsoever and
it is lawfully qualified to pledge the Net Revenues of
Crockett Hall Dormitory and has lawfully exercised such
right.
(d) It will from time to time, and before the
same become delinquent, pay and discharge all taxes,
assessments and governmental charges, if any, which shall
be lawfully imposed upon it or upon the Crockett Hall
Dormitory; it will pay all lawful claims for rents,
royalties, labor, materials and supplies which, if unpaid,
might by law become a lien or charge upon Crockett Hall
Dormitory, or any part thereof, the lien of which would be
prior to or interfere with the lien hereof, so that the
priority of the lien granted hereunder shall be fully
preserved in the manner provided herein; it will not
create or suffer to be created any mechanic's, laborer's,
materialman's or other lien or charge which might or could
be prior to the lien hereof, or do or suffer any matter
or thing whereby the lien hereof might or could be
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impaired; provided, however, that no such tax, assessment
or charge, and no such claim which might be used as the
basis of a mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's or other
lien or charge, shall be required to be paid so long as
the validity of the same shall be contested in good faith
by the Board.
(e) It will not do or suffer any act or thing
whereby the Crockett Hall Dormitory, or any part thereof,
might or could be be impaired, and it will at all times
maintain, preserve and keep the real and tangible property
of said facilities and every part thereof in good condition ,
repair and working order and maintain, preserve and keep
all structures and equipment pertaining thereto, and every
part and parcel thereof in good condition, repair and
working order.
(f) It will establish and maintain so long as
any of the Bonds remains outstanding, rental rates and
charges for the use of Crockett Hall Dormitory to pay
the Current Expenses thereof, to pay the principal of
and interest on the Bonds in accordance with the terms
thereof, and to keep fully maintained the Reserve Fund as
provided herein. Reference is made to the resolution
adopted by the Board concurrently herewith establishing
initially such rental rates and charges. The Board will
do all things necessary to enforce the provisions of such
resolution, assuming the obligation to amend such resolution from time to time to render it fully efficient.
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(g) It will establish and maintain as long as
any of the Bonds remains outstanding such parietal and other
rules, for the use of the Crockett Hall Dormitory, as may
be necessary to assure maximum occupancy and use of the
Crockett Hall Dormitory and all of the facilities and
services afforded thereby.
(h) (1) With respect to the Crockett Hall
Dormitory, the Board shall procure boiler explosion
insurance on all boilers servicing said buildings in an
amount not less than $50,000 against loss suffered by
reason of a boiler explosion, and the Board shall also
procure fire and extended coverage insurance on such buildings and the contents thereof. The foregoing boiler
explosion and fire and extended coverage insurance shall
be maintained s0 long as any of the Bonds is outstanding
and such fire and extended coverage insurance shall be in
amounts at least sufficient to provide for full recovery
on each building and the contents thereof whenever a loss
from perils insured against does not exceed eighty per
cent (80%) of the full insurable value thereof. Such
insurance shall be carried with a reliable insurance
company or companies, and the premiums on the insurance
for the Crockett Hall Dormitory only shall be paid from
the Revenue Fund, as an item of Current Expense.
(2) Upon the happening of any loss or damage
covered by any such policies from one or more of the
causes to which reference is made in this Section, the
Board shall make due proof of loss and shall do all things
necessary or desirable to cause the insuring companies to
make payment in full directly to the Board.
(3) The proceeds of insurance, covering such
property, shall be used forthwith by the Board for the
purpose of repairing the property damaged or replacing
the property destroyed, and any insurance proceeds remaining upon the completion of such repair or replacement of
facilities of the CrockettHall Dormitory shall be deposited
in the Interest and Sinking Fund.
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(i) When the aggregate amount of funds and/or investments in the Interest and Sinking Fund are not at least equal to
the sum of (1) the interest due on the Bonds on the next
interest payment date and one-half (1/2) of the principal
due on the Bonds within the succeeding twelve months, and
(2) the debt service reserve in the Reserve Account in
the sum of $25,000, the Board shall procure and maintain
use and occupancy insurance on the Crockett Hall Dormitory
in an amount sufficient to enable the Board to deposit in the
Interest and Sinking Fund, out of the proceeds ·of such insurance,
an amount equal to the sum that normally would have been available for deposit in the Interest and Sinking Fund from said facilities during the time they are wholly or partially non-revenueproducing, as a result of loss of use or occupancy caused
by the perils covered by fire and extended coverage i~surance.
Premiums on such insurance for the Crockett Hall Dormitory
only shall be paid from the Revenue Fund as a Current Expense.
(j) It will, on or before September 1, 1969, and
on or before September 1 of each year thereafter, file with
the original purchaser or purchasers of the Bonds a certificate signed and verified by an official of the College
stating that the Board has complied with the requirements of
this Section with respect to the maintenance of insurance,
together with the name of each insurance company, the effective date and numbers of each insurance policy concerned.

(k) It will cause to be kept books of record and
account in which full, true and correct entries will be made
of all dealings or transactions in relation to the Crockett
Hall Dormitory and all books, documents, and vouchers relating
to the properties, business and affairs of such facilities
will be made available at all reasonable times for th~ inspection upon request by the holders of not less than twenty-five
per cent (25%) of the outstand i ng Bonds.
That the Board shall furnish to the original
purchasers of the Bonds, and at the written rPquest of any other
bondholder, not less thanninety (90) days aft~r the close of
each fiscal year, complete operating and income statements
\
(1)

I
\
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of the Crockett Hall Dormitory in reasonable detail covering
such period, and not less than one hundred fifty (150) days
after the close of each fiscal year, the same, together with
reports showing the financial condition and record of operations of the College, certified by the proper State Auditing
Official.
22. That after said Bonds shall have been executed,
it shall be the duty of the President of the Board or some
officer of the Board acting under authority from him to
deliver said Bonds to the Attorney General of Texas, for
examination and approval by the Attorney General. After said
Bonds shall have been approved by the Attorney General, they
shall be delivered to the Comptroller of Public Accounts of
the State of Texas for registration. Upon registration of
the Bonds, the Comptroller of Public Accounts (or a deputy
designated in writing to act for the Comptroller) shall
manually sign the Comptroller's certificate of registration
prescribed herein to be printed on the back of each Bond,
and the seal of said Comptroller shall be affixed to each of
said Bonds.
23. That Bonds Numbers l_through 4, 7 through 10, 13
through 16, 19 through 24, 27 through 32 and 35 through 330, aggregating $320,000, are hereby sold and awarded to RM and DY, Inc.,
Odessa, Texas, for the principal amount thereof and accrued
interest to date of delivery; and that Bonds Numbers 5, 6,
11, 12, 17, 18, 25, 26, 33 and 34, aggregating $10,000, are
hereby sold and awarded to The Fort Worth National Bank,
Fort Worth, Texas, for the principal amount thereof and
accrued interest to date of delivery. The President and the
Secretary are hereby directed to complete the delivery of said
Bonds to the purchasers thereof.
24. That all resolutions and orders and parts
thereof in conflict herewith are expLessly repealed to the
extent of such conflict.
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EXHIBIT B

CERTIFICATE FOR RATE RESOLUTION
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF BRAZOS
We, the undersigned officers of the Board of Directors
of The Texas A&M University System, hereby certify as follows:
1. The Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University
Sys tern convened in SPECIAL MEETING ON THE 10TH DAY OF ~:EPTEMBER,
1969, at the Board of Directors Building, College Station, Texas,
and the roll was called of the duly constituted officers and
members of said Board, to-wit:
Clyde H. Wells, President
H. C. Heldenfels
A. P. Beutel, Vice President
Peyton McKnight, Jr.
Ford D. Albritton, Jr.
L. F. Peterson
Wofford Cain
S. B. Whittenburg
Sterling C. Evans
R. G. Cherry, Secretary
and all of said persons were present, except the following
absentees: _________________________ , thus
constituting a quorum. Whereupon, among other business, the
following was transacted at said Meeting: a written
RESOLUTION FIXING ROOM RENTAL RATES
was duly introduced for the consideration of said Board and read
in full. It was then duly moved and seconded that said Resolution
be adopted; and, after due discussion, said motion, carrying with
it the adoption of said Resolution, prevailed and carried by the
following vote:
AYES: All members of said Board shown present
above voted "Aye."
NOES:

None.

2. That a true, full and correct copy of the aforesaid
Resolution adopted at the Meeting described in the above and foregoing paragraph is attached to and follows this Certificate; that
said Resolution has been duly recorded in said Board's minutes
of said Meeting; that the above and foregoing paragraph is a true,
full and correct excerpt from said Board's minutes of said Meeting
pertaining to the adoption of said Resolution; that the persons
named in the above and foregoing paragraph are the duly chosen,
qualified, and acting officers and members of said Board as
indicated therein; that each of the officers and members of said

Board was duly and sufficiently notified, officially and
personally, in advance, of the time, place and purpose of
the aforesaid Meeting; and that said Resolution would be
introduced and considered for adoption at said Meeting; and
that said Meeting was open to the public, as required by law.
SIGNED AND SEALED this the 10th day of September,

1969.

President

Secretary
(SEAL)
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RESOLUTION
BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS
A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM FIXING ROOM
RENTAL RATES FOR THE DORMITORY TO BE
ACQUIRED AND IMPROVED, THE REVENUES OF
WHICH ARE PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE
PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON BOARD OF
DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM - TARLETON STATE COLLEGE CROCKETT
HALL DORMITORY REVENUE BONDS, SERIES
1969, $330,000.
WHEREAS, concurrently with the adoption of this
resolution the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University
System (hereinafter sometimes called the "Board") has
authorized the issuance of Board of Directors of The Texas
A&M University System - Tarleton State College Crockett Hall
Dormitory Revenue Bonds, Series 1969, in the aggregate principal amount of $330,000 (hereinafter called the "Bonds")
for the purpose of providing the funds for the acquisition
of an existing dormitory, its equipment and the land therefor
and the construction of an addition thereto; and
WHEREAS, the resolution authorizing said Bonds
has pledged to the payment of the principal of and interest
on said Bonds a first lien on and pledge of the Net Revenues
from the ownership and operation of Crockett Hall Dormitory;
and
WHEREAS, said resolution provides for the following
definitions, to-wit:
The term "Crockett Hall Dormitory" shall mean the
existing dormitory and its equipment being acquired with the
proceeds of the Bonds together with all additions thereto and
replacements thereof.
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The term "Current Expenses" when used with reference
to any facility shall mean all necessary operating expenses,
current maintenance charges, expenses of reasonable upkeep and
repairs, properly allocated share of charges for insurance and
all other expenses incident to the operation thereof, but shall
exclude depreciation and all general and administrative expenses
of the College, and payments into any funds or accounts mentioned
in the bond resolution.
The term "Gross Revenues" shall mean the gross receipts
from the ownership and operation of the Crockett Hall Dormitory.
The term "Net Revenues" when used with reference to
Crockett Hall Dormitory shall mean all Gross Revenues after deduction therefrom only the Current Expenses as hereinabove
defined; and
WHEREAS, it is therefore proper that before the actual
issuance and delivery of said Bonds, that rates be fixed for the
use of the Crockett Hall Dormitory.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM:
1. That the following ~oom rental rate for the use
of Crockett Hall Dormitory, the revenues of which have been so
pledged, is hereby found to be reasonable and is hereby established to be effective beginning with the Fall Sem~ster of 1969,
and shall remain in force and effect until changed by this Board
in accordance with the covenants contained in the resolution
authorizing said Bonds, to-wit:
Room rate per student per
regular semester

$155.00

Room rate per student per
summer term (1/2 summer
session)

$ 58.50.

2. That the administrative officers of Tarleton State
College be and are hereby authorized, ordered and directed to do
any and all things necessary and/or convenient to carry out and
accomplish the purpose of this resolution.

E XHIB IT C

BIDS FOR PRINTING BONDS
$330,000
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TE XAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
TARLETON STATE COLLEGE CROCKETT HALL DORMITORY REVENUE BONDS
SERIES 1969

Bonds Dated September 1, 1969

Bidder

$1, 000. 00 Denomination

One Coupon Rate

No. of
Working Days

Northern Bank Note Co.
855 North Cicero Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

$ 309. 00
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The Steck- Warlick Co.
P. O. Box 968
Austin, Texas

$ 279. 00

15

Helms Printing Co., Inc.
2710 Swiss Avenue
Dallas, Texas

$ 310.00

August 6, 1969

FACILITIES PLA. 1.~I:'G .. ;D CO.'STRUCTJO>i
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AGENDA ITEM 4 - a
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Cancellation of Unexpended Balances of Appropriations

In the Suggested Minute Order below are shown the amounts of various
appropriations which remain unexpended after the work for which funds
were appropriated has been completed or discontinued. It is recommended
that these unexpended balances be cancelled and the funds reverted or
transferred to the accounts indicated.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The following balances of appropriations
remaining unexpended are cancelled and the funds reverted to the
source accounts :from which the appropriations were made."

TO BE TRANSFERRED TO

UNEXPENDED BALANCE OF ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT

NUMBER

NAME

PROJECT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT

NUMBER

~lJMBER

NAME

8-1752

32620

Bolton Hall
$1,l73.70
Modify 3 Rooms

32148

General F.&S
Research

69600

Power Service
Extension to
Building 500

$3,073.40

19l33

T.AMU

Power Plant
Clearing AccountFund 242

1-1452

Services Bldg. $3,678.81

5l200

Reserve for Overhead on Research
Contracts

TEES

1-1728

AMOUNT

TAMU

1-1452

61610

Services Bldg. $5,192.48

Unappropriated
Plant FundsAvailable

69575

Parking Area- $7,645.17
D.P.C., Space
Research & A. I.

Parking Facilities

61322

Electric Feed- $3,584.38
er Lines Available

Unappropriated
Plant FundsAvailable

69132

Parking Area
Improvements

Parking Facilities

T.AMU

1-1608
TAMU

l-l634
TAMU

3-1562
TSC

$2,983.96

UNEXPENDED BALANCE OF ACCOUNTS

TO BE TIW SFERRED TO

PROJECT
NUMBER

ACCOUNT
NUMBER

1-1341

61150

Space Research $22,429.37
Center

580

Unappropriated
Plant FundsAvailable

63102

Permanent
$ 5,947.86
University Fund
Bonds-Series 1968
Expense

0584

Unappropriated
Plant FundsPermanent University Fund Bond
Proceeds

TAMtJ

ACCOUNT
NAME

AMOUNT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT

Nln.rnER

NAME

ResFectf'ully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 8, 1969
Approval recommended:
omcmAL SIGHED BY
W. C. FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGIN AL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - b
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Cooling Towers
at Texas A&M University (Project 1-1699)

Under authority of M/0 149-69, bids were received on
July 15, 1969 for the above mentioned work. On August 13,
1969 the Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System
awarded contract to The Marley Company of Kansas City, Missouri
at $95,090., the low alternate bid. Copy of the award is attached. Confirmation is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The award of contract by the VicePresident of The Texas A&M University System on August 13,
1969 under i terim authority of I/0 149-69 for Cooling Towers
to The Marley Company of Kansas City, Missouri at $95,090.,
the low alternate bid at Texas A&M University is confirmed."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 13, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

W. C. FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

TEX.A.S M::,~ ill:I'/3RS ITY
ACTIO! T mr BIDS ?C:t
PROJECT i70. 1-1699
COOLim TC:•i.SRS
CEI•iTRf..L v?ILITIES PLAl'IT' ADDI'.;.'IOi:f

To the Me::-.bers- of the Board of Directors :

I co:1.cur in the recor:'.f.1enc.ation of a•;1ard of contract to The l•'.arley
Company, of Kansas City, ~[issouri, at $95,090.00, the low alternate bid
for Cooling Taxers for Central Utilities Plant Addition at Texas AEd,1
University. Unless sc:ne l-ember of the Boa:rd has an objection; I will
proceed to award contract after receivine; the approval of the Building
Committee, as authorized by 3card. Minute Ord.er No . 149-69.

J?AI;:~
To the Me!!lbers of the Building Com;aitteE::

If you approve the award as recon.7end.ed, will you please sign and
return the extra copy of this sheet, which is enclosed.

~g-c-,

,

~--------<
_,,
._
,:z _-

President

To the Preside:1.t:

approve
the contract as recor:]..~ended abov~.

I
disapprov-e
August

---,

1969
Chairman-l,'.er.1."oer-3ui ld ing Cor.1rai ttee
Board of Directors

Approval of the Members of the Building Cor:-e."littee of the Board of
Directors ha·n.ng been received, contra:::t is awarc.ed to The ~,:arley Cc;;;.9?..ny,
of Kansas City, Missouri, at $95,098.00, the lo·,r alterr.ate bid for Cooling
Towers for Central Utilities Plant Addition at e..xas M:N University .

"7\
August

AGENDA ITEM 4 - c
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Chilled Water Pumps
with Drivers at Texas A&M University (Project 1-1699)

Under authority of M/O 149-69, bids were received on July
15, 1969 for the above mentioned work. On August 13, 1969 the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System awarded contract to Ingersoll-Rand Company of Houston, Texas at $62,032.,
the second low base bid. Copy of the award is attached. Confirmation is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The award of contract by the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System on
August 13, 1969 under interim authority of M/O 149-69
for Chilled Water Pumps with Drivers to Ingersoll-Rand
Company of Houston, Texas at $62,032., the second low
bid at Texas A&M University is confirmed."
Respectfully submitted,

Manag~ruction
August 13, 1969

Approval recommended:
ORICI.l;\L SIG:~ED BY l
W. C, FRE.Oi.AN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORlGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

ACTIO·r Oti 3I:i::3 ?O;\
PRO.IBCT riO . 1-3..699
CHILLED ~-TAT~~ p-r:.:?S WITH D~IV~:-tS
CEdI'R:.\L ll.I'ILITIE3 PL.Ai:/? ADDITIO'.f

To the !l.eG1.bers of the Board. of Directors:
I concur in t~e recc:ir:-.endation of a~ard of contract to IngersollRand Corapany, of Houston, Te:,: as, at $62,032.00, the second low base 'vid
f or Chilled ~Tater Pu.-:tps with Driveys for Central Utilities Plant Ad.c.ition
at Texas A&:-r U:.iversit.y . U:iless so:r.e .-~ember of the Board n3.s an object.ion,
I will proceed. to a-,:ard contract after receiving the approval of the 3u.ild.i ng Coi!t-:-iittee , as authorized by Board !•!inute Order Ho . 149-69 .

To the Mei':'lbers of the Building Cor.-_-:1i tt1::e :

If y ou ap:;Jrove the av~ard as reco'."1."!',ended, ·..rill you please si~"l and.

r eturn t he extra copy of this sheet, which is enclosed .

To t he President :

a pprove
t he c ontract as reconmended abO\·e.

I
di sapprove

August

__,

Chair:.,an- ~.;e:r.be:c - :Cuilding Co:",.::1.ittee
Board of Directors

Approval of the Me'.!lb~rs of the Building Cori"';littee of the :Soard of
Directors havi:1.~ been received, contract is awarded to Ingersoll- Rand
Co~pany , of Houston, Texas, at $62,032 . 00, the second. lcw base bid for
Chilled ~.'ater ?-L!.,:;>S with Drivers for Cent:r2.l ... ilities Plant Addition
et TeXas A&:1-f t;::1i·12rsity .
August /

~ 1969

7
-~

The Texas A&:-1 University System

AGENDA ITEM 4 - d
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Rejection of all Bids for Boiler Feed
Pumps with Drivers at Texas A&M University (Project
1-1699)

Under authority of M/O 149-69, bids were received on July
15, 1969 for the above mentioned work. On August 13, 1969 the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System rejected all
bids. Copy of the rejection is attached. Confirmation of this
action is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The rejection of all bids by the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System on August
13, 1969 under interim authority of M/O 149-69 for Boiler
Feed Pumps with Drivers is confirmed."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 13, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGN:::D BY

W. C. FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED

EARL RUDDER
I

President

EY

TEXAS P.?2-1 l~:Iv"Z?SIT'.:
P.C''::I 0] O:i 3::i:"03 FOR

PRC-EC·:' :;o. l-:699
BOILE?- FED ~t_.-:.::s
CErITR,.\L lJ 'I1I'_,_'I.2S PLA:·i? ADDITrmr

To the Mer:1.be:!'s of th-= Board of Di:!'ectors :
I c oncur in the reco~~enda.tio~ th~t all b~ds be rejected for Boiler
Feed fu":.ps with D:!:·ivers fo!" Ce.::1tral litilities Pl~.nt Addition at Texas /,L.:,:
University . Unless so::::e ~'.e;-,,"::)er of the Board has a:,. objectior..; I will p:!'o c eed to reject all bici.s ai'te:c :::.·ecei •rinE; the a:p}:::-oval or~ tl').e Building Cc~mittee , a s autho!'ized by BoJ.rd Hinut2 O!"d.er ifo . 149-69 .

To t he Her:1bers of the 3uilding Co:nr:i.i ttee :

If y ou a:9:9:?::"ove the rejecti·:m as reccr::."':".er.d.ed , ,;.,ill you :9lease si gn
and r eturn the extra COIJY of this sheet , which is er:closed .

President

To t he Pre s ident :

a pprove
t h e r ejection as reccrnendeci above .

I
disapprove

August

__
,

Chair::2.:-i- :,'.~::i.:i~r- ~ui ldi,1e; Co:;,.11fttee
Board of Directors

Auoroval of the i-~embers cf Ghe Building CGr.~'Tl..ittee cf the :Ooard of
Direct~;s havins been received, all bids are rejected for 3oiler ~eetl
Pumps with D:i.·ivers for Central U :
· -cies
.il
!'la'"t
~ i~ifd~irt ion at Te-xas ,\&:•
University .
t-., _ _

v~~~ ~~~
1

AUc,~ st ~

1969

The

Te)..2.S

A&..t University System

AGENDA ITEM 4 - e
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Action on Bids for Sanitary Sewer
System Addition for U.S.D.A. Toxicology Area to
Existing Sewage Disposal Plant at Texas A&M University (Project 1-1642)

Under authority of M/O 150-69, bids were received on July
30, 1969 for the above mentioned work. On August 13, 1969 the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System awarded contract to S & H Plumbing Company of Bryan, Texas at $50,974.25,
the low bid. Copy of the award is attached. Confirmation is
requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The award of contract by the
Vice-President of The Texas A&M University System on
August 13, 1969 under interim authority of I/0 150-69
for Sanitary Sewer System Addition from U.S.D.A. Toxicology Area to Existing Sewage Disposal Plant to S & H
Plumbing Company of Bryan, Texas at $50,974.25, the low
bid at Texas A&M University is confirmed."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 13, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

W. C. FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED
EARL RUDDER

President

BY

TEXAS A&~-1 lf.lIVS.:'SITY
ACTIO?T c~; BIDS .FO~

p:qo.Jr.:CT :rn . l-16h2

SA~;ITA..~.Y S~•;:2_:l S-fST~I ADDITio:,rs
To the ll'.e:-tbers of the :aoard of Directors:
I concur in the reccrcl.7 .end.ation of 2.,·'ard of contract to S & H
Plu.-:ibing Co::ipany, of Bryan, Te:«?.s, at $50,974.25, the lmr base bid
for Sanitary Se·,,er Syster.i Additions frc'.ll U. S .D. A. Toxicolo& Area to
existing seio:age disposal plant at Te::as Aed,: University . Unless sor:.e
Mei:1.ber of t:i.e Board has an objection, I will proce~d to award contract
after receiving the approval of the Building Cor.1.:nittee, as authorized
by Board ?-Iinute Orde:r- Ho . 150-69.

President

To the t,'.er.ibers of the Building Co!rnittee:
If you a!:rprove the a1·iard as reco::1.mend.ed, will you :please sign and
return the extra copy of this sheet, which is enclosed.

To the President:
approve
the contract as reco~~ended above.

I
disapprove
August

---'

Cha irman-M-=mber-:i3ui lding Cor.,_'11.i ttee
Board of Directors

Approval of the 1,:e::1bers of the Building Co'.•1:nittee of the Board of
Directors having been received, contract is awarded to S & H ?lunbing
Company, of :Sryan, Texas, at $50,974 . 25, the low base bid for Sanitary
Sewer Syst. e:n Additions frrn:1 U.S . D.A. ~o/v..icolof:Y Area to existing sewage
disposal plant at Texas A~-1 Uni vers~t'l ·1
===-

r ')\

August l.3:,-i.569

\ /\ _.. ~ b . ; , . ~ U ~ ~

V vU Presic.. ~!11:

The Texas A&-11 University System

AGENDA ITEM 4 - f
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Contract Award for Bioassay and
Solvent Storage Cool Rooms, Phase III, Biological
Science Building Addition at Texas A&M University
(Project 1-1800)

The President of The Texas A&M University System has awarded
contract for the above mentioned work. Copy of Bid Tabulation
and Award is attached. Confirmation of this award is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Under the provisions of Construction Procedures adopted by M/0 No. 85-68 the award of contract by the President of The Texas A&M University System
on August 8, 1969, for Bioassay and Solvent Storage Cool
Rooms, Phase III, Biological Science Building Addition at
Texas A&M University to Scientific Systems Corporation of
Baton Rouge, Louisiana at $24,910., the low Base Bid,
is co nf i rme d. 11
Respectfully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 12, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY.,
W, ~F~1AN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER

President

The Texa.s A&M University System
Form C-10
4~1-9-CS

Project No .........J::J.J}.QQ ...............

THE TEXAS A&i\I UNIVERSITY SYSTE:\I

BID T.c-i.BULATION REPORT

6.9.....at...?. ...P..~ur,.

This is to certify that on the ........J.$.t............day of........ A."\.1-~~.t.. .......................................... , 19..
as provided in official notices, b•ids were received for the following consLruction:-

Bioassay and Solvent Stora3e Cool Rooms Phase III
Biological Science Building Addition
Texas A&•i University
the low bid
The following proposals were found in proper order, and ~li<supported by satisfactory evidence of financial
respons'ibility: BASE
ALTERNATE
11

BID

BIDDER

l.

Scientific Systems Coruoration
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

2.

w.

A

11

I

$24,910.00

$3,420.00

E. Kutzschbach Company
Bryan, Texas

$32,047.00

$ 660.00

Engineer's Estimate

$25,280. 00

$1,500.00

. ALTEPJL<\.TE "A" - Relocate condens ing unit from Room 113 to roof of building .

Th~ i~~ti~g ;as a.dvertised in the......J.@?. ...29.,... J9.69.......·.............................~nd.......J.µJ.y ...6.,-... l.9.6.9...... .-...·.i~s~~s ·;f··~h~
Bryan Daily tagle.

Respectfully submitted,

/

4/1',k/4

-···········-··················............
M .;,; . ··················· ............................. .
Pres id ing Official

G...1................. ..........................................

Date ........ £~.(,.~..

...Manazer... of ..Construction ........................................ .
Title

To the President, The Texas A&:VI University System:

It is recoJ?lmended that the following action be taken regarding the foregoing bids.

That contract be awarded. to Scientific Syster:1s Coyporation of Baton Rouge,
Louisiana at $24,910 . 00 the low !lase Bid. Funds for this project were approved
by M/0 73-69,

,;.

Presiding Official

~j--

•

fu;;;tft£ -- . .
/7

Date ............................................................................................

~r::~. /

~-~-,.__:,.,,,---

Vice President and Comptroller

PRESIDEXT'S ACTION

Contract is awarded as recommended.

£.-:...1..--:.~..i. .......................................

Date ..........................

AGENDA ITEM 4 - g
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Appropriation for Rehabilitation of Center Drive
and Circular Drives North and South of the System
Administration Building at Texas A&M University
(Project 1-1811)

The main east entrance to the campus of Texas A&M University from Highway 6 (Center Drive), and the Circular Drives
(north and south of the Administration Building) are in need
of repairs to provide proper expansion and drainage and restore
a smooth surface to the concrete paving.
Three schemes have been studied and will be discussed with
the Building Committee at the September meeting. Scheme 3 at
an estimated cost of $98,000. is recommended as the most satisfactory means of attaining the desired results.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The amount of $98,000. is appropriated from the University Available Fund for the
rehabilitation of Center Drive and the Circular Drives
north and south of the System Administration Building
on the campus of Texas A&M University."
Respectfully submitted,

August 7, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIG~ED BY

w. c. r~-...u.N
Vice President and Comptroller
OR!GINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDD.ER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - h
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Action on Bids for Boiler Feed Pumps with Drivers
at Texas A&M University (Project 1-1699}

M/O 149-69 appropriated funds and authorized the receipt
of bids for additional equipment for Central Utilities Plant
at Texas A&M University. On August 13, 1969 the Vice President of The Texas A&M University System rejected all bids for
Boiler Feed Pumps with Drivers due to design conditions which
developed after the original specifications were prepared.
After readvertising in the August 3, 1969 and August 10,
1969 issues of the Houston Post, .bids were received on August
19, 1969 for subject pumps. Below is a tabulation of bids
received.
BASE BID

ALTERNATE BID

Ingersoll-Rand Company
Houston, Texas

$29,076.*

$8,664.

Worthington Corporation
Houston, Texas

29,609.

9,064.

J. D. Nicholson Company, Inc.
Houston, Texas

36,355.

9,490.

Byron Jackson Pump Division
Houston, Texas

38,240.

8,880.

BIDDER
1.

2.
3.
4.

Engineer's Estimate

30,000.

Alternate Bid - Add to Base Bid for Multistage Steam Turbine in
lieu of Single Stage Steam Turbine.

*

Base Bid based on Carling Type 24A Single Stage Turbine add $467. for a Terry Type ES Single Sta~e Turbine.

It is recommended that contract be awarded to Ingersoll-Rand
Company of Houston at $29,076. the low base bid plus $467. (total
of $29,543.) for providing Terry Type ES Single Stage Turbine.
The engineers report that the Terry Turbine has a lower water
rate than the Carling Turbine and operating cost saving will
offset the $467. premium in one year or less.

Funds required for this work are:
Appropriated by M/O 149-69
Less award by interim procedure
for Cooling Towers
Less award by interim procedure
for Chilled Water Pumps with
Drivers
Less this award for Boiler
Feed Pumps with Drivers
Total awards
Plus 11% Design, Supervision
and Contingencies

$237,000.
$ 95,090.
62,032.
29,543.
$186,665.
20,535.

Funds to be reverted

$207,200.
$ 29,800.

SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Based on bids received on August
19, 1969 contract is awarded to Ingersoll-Rand Company of
Houston, Texas at $29,076. th_e low base bid plus $467. for
furnishing a Terry Type ES Single Stage Turbine in lieu
of a Carling Type 24A Single Stage Turbine (total award
$29,543.) for Boiler Feed Pumps with Drivers for additions
to the Cental Utilities Plant at Texas A&M University.
Funds in the amount of $29,800. appropriated from the University Available Fund by [/0 149-69 are hereby reverted to
the University Avaiable Fund."
Respectfully submitted,

Manage~ruction
August 25, 1969

Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGli ED BY
W. C. FREEMJ N

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BT

EARL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - i
Board deeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Right-of-Way Easements to Lone Star Gas Company
on University Lands at College Station, Texas

The Lone Star Gas Company has requested two right-of-way
easements from Texas A&M University for the expansion of their
natural gas distribution system in the College Station area.
One request is for an easement for the construction of a
service line to the USDA Veterinary Toxicology and Entomology
Research Laboratories now nearing completion. It would extend
west along F. and B. Road from a point opposite the Plant Sciences
Field Laboratories to the USDA Laboratories.
The other is for an easement to begin at the north boundary
of University lands (Animal Science Department) on Fin Feather
Road and extend south along the H&TC Railroad right-of-way boundary to an existing gas main in the Entomology Field Laboratory
area. The purpose of this new loop line is to equalize gas
pressure in the Bryan and College Station areas. With the increased gas demand due to the expansion of the Central Utilities
Plant, this line will be particularly beneficial to the University.
Authority for the President of The Texas A&M University System to execute such easements is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The President of The Texas A&M
University System is authorized to execute two right-of-way
easements to the Lone Star Gas Company for the construction
of natural gas pipe lines on Texas A&M University farm lands
at College Station, Texas."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager~uction

August 13, 1969
Approval recommended:
OrtlGINAL SIGNED BY,l
W. C. FR££MAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BT
EARL RUDD:::R

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - j
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969 .
SUBJECT:

Appropriation for Preliminary Design of Office and
Classroom Building at Texas A&M University (Project
1-1735)

Program of Requirements for the above mentioned project
will be submitted to the Building Committee at the September
meeting.

.

It is recommended that funds be appropriated and preliminary
design be authorized for this work.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The amount of $50,000. is appropriated from the University Available Fund for Preliminary
Design of an Office and Classroom Building at Texas A&M
University."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager o f ~ o n
August 13, 1969

Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

w. C. FREOiAN
Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - k
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Action on Bids for Poultry Disease Research Laboratory
at Texas A&M University (Projects 1-1679 and 5-1679)

After advertising in the August 10, 1969 and August 17, 1969
issues of the Bryan Daily Eagle and A.G.C. and Dodge Plan Rooms,
bids were received on August 21, 1969 for subject project. The
tabulation of bids is attached.
It is recommended that contract be awarded to Sentry Construction Company of Bryan, Texas. at $70,057., the low bid for
base bid plus Alternates "B", "D" and "G".
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Based on bids received August 21,
1969, contract is awarded to Sentry Construction Company of
Bryan, Texas at $70,057., the low bid, for base bid plus
Alternates "B", "D" and "G" for Poultry Disease Research
Laboratory at Texas A& 1 University. Funds for this work
were appropriated by Form C-1 ( $500.) approved by the
President of The Texas A&M University System on January
19 , 19 6 8, M/ 0 15 3 - 6 7 ($25,000 . ) and M/ 0 2 0 - 6 9 ( $ 5 2, 718 . ) . "
Respectfully submitted,

Manager ot Construction
August 22, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL s:G~iED BY

W. C. F~

:.:ur

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGWAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

'.i',\:WL/\TIOif OF BIDS RECEIVED
~~:OO 1' . 1-: ., C.D . G. T., ./IUGUST 21, 1969
Fl 1,{ l'O' j f,Ti,Y DISE/1SE TIE~E/\RCII L/\DOMTORY
'Ji :u,~ M.-:1 u::rvEnSl'l'Y , COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS
l'!WJECTS 1-16'{9 & 5-1679

BJ\SE
BID

ALT.
"A"

ALT.
"B"

$65 ,500.

+$1,387.

+$2,87l~.

+$6,740.

+

70,525.

+ 1,531.

+ 2,770

+ 8,125.

+

,Jon •::; ~: Williams Constr. Co.
~-: nco , 'fcxos

74,650.

+

+ 2,500.

+ 7,926.

+

V:1 ncc c~ Thurmond
Hi·:,,;m, Texas

74,900.

+ 1,827.

+ 3,100.

+ 6,450.

+

l'.r,von, 'l'cxn:;

79,254.

+ 1,622·.

+ 3,152.

+ 6,228.

+

,T. L. Dr:rmo llo Constr • . Co.
rolumbu.::, Tcxos

85,100.

+ l,~O.

+

3,000.

+

6,620.

+

.'\rchitcct ' s Estimate

67,352 •

+

1,017.

+

1,950.

+ 5,307.

+

DIDDER
1.

2.

Sentry Corn:;truction Co.
Bcyon , Texas

..J •

11 •

5.

6.

--

IICII

l-1:ir - C~l , Inc .

BryGn,
'J

ALT.

n.

'i'CXclS

r, . Butler , Inc.

/\tld 6 11 crushed limc::;tonc on drive Dnd parking c.lrca .
/\dd m., sonr:r rind plywood inGcrior walls in Rooms 103 and 108.
Provide ::;lobs and bemnG on drilled footin5s in lieu of bearing on gr
Provide lnborotory cnbinct in Room lOl.
Provide ccnopy over passage way.
Provi de .srx1cc condi tioninG in Rooms lOl+ and 105.
Provide :,pray npplicd insulation in lieu of fiberc;las::; insulation on
wnll:; oncl roof panels.
"H'' - Provide 1 11 hot mix asphaltic paving on drive and parking area (contin
occcptancc of /\lternate "A").

"' f ' • I '1' • '
I, , • . \ ,!\ 1 l , "c;u fd " ; i,;:;•,'i'i~ "D" t.L'! L \;!/\' i'J•; J~
11 ,-,11
,\ L, l·:t:t~/.'i'E J.'
1\: ,·r:•: ~\i ;/,.'J'E ''(~

1\T :i'i:1 i: :f1'l'E "/\"
/11 ' ' i·:1:: :t.'l'!~ 111311
~

l,466. ,

t " •,

1

1

11••11

.

M.'l'l•::"lT!Nf:::

AGENDA ITEM 4 - 1
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Appropriation for Improvement of Parking Facilities and
Streets at Tarleton State College

The President of Tarleton State College has recommended and
Mr. Rudder has approved, for submission to the Board of Directors,
request for an appropriation of $5,000. from Tarleton State
College parking fee income for the purchase of paving materials
to assist the community, city and county in paving parking areas.
Dr. Trogdon has also requested an appropriation of $3,600.
from Tarleton State College parking fee income and authority to
negotiate with the City of Stephenville for the city to pave 275
feet of St. Felix Street and 1025 feet of Sloan Street.
Both the parking facilities and the streets are on the campus
of Tarleton State College and will serve the Tarleton Memorial
Stadium and the Men's Health and Physical Education Building now
under construction.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "The amount of $8,600. is appropriated from Tarleton State College Account 40345-Parking
Facilities for improvement of parking facilities and St.
Felix and Sloan Streets near the Tarleton Memorial Stadium
and the Men's Health and Physical Education Building on the
campus of Tarleton State College. The President of Tarleton
State College is authorized to purchase materials and/or to
negotiate with the City of Stephenville for paving to accomplish this community project.
Respectfully submitted,

Manager o ~ 4 t i o n
August 22, 1969

Approval recommended:
(Original signed by W. 0. Trogdon)
President, Tarleton State College
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY '

W. •C, FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
.EABL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - m
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Additional Appropriation for Design of Utilities to
Serve New Dining Hall and Two Dormitories at Prairie
View A. and M. College (Project 4-1804)

M/O 83-69 appropriated $30,000. for preliminary design of
utilities to serve a New Dining Hall and Two Dormitories at
Prairie View A. and 1. College . . However, there must also be provided expansion or reinforcement of off-site utilities to back
up the required utilities for the above mentioned new construction.
It is recommended that an additional appropriation of $20,000.
be made for design of required off-site utilities.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Supplementing $30,000. appropriated by M/O 83-69 $20,000. is appropriated from Prairie
View A. and M. College Account No. 21125-Power Plant Revenue
Fund for the design of utilities to serve the proposed New
Dining Hall and Two Dormitories at Prairie View A. and N.
College."
Respectfully submitted,

Approval recommended:
(Original signed by Alvin I. Thomas)
President
Prairie View A. and M. College
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
W!C.FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM 4 - n
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Contract Award for Agronomy Field
Crop Laboratory at Texas A&M University .(Project
5-1780)

The President of The Texas A&M University System has awarded
contract for the above mentioned work. Copy of Bid Tabulation
and Award is attached. Confirmation of this award is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Under the provisions of Construction Procedures adopted by M/0 No. 85-68 the award of contract by the President of Th~ Texas A&M University System
on June 16, 1969, for Agronomy Field Crop Laboratory at
Texas A&M University to Walter Droemer, General Contractor
of Giddings, Texas at $27,588., the low Base Bid plus Alternates A, B and C, is confirm e d . "
Respectfully submitted,

Manage~ruction
August 11, 1969

Approval recommended:
(Original signed by H. 0. Kunkel)
Dean of Agriculture and Acting Director
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
ORIGIN.l\L SIGNED BY
W. C. FREEMAN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORlGlNAL SIGNED BY

E1!-RL RUDDER

President

'Ibe Tex!\.il A~M Universi!y Sys~m
F orm C-10
,lt-9 •63
/

Project No ...... 5..::.~'.7.§9. ...................

T~ E TEXAS A&)! U. ·1VERSITY SYSTE}I

BID TABULAJ:ION REPORT
T.hdicds i~ to fc.~r?f y th?-t on ~he ..... l~h ...._. .......d:iy of....... ~~~·················································• 19.. §~...at ..?. ...P.~.~I,.
as pron
1n o 11c1a 1 notices, bids ·were recen·ed for the iullowing con:,truclion:-

Agroncmy Field Crop Laboratory
Texas A~·I Universi-cy
College Station, ~exas .·
th e l ow bid

Th~ .following proposals were found in proper order, andXT...£:{supported by satisfactory evidence of financial
respons1b1lity: -

BA.SE BID

BIDDER

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Walter Droemer General Contr.
Giddings, Texas

ALT.
A

ALT.
B

$ 80.

Y~r-Cal, Inc.
Bryan, Te..xas

26,246.

430 •.

B-W Construction Co.
Bryan, Texas

26,980.

400.

Teeple Associates, Inc.
Diboll, Texas

30,490.

J. L. Dryma.lla Constr. Co.
Colu.nbus, Texa s

32,239.

6. Vance

& Thur::iond
Bryan, Texas

ALT.
C

$1,024.

BASE BID PLUS
AL1'S, • A, B &

$27,588. ·
29,105.

1,755.

934.

30,o69.

1,865.

934.

33,364.

40.

1,890.

1,150.

35,319.

240.

2,200.

900.

255.

2,075.

350.

1,000.

7. Robert Butler Co:::rpany
Division of R. B. Butler, Inc.
Bryan, Texas

21,oqo.

Architect's Estimate

39,689.
900.

29,250.

.?.2.,... J?.§9.................................... and ....~~€: .. ! .1... J9.f?.9............ _.issues of the

The letting was adverti rn.i in tne ........ r?.-Y...

Bryan Daily Za.gle and plan rocC!ls in Austin, Houstou and Waco .

ALTEfu'lATE A - Adcr for relocation water service in lieu of encase~ent
ALTER?iATE B - Add concre-ce apron
ALTERNATE C - Add colored panels in lieu of galvanized panels

Respectfully 6Ubmitted,

___. ··-······-·······-····· · - fdttd . .. . . ...... . . .. .. . . . .
Prc.idin.; omci~I

Date.-...June ... l l ,....1969................................ -······-··-···

.fl ,. ... C..1 ....~r:t..e.r..).. }:~.:n;:i.g_er....Qf ...CQn.st r.uG:t.i en ......
Title

To the President, The Texas A&;,I University Sy.stem :
It is reco:nrnended that the following action be taken regarding the foregoing bids.

That Contract be a~.;arded to Walt er Droe!ller General Contractor of Giddings, Texas
at $27 , 538.00 the le~ bid for Ec.se Bid plus Altern~tes A, Band C• .Funds for
this proj8ct were a:ppropriate.d by ?or.::i. C-1 approved by the President of The
Texas A&,1 University System on Se:pter:.ber 13, 1968 .

Approval Reccmmended:

?~

Alt, (J(.Nf-(;-,f

~ Acting

Director,

·\

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

PRESIDE:-l'T'S ACTIO~

Contract is awarded as recommended.

JUN l 6 1569
Date ..................................·-·······-·····-··-·····························..... .

i ,. .

...............................

~'-<

--0 · '

,t. ,._ -

................. :......................................................

Pre:,ident, Te:tas A&~[ University System

-

AGENDA ITEM 4 - o
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969 ·
SUBJECT:

Confirmation of Contract Award for A Greenhouse
for Texas A&M University Agricultural Research
and Extension Center at Lubbock, Texas (Project
5-1764)

The Vice President of The Texas A&M University System
has awarded contract for the above mentioned work. Copy of
Bid Tabulation and Award is attached. Confirmation of this
award is requested.
SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "Under the provisions of Construction Procedures adopted by 1/0 No. 85-68 the award of contract by the Vice President of The Texas A&M University
System on August 7, 1969, for a Greenhouse for Texas A&M
University Agricultural Research and Extension Center at
Lubbock, Texas to TUSHA Buildings, Inc. of Lubbock, Texas
at $18,216., the low Base Bid, is confirmed."
Respectfully submitted,

Manager of Construction
August 12, 1969
Approval recommended:
(Original signed by H. 0. Kunkel)
Dean of Agriculture and Acting Director
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
ORIGINAL SlG~ED BY

W. C. F~4AN

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

The Texas A&~1 University Systcru
Form C-10
Hl-9•63

Project No ........ 5.::.:!.:7.9.4 .................

THE 'l'EXAS A&}l Ul'IIVERSITY SYSTE::\I

BID T~

UL.1TION REPORT

':.hdieds i~ to fcf~r~itl"y th~t on ~hc ...... ?3.r~ ...........day of.... ~......... :- !~¥...........................................,
as pron
m o 1c1a notices, bids were received for th<! rollowmg conslruction : A G3E:Ei:.-:OUSE ?OR

rn ...?.9..... at?.l~.. l\I,.

TEXAS A&M illlTVERSITY AGRICULTURAL RES~ARCH AND
EXTENSION CE1iTER

LUBBOCK, TEXAS
the low bid

1:h~ .following proposals were found in proper order, ;XotrOOi.:4 supported by satisfactory evidence of financial
respons'1 b1hty:-

BASE

BIDDER

l.

ALT.

ALT.

NO . 1

NO. 2

TUSHA Buildings, Inc.

Lubbock, Texas

2.

BID

$18,216.

-$ 450.

-$ 300.

Ickes-Braun Glasshouses, Inc .
Deerfield, Illinois

27,725.

- 1,08o.

- 2,660 .

Architect's Estimate

17,150.

450.

- 1,800.

ALTERNATE NO. 1 - Delete all water plumbing including pump controls.
ALTER.l'\fA'l'E HO . 2 - Delete all ligrrting, convenience outlets and all respective

wiring , conduits and breakers.

This letting was advertised in the t,!ay. 23, 1969 and June 1, 1969 issues of the
Lubbock Avalanch-Journal and by solicitation for bids to be received at 2:00 P.M.
on June 12, 1969 , but no bids were received. On June 26, 1969 the Vice President
and Comptroller of The Texas A&:·1 University System approved modification of
specifications and re-advertise~ent.
The letting was advertised in the ....... !~~....

?.~.~.,.. ..~9?.9............................and ......<!.\½Y... .9.~~.L.~9.~.9...... .issu~s of ;he

Lubbock Avalanche-Journal and by solicitation of greenhouse bu5.lders in that area.

Respectfully submitted,

.

,

-·-···· ·.:. . . ....:. . . . . ..~?tL..... . . . . . ... ... . . . . . .
~rcJ.dins; Off ic hl

July 28 , 1969
Date ..................................................................................
·-·-····

........ Manager... of ..Construction ....................................
Title

To th_e Presi~.:;nt, The Texas A&:.! University System:

It is recommended that the following action be taken regarding the foregoing bids.

That contract be a;rarded to ~USrIA Buildin6 s , Inc., of Lubbock, Texas at $18,216 .00,
the low base oicl . ~und.s for t"iis project were appropriated by Form C-1 approved o:·
the President of The Texas f..&J.:; University System on April 19, 1969.
Movable equip:nent in the ar.;ount of $500 ., shown on the approved Form C-1, to be
p~chased by the center at Lubbock from local 1unds .

Approval recommended:

Acting Director
~
.
Texas Agricultural .r..xperimen

\_

-······· ·•

- ·••

Presiding Official

Station

·····························

Date .................. · ....................................................................... .

·
4J(A~
...................................................
~i=~,
/ ····················. ·····. -·-··········

ij$ .

Manager/7\tuc tion

... =Qf!Reez:~.
ice President and Comptroller

PRESID E~T'S ACTION

AGENDA ITEM 4 - p
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Resolution Required for a Federal Grant for ititchell
Campus Sewage Treatment Facilities (Project 11-1693)

An application was filed on June 30, 1969 with the Texas
Water Quality Board to the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration for a federal grant under Public Law 660 to assist
in financing the proposed sewage treatment facilities for Mitchell
Campus.
This
tors that
operation
indicated

application requires a resolution by the Board of DirecTexas A&M University will provide proper and efficient
and maintenance of the project after its completion as
in the following suggested minute order.

SUGGESTED MINUTE ORDER: "WHEREAS, the Board of Directors
of The Texas A&M University System desires to construct
sewage treatment works for its Mitchell Campus (Texas Mari time Academy) on Pelican Island, Galveston, Texas and proposes to file an application through the Texas Water Quality
Board to the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration
for a federal grant under Public Law 660 of the 84th Congress,
as amended.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS
A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM AS FOLLOWS:
1.

That Texas A&M University will arrange to provide
proper and efficient operation and maintenance of
the project after its completion.

2.

That the estimated cost for operation and maintenance is approximately $2,000 .00 per annum, said
estimate being based on the following schedule:
Labor-Man-Days per month 4, cost/yr.
Maintenance
(Repair, replacement, painting, etc.)
cost/yr.
Operation
(Power costs, supplies, etc.) cost/yr.

3.

Approval recommended:
'
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY·

w, C. I'RE:£MA.'i

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

~

Manager of Construction
July 3, 1969

Vice President and Comptroller

President

$

500.00

$

500.00

That the University will secure qualified personnel
in accordance with the recommendations or requirements of the State Department of Health to operate
the sewage treatment plant." .
Respectfully submitted,

EARL RUDDZR

$1,000.00

AGENDA ITEM 4 - q
Board Meeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Appropriation for Preliminary Design of an Oceanographic Staging Facility, Mitchell Campus (Project
11-1815)

At the award of contract in June for the construction of
docking facilities at Ii tchell Campus for the Texas Mari time
Academy and the Department of Oceanography it was indicated
that a staging facility for research vessels would be required
before the Department of Oceanography could satisfactorily utilize the dock.
Rapp, Tackett, Fash, the architect, and Bernard Johnson
Engineers, Inc., the engineer, now designing the first buildings, utilities and roads for Mitchell Campus, estimated that
the project cost for such a facility providing warehousing,
equipment and rigging shop and Port Captain office spaces together with an outdoor fenced and paved storage area and the
required extension of utilities and roads would be approximately
$156,000.
It is recommended that funds for the preliminary design
of this facility be appropriated.
SUGGESTED MI 1 UTE ORDER: "The amount of $4,000. is appropriated from Texas A&M University Account No. 51200-Reserve
for Overhead on Research Contracts for the preliminary design of a staging area for oceanographic research vessels
on Mitchell Campus at Galveston."
Respectfully submitted,

~truction

August -14, 1969
Approval recommended:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

W, C. FREE..'tf.A.N

Vice President and Comptroller
On!GINAL SIG::-.--ZD BY
£ARL RUDDEn

President

AGENDA ITE, f 4 - r
Board deeting of September 10, 1969
SUBJECT:

Appropriation for Design of a Fire Station and Campus
Security Building for Prairie View A. and M. College
(Project 4-1816)

Prairie View A. and M. College has, under a legislative
appropriation for the current fiscal year, placed orders for
fire protection equipment consisting of an 85-foot aerial ladder and pumper truck, a 1,000 GPM pumper, an 800 gallon tank
truck with pump, a fire chief's pickup truck with auxiliary
equipment and an ambulance. Delivery of the larger vehicles
is expected about April 1970. The existing fire station is
totally inadequate to house this new equipment and provide for
the operation of the College fire department.
The Campus Security office with its radio dispatcher is
housed in an old frame building. It is highly desirable that
the security, ambulance and fire protection services be combined
in one building for economy of operation, combined radio dispatching and manpower backup or reinforcement for 24~hour emergency service.
It is expected that a suitable building can be provided
for these combined services for approximately $125,000. This
will probably require financing from Permanent University Fund
Bonds.
Because of the urgency of this matter, President Thomas
has requested an appropriation with authority to proceed wit~
the design of such a facility.
SUGGESTED MI. UTE ORDER: "The amount of $6,500. is appropriated from Prairie View A. and M. College Account No.
0561-Unappropriated Plant Funds-Proceeds of Ad Valorem Tax,
for design of a combination fire station and campus security
building for Prairie View A. and M. College."
Respe~tfully submitted,

Approval recommended:

Manager of Construction
August 27, 1969
(Original signed by Alvin I. Thomas)

President
Prairie Vi w A. and ~I. College

Comptrol er
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL RUDDER

President

Agenda Item No . ~
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Vice President for Business Affairs
August 18, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
77840
Subject:

Permission for Use of Accrued Annual and/or Sick Leave
by System Employees in lieu of Workmen's Compensation
Disability Income

Dear President Rudder:
You have requested the Personnel Policy Corranittee to make recommendations pertaining to the implementation of certain provisions of Senate
Bill 543, Acts of the 61st Legislature, Regular Session, effective
May 14, 1969. The Committee has made a thorough study and submitted
a report with which I concur.
Section 2 of the statute permits The Texas A&M University System to
"provide that an injured workman may remain on the payroll until his
earned annual and sick leave is exhausted 11 • The workmen's compensation statute applicable to the System formerly required in substance
that any covered employee who suffered disability resulting from a
job-connected injury must be removed from the payroll innnediately if
unable to work, and be paid within the limits of weekly workmen's
compensation until his return to work . This restriction is not
applicable to private enterprise . It has created considerable dissatisfaction, particularly among higher paid employees.
The following Minute Order is suggested:
•~s permitted by Section 2, Senate Bill 543, Acts of
the 61st Legislature, Regular Session, effective May 14,
1969, it is provided that employees of The Texas A&M
University System who are covered by workmen's compensation insurance, and who suffer job -connected injuries
which render them incapable of performing the duties of
their respective jobs, may remain on the payroll until
such an employee's earned annual and sick leave is

President Earl Rudder

August 18, 1969

-2-

exhausted. During the employee's use of earned annual
ar.d/or sick leave time, he shall be subject to the
same requirements for proo:f; of his inability to work
as would be required if he were receiving disability
payments under applicable workmen's compensation
insurance statutes . "
Respectfully submitted ,

T .~ ~
Vice President f or Business Affairs

Approval reconunended:

Vice President and Comptroller

.l'• ··-

..Jh.z1~LD

EARL RUDDEii
President

BY

No.__t;_

Agenda Item
TEXAS A&..~ UNIVERSITY
Vice President for Business Affairs
August 18, 1969

Presid~nt Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
77840
Subject:

Group Annuity Contracts for Tax- deferred Annuity Program

Dear President Rudder:
Board Minute Order 84-62, passed April 28, 1962, established a "taxdeferred" annuity program for regular budgeted employees of The Texas
AM-1 University System, under authority granted by Federal and State
statutes. Each employee ·Nas authorized to select the company from
Khich the non-forfeitable annuity would be purchased, and not more than
one company could be selected by each employee . The purchase of such
annuities is made voluntarily by written request for reduction of salary ,
and the amount of such reduction is used for the purchase of a nonforfeitable annuity by the System on behalf of the employee .
At the end of the year 1968, individual, fixed-dollar tax- deferred
annuities were in effect for the benefit of 250 employees of Parts
of the System headquartered at College Station . Such individual, fixed dollar annuities were divided among 26 companies, plus 3 contracts with
TIAA-CREF, which also issues individual (but not group) tax- deferred
fixed and variable annuities.
Since both individual and group variable annuities were authorized for
issuance in Texas in late 1968, a substantial public demand for such
contracts has developed. This interest is particularly strong among
employees of Texas institutions of higher education who are purchasing
variable annuities under the Optional Retirement Program. The purchase
of individual variable annuities, or contracts combining both variable
and fixed dollar elements, is not precluded under The Texas A&M System
Tax-deferred Annuity Program. However, Board Minute Order 84-62 does
not aut orize ~ annuity contracts, either fixed or variable .

President Earl Rudder

-2-

August 18, 1969

The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (a subsidiary of American
General Life of Houston), the Lincoln National Life Insurance Company
(Fort Wayne, Indiana), ar.u the Southwcs tern Life Insurance Company
(Dallas) have submitted written requests for authorization to offer both
fixed and variable annuities under~ contracts to employees eligible
for the Tax Sheltered Annuity Program. The specimen contracts submitted
are identical to those examined by the System Insurance Committee in its
review of proposals for the Optional Retirement Program. The Lincoln
National and VALIC group contracts were approved by the Board of Directors
for the Optional Retirement Program. Southwestern's group contracts·were
judged by the System Insurance Committee to be among the five best values
(including TIAA-CREF) which were considered in its final analysis.
Lincoln, VALIC, and Southwestern all are represented by established and
well-qualified agents in Brazos County and have other qualified agents
readily available to the Branch Colleges. The fifth company does not
have any agents in Brazos County, and is not recommended for authorization
at this time.
The foregoing has been reviewed by the System Insurance Committee,
including consideration of the lower sales and administrative loading
·generally offered under group contracts and the more convenient contribution flexibility for employees. The Committee has recommended that
group tax-deferred fixed and variable annuity contracts be made available under the existing Tax-deferred Annuity Program.
The following Minute Order is suggested:
"The President of The Texas A&M University System is
authorized to enter into group tax-deferred annuity contracts
which provide fixed and/or variable dollar elements. Initially,
such contracts are to be made available to regular budgeted
employees, as part of the existing Tax-deferred Annuity Program,
by the following companies: Lincoln National Life Insurance
Company (Fort Wayne, Indiana); Southwestern Life Insurance
Company (Dallas, Texas); and the Variable Annuity Life Insurance
Company (Houston, Texas).
All such group contracts are to be certified by the issuing
company to be qualified for tax deferment under Article 4O3-b of
the Internal Revenue Code, although The Texas A&M University
System assumes no responsibility for tax treatment of employee
contributions under its Tax-deferred Annuity Program.
The President is also authorized to enter into such additional group tax-deferred annuity contracts, which provide fixed
and/or variable dollar elements, as he deems to be in the best
interest of the System and its eligible employees.

President Earl Rudder

-3-

August 18, 1969

Under the Tax-deferred Annuity Program, considered separately
from the Optional Retirement Program, no employee shall hold a
contract or certificate on an active premium-paying basis with
more than one company at the same time. As permitted by Article
4O3-b of the Internal Revenue Code, the employee may, however,
hold an additional tax-deferred annuity contract under the Optional
Retirement Program, provided it does not result in his making more
than one salary reduction agreement with the System, or any of its
Parts, during the same taxable year. A single salary reduction
agreement form shal!. be made available to enable employees to request
a salary reduction under both programs simultaneously.
Employees shall be permitted to enter into tax-deferred
annuity salary reduction agreements at any time during the
taxable year, with respect to amounts not yet earned; except
as prohibited under certain circumstances by Senate Bill 292,
Chapter 729, Acts of the 60th Legislature which established the
Optional Retirement Program; and provided that the employee
does not enter into more than one salary reduction agreement
during the same taxable year.
The President is further authorized to prescribe such regulations as in his judgment are necessary for the continued administration of the Tax-deferred Annuity Program, subject to the
terms, conditions, and requirements of law now or hereafter in
effect.
This Board Minute Order is not to be construed as terminating or restricting the continued solicitation and servicing
of individual tax-deferred annuity contracts, as previously
authorized ."
Respectfully submitted,

](_ ':L~~ -

-a

T. D. Che~ry - Vice President for Business Affairs

Approval recorranended:
Ori 0 ~•• al Signed by
w. c. Freeman

Vice President and Comptroller
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL BUDDER
President

Agenda Item No.

4

DESIGNATING TRIPS WHICH MAY BE REGARDED AS 11 STATE 1S BUSINESS" AND
FOR WHICH TRAVEL AT SYSTEM EXPENSE MAY BE APPROVED AND DELEGATING
AUTHORITY TO APPROVE TRAVEL

The following paragraphs are expected to be included in the Appropriations
Bill finally enacted by the 61st Legislature.
"Travel by Officers and Employees of Agencies of Higher Education.
None of the moneys appropriated by this Act may be expended for official
travel expense incurred by members of governing boards, executive and
administrative heads, or by any employee of State agencies of higher education except for official business as approved by the appropriate governing
board. Official business shall include the formal presentation of original
researches by an employee, if before a national, international, regional,
or State learned society, and if the travel for such purpose has been approved
in advance.
"For the purposes of either in-State or out-of-State travel, however,
the respective governing boards may delegate their authority to authorize
and approve official travel reimbursements from appropriations made in
this Act, to presidents, chief executive heads, vice-presidents or deans
heading State systems or particular agencies of higher education, or to fiscal
officers of such systems or agencies; provided that such delegations of
authority shall specify the kind or nature of official travel to be approved
and the termination date of such delegated authority, that such delegations
are entered in the official minutes of the governing board, and that a copy
of such delegations is filed with the Comptroller. 11
The recommended resolution authorizes the President to issue System
Travel Regulations consistent with the State Travel Regulations, designates
trips which may be regarded as "State's Business", and delegates to certain
individuals and their successors in office the authority to approve travel for the
biennium ending August 31, 1971.
Resolution recommended:
The President is hereby authorized to promulgate revised System
Travel Regulations consistent with the State Travel Regulations
adopted by the 61 st Legislature.
The following trips may be regarded as "State's Business" and
for which travel at System Expense may be approved:
1. Attendance at meeting of group whose work is public or
semi-public in character (e.g., Texas Public Health Association),

wherein the System or part of the Systc1n has a responsibility to
participate and the person's field of specialization is such that
he can contribute to the program and plans of such an organization.
2. Attendance approved in advance to a national, international,
regional, or State learned society for the formal presentation of
original researches by an employee, or if the employee is a dulyelected officer of the society.
3. Attendance at meeting of group whose members are employers
of our graduates for the purposes of keeping in touch with the type
of training needed to fit men for particular fields of occupation.
4. Attendance at meeting of group representing a special industry wherein the per son's field of specialization is such that
he can assist in the solution of problems which confront this industry.
5. Attendance at meetings, membership of which is institutional
and of which the System or the part of the System concerned
is a member, by staff members officially representing the System
or a part of the System in some phase of the proceedings.

6. Members of the teaching staff in charge of students on
inspection trips, official judging teams, athletic teams, Glee
Club, and debating teams.
7. Officers and employees m charge of official exhibits - including livestock.
8. Conference with individuals or groups about matters of
value to the System or the State. The purpose of these conferences "must have reasonable, substantial, and direct relation"
to purposes for which the System or a part of the System was
established.

9. Trips to inspect equipment, livestock, or supplies, for
possible purchase by the System or a part of the System, and to
interview potential staff members.
10. Trips to inspect, supervise, or advise, regarding operations of outlying units of the System or a part of the System.
The following trips cannot be regarded as "State's Business:"

1. Attendance at meeting of a technical society or institution
representing an individual's field of specialization in which he
holds, or may hold, membership as an individual, except as
provided in paragraph 2, above.

2. Attendance at nontechnical meetings which are of no definite
or specific benefit to the System or part of the System (e.g., meetings which might be attended with equal propriety by members of
several departments).
3. Addresses to luncheon clubs, Chamber of Commerce, and
similar organizations, except in the furtherance of programs in
which the System or part of the System has a direct and specific
interest or responsibility.
The following individuals and their successors in office are
hereby delegated authority to approve travel for their respective
agencies for the biennium ending August 31, 1971:
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OFFICES AND DEPARTMENTS
Earl Rudder, President
W. C. Freeman, Vice-President and Comptroller
Bartley Braden, Administrative Assistant
TE XAS A&M UNIVERSITY (including TEXAS MARITIME ACADEMY)
Earl Rudder, President
Tom D. Cherry, Vice-President for Business Affairs
R. C. Diebel, Controller
Robert Smith, Assistant Controller
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
H. 0. Kunkel, Dean of Agriculture
(Vac ant ), Director
V. E. Schember, Assistant Director
R. W. Hagler, Fiscal Officer
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE AND RODENT AND
PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICE
John E. Hutchison, Director
D aniel C. Pfannstiel, Assistant Director
C . H. Doerge, Executive Staff Assistant
C. B. Hewitt, Accountant
TEXAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Fred J. Benson, Director
H. E. Whitmore, Assistant Director
E. H . Fenner, Assistant Director
A. R . Luedecke, Associate Director

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
Fred J . Benson, Dean of Engineering
C. J. Keese, Director
C. V. Wootan, Associate Direct.or
E. H. Fenner, Assistant Director
A. R. Luedecke, Associate Director
TEXAS ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE
H. D. Bearden, Director
Ernest A. Wentrcek, Administrative Services Officer
TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
W. 0. Trogdon, President
R. G. Fanning, Business Manager
PRAIRIE VIEW A. AND M . COLLEGE
A. I. Thomas, President
H. D. Murdock, Business Manager
G. W. Kendrick, Accountant
TEXAS FOREST SER VICE
P. R. Kramer, Di rector
Bruc e R. Miles, Assistant to Director
Frank Nedbalek, Accountant II

W. C. Freeman

Vice President
and Comptroller
Approval Recommended:

Qlll&INAL llGNED BY

EARL 9']DDD
President
S eptember 1, 1969

Agenda Item No.
PATENT RIGHTS TO INVENTION BY DR. A. D. SUTTLE AND
MR. J. M. GLANVILLE - TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

An Invention Review Committee was appointed under the provisions of Chapter V, Section 4d, of the Rules and Regulations of The
Texas A&M University System, to review a possible patentable discovery by Dr. A. D. Suttle and Mr. J. M. Glanville. This discovery
involves an improved method of electrically examining repetitive patterns
and identifying common features.
The Committee consisted of Mr. Harry E. Whitmore, Texas
Engineering Experiment Station, Dr. W. B. Jones, Electrical Engineering Department, and Mr. W. C. Freeman, Vice President and Comptroller.
The Committee recommends:
1.

That Dr. Suttle and Mr. Glanville be authorized to negotiate
independently or with some interested agency or organization to secure a patent or patents.

2.

That an agreement be prepared whereby Dr. Suttle, Mr.
Glanville and/or associates will grant to The Texas A&M
University System the right to use the invention for scientific
and educational purposes free of cost.

3.

That Dr. Suttle and Mr. Glanville will share net royalties
or income accruing to them from the invention with The Texas
A&M University System, retaining 50 per cent for themselves
and pa yin_g 50 per cent to The Texas A&M University System.

I concur with the Committee recommendations.

Suggested Minute Order:
The Board of Directors of Texas A&M University authorizes
Dr. A. D. Suttle and Mr. J. M. Glanville to apply or negotiate

for a patent or patents on an improved method of electrically
examining repetitive patterns and identifying common features
which they invented, provided, however, that Dr. Suttle and
Mr. Glanville enter into an agreement to grant to The Texas
A&M University System, or any part thereof, the right to use
the invention free of ch~rge for scientific and educational purposes and that the inventors will share net royalties or income
accruing to them from the invention with The Texas A&M University System, retaining 50 per cent for themselves and paying
50 per cent to The Texas A&M University System.
Sincerely yours,

..,. __ , fl.
President

July 28, 1969

AGENDA ITEM NO.
Texas A&M University
July 15, 1969
President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
Campus
Subject:

Continuation of Salary for Mr. Philip S. Sandel during Sickness

Dear President Rudder:
Mr. Philip S. Sandel, Health Physicist in the Radiological Safety
Office, has been employed on a regular basis since June 6, 1966. On
June 5, 1969, Mr. Sandel commenced a period of absence because of a
detached retina in his right eye. Corrective surgery was performed and we
are advised by his doctor that Mr. Sandel should be able to return to
work on September 9, 1969.
Mr. Sandel's performance during his employment with Texas A~f
University has been highly satisfactory. In view of the circumstances,
we consider it appropriate to continue Mr. Sandel's salary until his
return on September 9. In accordance with established University
policy, his salary check for the month of June was released to him.
The following Minute Order is suggested:
Continuation of Mr. Philip S. Sandel, Health Physicist,
Radiological Safety, Texas A&M University, on a full salary
basis during his period of sickness beginning June 1, 1969 and
continuing to September 9, 1969 is hereby approved.
Sincerely,

c

Ot.JGI! ' L S G ,.:LI B'l

,, . DEC,K

..,.

/

A. R. Luedecke, In Charge
Radiological Safety
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
Orip

1<1

i 0 cd

FI. R,. Byers

__,,. ...... ... AL Sl GNED BY

EABL DUDDER

A.cadem.ic Vice Pr side

Academic Vice President

Signed by
T. D. Cherry
Vice President for Business Affairs

President

Agenda Item No. /&>
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Vice President for Business Affairs
Au gu s t 18 , 19 6 9
President Earl Rudder
The Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Subject:

Policy re Aircraft Owners Fueling Aircraft at
Easterwood Airport

Dear President Rudder:
You will recall that :Mr. Guy Davis, President of Davis
Airlines, requested on several occasions that he be permitted to fuel and otherwise service his own aircraft · at
Easterwood Airport. His requests were denied on the basis
that we defraj the major portion of the expense of operating
the airport from income produced by the sale of aircraft fuel .

t-

Mr. Davis appealed to the Federal Aviation Administration
office in Houston who in turn consulted the Washington FAA
office dui to the fact that any new policy interpretation
would have national application .
FAA subsequently advised that Texas A&M University , as
the airport owner, may retain the proprietary exclusive
right to sell aviation fuel , however:
1. We may not deny an aircraft owner the right to
service his aircraft with his own employees using fuel he
has purchased off the airport and brought back to the airport with his own employees.
2. We may deny an aircraft owner the right to have fuel
delivered by an off-airport supplier to the airport f or
servicing his own aircraft.
3. We may require aircraft owners to comply with reasonable safety requirements .
4. We may charge a reasonable gallonage fee to help
defray the cost of maintaining the airport .
We met with FAA representatives and explained our financial arrangements for operating Easterwood Airport and demonstrated that to continue to produce the necessary income , we
would have to charge a fee of 10¢ per gallon for fuel t hat
aircraft owners might bring onto Easterwood Airport f or
personal use . FAA has provided us a letter in which they
state our proposed gallonage fee is considered to be reasonable .
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It is proposed that the previously published Rules and
Regulations governing aircraft operations at Easterwood
Airport be amended to incorporate the following:
SECTION 8.

SELF FUELING AND DEFUELING OF OWN AIRCRAFT

Texas A&M University retains the proprietary exclusive right
to sell aviation fuel and oil on Easterwood Airport. However,
an aircraft owner may fuel his aircraft himself or by use of
his own bonafide full time employees, with fuel he has purchased off the Airport and brought back to the Airport himself
or by his own bonafidc full time employees.
No off Airport fuel supplier may deliver fuel to the Airport
for the purpose of furnishing fuel to an aircraft owner self
fueling his ow~ aircraft. ·
SECTION 9.

,-

SAFETY REGULATIONS GOVERNING SELF FUELING

(1) Persons engaged in self fueling or defueling of owned
aircraft will adhere strictly to safety regulations outlined
in Section 7. Aircraft Fueling and Defueling.
(2) Aircraft may be fueled or defueled only in areas designated by the Airport Manager.
(3) Fueling will be accomplished only
craft refueler having all the required
metering, grounding · and safety devices
by the Federal Aviation Administration

by use of a mobile airpumping, filtering,
and which is approved
for fueling aircraft.

(4) No fuel may be stored on the Airport, Airport aprons,
ramps, buildings, streets, automobile parking areas or access
roads.
·
(5) An aircraft refueler to be used by an aircraft owner for
self fueling may not be parked on or in proximity to the Airport. The refueler will come on the Airport, refuel the intended aircraft and depart the premises as expeditiously as
possible.
SECTION 10.

FEES FOR SELF FUELING

For the privilege of self fueling his own aircraft on Easterwood
Airport, a fee of ten (10) cents per gallon of fuel put aboard
his aircraft shall be paid to the Airport. Verification of the
amount of fuel for which fees are due shall be determined by
furnishing the Airport in writing the refueler meter reading
prior to and after each fueling, taken from the total registered
gallons of the meter. Such fees are to be paid upon completion
of the fueling unless other arrangements are made with the
University.
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In order to amend the rules and regulations at this
time to meet current needs and to amend them from time to
time as future needs might develop, we recommend the
following Minute Order:
"The President of Texas A&M University is
authorized to amend the Easterwood Airport Rules
and Regulations from time to time when he finds
it in the interest of public convenience and
necessity and when required by the FAA."
Sincerely yours,

T~r~

Vice President for Business Affairs

Approval recommended:
Original Signed by
W. C. Freeman

Vice President and Comptroller
OR IG!J: AL SlGNED BY

µ.BL BUDDEB

President

AGENDA ITEM NO.

_IL_
August 19, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Campus
Subject:

Request for Emeritus Professor Designation for Professor
Willard I. Truettner, Mechanical Engineering Department,
Texas A&M University

Dear President Rudder:
It is recommended that Professor Willard I. Truettner be
appointed Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering. The Faculty
Advisory Committee of the College of Engineering concurs in this
recommendation.
Professor Truettner has been associated with Texas A&M
University since September 1930. He served as a Visiting Professor at
the University of Puerto Rico during 1945-46 and has served several
years in industry. In 1958 Professor Truettner received the Convair
Award for Excellence in Teaching and through the years has been most
active in the following scientific and professional societies: Iota
Alpha, Automotive Engineers, American Society for Engineering Education, Tau Beta Pi, and he is a registered Professional Engineer.
Professor Truettner will be available to counsel and work
with undergraduate and graduate students and he can adequately be
housed in the Mechanical Engineering Department.

I recommend that Mr. Truettner be designated as Professor
Emeritus in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University.
Recommended Minute Order:
Professor Willard I. Truettner is appointed Professor
Emeritus, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas
A&M University, effective September 1, 1969, in recognition of his long and valuable service and continued
service to Texas A&M University and to the community.
Respectfully submitted,
ORIGINAL SIGNED Bl'
FRED J. BENSON

Fred J. Benson
Dean of Engineering
Approval Recommended:
Original signed by
H. R,. Byers
-\cademic Vice President

Academic Vice President

ORIGINAt, SIGNED BY
EA'DL RUDDER

President

Agenda Item No.
/~
Texas A&M University
August 21, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
Re:

Authorization to: Offer the Bachelor of
Science Degree in Technical Educati on

Dear President Rudder:
It has been recommended to me through channels that Texas A&M
University request authorization for a new degree program, the Bachelor
of Science degree in Technical Education. The degree will be offered by
the College of Education and will be administered by the Department of
Industrial Education. The objective of the new degree program is to prepare teachers who will have the qualifications necessary to train technicians
in the technical education programs of junior colleges and in institutions such
as the James Connally Technical Institute. The curriculum was developed
by the Department of Industrial Education in response to a suggestion made
to your office by John R. Guemple, Assistant Commissioner for Vocational
Education, Texas Education Agency, in a letter dated Mar c h 1 7, 1967.
Attached are statements prepared in accordance with the formats
requested by the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System,
which give needs and justifications for the proposed curriculum. It is
understood that if the Board of Directors approves the new degree program,
it must be presented to the Coordinating Board for final approval.
I c oncur in these re c ommendations and suggest the following Minute
Order:
"Pursuant to Article 2919e-2 of the Revised Civil Statutes whi c h
requires that the addition of new degree programs in the institutions of highe r educ ation in Texas be approved by the Coordinating
Board, Tex as College and University Sy-stem, the President of
Texas A&M Universit y- i s authorized to present a request to the
Coordinating Board that the Bachelor of Science degree in Technical Educati o n be aut horized for Texas A&M University.
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The Board of Directors has considered the request for authorization of this new curriculum in light of the statutory objectives
of Texas A&M University, the need of the State of Texas for the
technical teachers this curriculum will provide, the offerings
by other colleges in this field, and the cost of such programs.
The Board is convinced that the request is justified and that
Texas A&M University, under its legal mandate, should be
authorized to offer the new degree program. 11
Respectfully submitted,
Original signed by
H;. R,. Byers
A.cadem,ic Vice ~resident

H. R. Byers
Academic Vice President

APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:

ORIGJN AL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER
Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University

TEXAS A&M UHIVE'R.SITY
College Station, Texas

Request for New Instructional Degree-Granting Program
1.

Title and nature of proEose~rol£am:
a.

Bachelor of Science in Technical Education

b. Texas A&M University currently offers a Bachelor of Science degree
in Industrial Education. Graduates of this program have filled responsible positions in education throughout the state for many years.
The state consultant for industrial arts in Texas is a graduate of this
program. His predecessor was also a graduate of this program. The
city supervisors for industrial education in Beaumont, Houston, Dallas,
and San Antonio are A&l1 graduates. Many Texas A&M industrial education graduates have become superintendents, assistant superintendents,
and principals of public schools. In cognizance of this record of
leadership, it is proposed that the University broaden its support to
educational institutions of the state by adding a new degree to the
industrial education offerings at Texas A&M--a degree that is designed
to prepare young people as teachers in technical institutes and in
technical programs offered by Texas junior colleges.
Teachers of technicians are unique among educators in that there
are three important ingredients necessary to their development: (1)
formal training in the knowledge and skil: appropriate to each technical occupation--electronic technician, chemical technician, etc.;
(2) industrial experience in the occupation; and, (3) professional
development courses at the baccalaureate level. The proposed degree
program includes each of these three elements.
Acknowledging the fact that teachers should have formal schooling
in the specialties they are to teach, the proposed curriculum provides
that students enrolling in the program must first have completed the
requirements for an associate degree or equivalent with a major in a
technical field from an a.:credited two-year community college or technical institute that offers a technical education curriculum approved
by the Texas Education Agency. It is anticipated that up to 68 semester hours of credit may be tr~nsfe~red from a junior college or
approved technical ins~itute. Each applicant's transcript will be
evaluated individually, and credit will be alloi-1ed for appropriate
courses as listed below. The total degree requirements will be 128
semester hours.
It is important that technicians be taught by teachers who have
had industrial experience. This curriculum requires the degree candi-
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date to have three years of approved industrial experience, or one
year of supervised industrial internship. Credit for industrial experience will be allowed at the rate of four semester hours for each
year of approved exp~rience up to three years. The supervised industrial ir..t crnshJ_p .-; ro r,-rarr•. TTill r eq uire the student to work for one year
under the supervision of an employer who has entered into an agreement
with the University to provide the student with a specified variety
of experiences that would be equivalent to the ranp.e of activities
a technician might expect to encounter in three years of unsupervised
employment. The supervised internship period may be a part of a cooperative ':mrk-study program currently in operation at Texas A&H University.
The professional development courses, which provide the prospective teacher with necessary teaching skills , would be taken at Texas
A&l-1 University. Should the Texas Education Agency prescribe a teacher
certification program for post-secondary technical teachers in the
future, the professional development sequence would be adjusted to
conform. The proposed curriculum also includes courses in mathematics
and the physical sciences, as well as the social science courses required of most college graduates in Texas.
2.

Degree to be awarded ;
a. Upon successful completion of the program, the student will be
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Technical Education .

3.

Course Offerings:
a . Since 68 semester hours of coursework are to be transferred from
accredited two-year institutions of higher education, these courses
are not described in detail below. The generally-accepted course
titles appear in paragraph 4, however. The 30-hour block of courses
in the technical specialty would vary according to the student's major
field at the associate degree level. Examples of the courses in the
technical specialty are marked with a asterisk in the typical two-year
associate degree curriculum that is appended to this proposal (page 14).
b. The proposed curriculum utilizes courses that now exist at Texas
A&M University and/or the junior colleges that have technical programs. No new course is required by the curriculum.
c. The courses that must be taken at Texas A&M University are described
below :
I.Ed. 204.

Development and Practice in Industrial Education. (3-0). Credit 3.
History and development of industrial education, its meaning
an.~ ohiective·s: AJ:1p'lic-it:rons of vocatio-1-iJ nre1>c!Tation for
~in . .~uc;tr-v, voc.q-tionaJ rractic 2s, :11: · . <:vcJo ~--c>-ts .witnin
industry.
1
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I.Ed. 301.

Me thods of Teaching and Class Management. (3-0) . Credit 3 .
Introduction to fundamentals of teaching as applied to
industrial subject:; management of class, equipment, and
supplies.

I.Ed. 310 .

Course Making. (2-0). Credit 2.
Methods of outlining courses of study to meet needs of different types of classes. Each student will make a complete
course for some particular subject.

I.Ed. 328.

Industrial Accident Prevention . (3-0). Credit 3.
Analysis of fundamentals of accident prevention and their
application to industrial supervision and management. Prerequisite: Junior classification.

I.Ed . 404.

Visual Aids for Industrial Subjects. (1-2). Credit 2.
Designed to develop understanding of, need for, construction
of, and use of visual aids for instruction in industrial subjects. Student activity consists of determininr, values of
color in aids, use of projection and television equipment,
and variety 0: other audio-visual media.

I.Ed . 406.

Industrial Guidance. (2-0). Credit 2.
Study of instruments and techniques of industrial guidance,
its relation to education and industry, its meaning and purpose9 and analysis of methods of investigation and guidance
procedures.

I.Ed. 429.

Foremanship and Supervision. (3-0) . Credit 3.
Study of supervisory duties and responsibilities in industrial organization and procedures for meeting these responsibi l ities . Prerequisite: Senior classification.

I.Ed. 442.

Supervised Teaching in Industrial Arts . (2-12). Credit 6 .
Observation of, and participation in, activities of typical
industrial arts classroom. Student prepares lesson plans
and p~esents demonstrations to pupils in industrial arts
in public schools. Prerequisites: I.Ed. 204, 301; senior
classification . (Although this course description applies to
observation and teaching in industrial arts classrooms,
technical education students who ree ister for the course will
perform their observation and practice teaching in postsecondary level technical programs such as those at James
Connally Technical Insi..itute. This will obviate the necess ity of establishing a r.ew course in supervised teaching solely
for the new deg.cee program and will result in a more efficient use of state funds).

Texas AM1 University--B. S. in Technical Educa tion
I.Ed . 485.

4.
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Problems. Credit 1 t o 3.
Prohlems related to the production or di s tribution of industrial goods or to industr i al training. Prerequis i te :
Approval of Department Head . (This course will be us ed to
establish credit for i ndustrial experience or for supervised industrial int ernship ) .

Proposed Curriculum Out line :
Because each student will transfer a diffe rent seqmmce of courses
into the proposed curriculum s a semester-by-s emester outline is not
practical. However, a typical two-year associa te degree program in
electronic technology appear s on ?age 14. A categor i cal outline of
the curriculum anpears belJw.
--

Courses Requir e d for t he Proposed B. S. Degree in Technical Education
Minimum Cred i t
GENERAL EDUCATION
Principles of Economics* • . . . . • . •
English Composition , Rhetoric and Li t erature~
Government (state and national)*
American History* . . . . . . • . . . • . . .

3

12
6
6

27

SCIENCE AND 1ATHEM..ATICS
General Chemistry and/or College Physics*
Mathematics (algebra, trigonometry , analytic
geometry, calculus)* . . • • . . . • . . .

12
12
24

TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Technical courses applicable to occupat i onal sp ecialty*
Industrial experience or supervised i ndust r ial
internship . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Industrial Education-I. Ed . 328 Industrial Accident Prevention
I.Ed. 429 Foremanship and Sup ervi s ion . •

30
12
3
3
48

PROFESSIONAL PREPA"RATION
Industrial Education-I . Ed. 204 Development & Practi ce in Industr ial
Education . • . . . . . . .
• . • . .
I.Ed . 301 '1ethods of Teach ing & C:!_as s Management
I. Ed. 310 Course Mak ing
• . . • . .

3
3
2

Texas A&M University- -B.S. in Technical Education
I.Ed. 404 Visual Aids for Industrial Subjects •
I.Ed. 406 Industrial Guidance
I.Ed. 442 Supervised Teaching
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2
2
6

18

ELECTIVES*
To be approved by the HeaJ o i the Departm2nt

11
11

TOTAL CREDITS • . • • 128
*Indicates cours e s tha.t .iay ~Jc t ;_·ans fer :::-ed from an accredited junior
college, subject to appro val by the Dean of Admissions and Department
Head. Limited to a maximum of 6& s emeste:;:- hours.
5.

Special Requirements:
There are two special requirements that are dictated by the unique
background that teache rs of technicians must have:
a. The student must ~ave completed an associate degree technician
training program in an institution of higher education (normally a
two-year institution) that i s accredited by the Texas Education Agency
and by a regional acc:;:-editing association. This requirement must be
met before a degree plan ca~ be filed by the student.
b. Prior to receiving the degree, the student must have completed
three years of appropriate industrial experience as a technician or
a one-year supervised industrial internshi~ in a firm that has entered
into an agreement with Texas A&M University to provide the intern
with a specified variety of experiences that would be equivalent to
the range of activities a technician might expect to encounter in
three years of normal employm ~nt. A cooperative work-study program
will be developed tu ~c corr~odate this re4uirement. An example of a
cooperative work-study schedule appears on page 13■

6.

Prior _Offering of similar proP,ram by_ Texas A&M:
for many years Texas A&M .1as offered a degree that prepares teachers for vocational skill development programs (B.S. in Industrial
Education). Graduates of this program teach, supervise or administer
in schools that train plumbers, carpenters, welders, machinists and
other skilled craftsmen. Graduates of the proposed degree program
will be an entirely different type of person. They will be training
engineering technicians, and must have a thorough background in mathematics (through calculus), physics, chemistry, and engineering mechanics.
The two degree curricula wjl l share a commonality in the professional
development course sequence, and bo~h wlll be administered by the same
department.
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7.

Similar programs offe red e l s eHhe re in Texas :
We know of no other degre e program in Texas similar to this one .
The University of Houston cf f ers the Bachelor of Science in Technolo gy;
however , the technology degr ee is i nt ended to prepa r e technologists
for industry . It do e s not attempt to r e crui t or p repare individuals
to become technical t e a chers . Th 2 degr ee tha t is proposed by Texas A&M
has the recrui t ment and p~eparation of t eachers as its sole objective.
Degree programs simila:c t o ·:h e one proposed he rein are now offered
at Purdue Univ ersii:y ; Oklahor.c..1 St:1 t e Uni versi t y, t h e University of
Illinois, and the New Yor k St a te University College a t Oswego. In general, this t ype of degree l i es -.,i~hia t h 2 obj ect i \res and capabilities
of a land grant univ2r s::.. t y .

8.

Justification for t :1e pr oposed p;:-of~ r ar.~:
At the pres ent time , mo.:; t 1:ech1iica l i: e.::chers a r e re cruited from
industry. There a r e two disadvanta3e2 to thi s pr oc e dure : (1) in most
instances the i n div idual doc s nor: ha-,-e a ba c calaure.::.t e degree, nor
has he had cour ses in 2dGcc t ional methodology ; (2) it is difficult to
attract an individua l from i ndus t r y once he has become a ccustomed to
his job and er,1ployer, and has est ab l ish~d his home i n the industrial
community . It is fa r bette ~ co i dentif y and re c r uit prcspective teachers
while they are in school, b 2f or e they have f ul l y decided to embark
on a career in industry . The proDos ed progr am i s bas ed on the premise
that faculties of the tuo-yea r techn i cal s chools will select their
better freshman or sophomore student s f or couns e ling that will direct
them toward a career as a t eacher of t e chnicians. These students
would then enter the propcsed t eacher preparai:ion program at Texas A&M
University, pref er ably on a cooperative work-s tudy basis. Upon graduation, they would have comple ted both thei r academic and industrial
preparation, and could then b egin their teaching careers. Technical
schools would continue to r eci uit t ~ache rs fro m industry, but this new
source of teache:::-s wou l d help ·::o mee t the nee ds th;,.t are not being met
by current recruiting methods. The Texas Education Agency has indicated to the Universi t y that 11 t he pro;ectect need for teachers in Texas
indicates ·tha t there will b e a severe shortag e of tra ine d, qualified
personnel for many years in the futu re" . (quo t ed from a letter to President Earl Rudder from John R. Guemple, Assistan t Commissioner for Vocational Education , Texas Educat ion Agency) .

9.

Approval by the University Boar d:
The proposed degr e e progr ?.ra wes ::1p:J rov-2d by the Board of Directors
of Texas A&M Unive rsicy on

10.

Projected enrollment :
There are a pp~oxima t e ly 25 of the two-year i nsti tutions in Texas
that offer associ at e des r ee ':echrlicc>.l courses ap 1:i r opriate to the proposed B. S. degr ee in Techn:i ca l Educati on . Ass uming t hat the f irst five
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years would represent a period in which the major problem would be the
publicizinp. of the program among technical students, it is anticipated
that an average of one student per college would transfer to the program. Thus, it is estimated that there would be 25 students the first
year, and 50 students (total) enrolled in the program during each of
the next four years. A factor that uill affect the number of transfer
students is the relative attractiveness of industrial salaries versus
teaching salaries. This factor will vary from year to year . However,
since no new faculty members or facilities are needed for the program
initially, the University is not risking a substa~tial monetary investment on an enrollment estimate that might prove to be too high or too
low.
11.

Source of students:
The students will come from two-year associate degree programs in
other institutions across the st3te. These are students who would
normally be entering industry. Thus, the proposed curriculum will
not detract from any existing program.

12.

Faculty directly involved in the proposed program:
n_ank

Degree

Assoc. Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Professor
Instructor
Instructor

D. Ed.
Ph. D.
D. Ed.
f. A.
M. s.

Name

J. L. Boone, Jr.
D. L. Clark (½ time)
L. v. Hawkins
F D. Umstattd (½ time)
H. A. Mayfield (½ time)

..

13.

Course Load, Fall, 1969
11 sem. hrs.
5 sem. hrs.
8 sem. hrs.
4 sem. hrs.

6 sem. hrs.

Present student-faculty ratio:
The estimated student-faculty ratio is thirty to one.

14.

Projected need for new faculty required by proposed program:
Since most of the courses in the proposed curriculum are offered
by departments other than the Department of Industrial Education,
it is anticipated that the existing faculty can absorb the additional
load created by the new program initially. During the first five
years, however, it is expected t ha t no more than one additional
faculty member would be required. The new faculty member would be
a person with experience in the field of technical education.

15.

Need for unusual outlay of funds for new faculty :
Additional faculty required by the proposed program will not
require any unusual outlay of funds for salary or for recruitment.

Texas A& ! University--B.S . in Technica::.. Education
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Faculty involvement i n research, extension or correspondence:
At present, the fa culty is not engaged in extensive research
activities. It is anticipated that some of the faculty will be
engaged in research durinr; the next five years . In this event , teaching loads will be adjusted accordingly, and additional faculty will
be employed to absorb the released teachin8 loads. The research
activities would be funded by outside sources, however, and the funds
released from the teaching budget would be applied to the salaries
of the new faculty members .

17.

Adequacy of library holdings :
The present library holdings are adequate to service the proposed
pro~ram, as the books and periodicals currently required by the
Department of Industrial Education are appropriate to the new program. The current annual acauisition policy of the library will
be adequate to update the holdings required by the proposed program.

18 .

Appropriateness of other institutional libraries :
Since the fre shman ancl sophomore students will be attending
classes at accredited institutions other than Texas A&M University,
it is expected that these inst i tutions now have holdings adequate for
this level of academic work . The upper division courses at Texas
A&~ University will not require the use of holdings from off-campus
libraries.

19 .

Estimated expenditure for librarv acquisitions, 1967-69:
Because of an accelerated acq uisition effort during the past two
years, it is estimated that approximately $15,000 were expended for
acquisitions related to technical education, technology and engineering.

20.

Projected library expenditures for the next five years:
It is expected that an annual expenditure of $200 would meet the
needs of the new propram. As stated previously , acquisitions that
are already anticipated for existing industrial education programs,
and for existing programs in engineering and physical science will
also be appropriate to the proposed program.

21.

Description of existinp facilities available for the new program:
a . Laboratory facilities--tros t of the laboratory work would be
done during the freshman ancl sophomore years in existing laboratories
at institutions other than Texas A&~1 University. Some laboratory
work may be done in existing chemistry and physics laboratories at
Texas A&M University.
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b. Classroom facilities--There are no new courses in the curriculum.
Existing courses and classrooms will be used by students majoring
in the proposed curriculum. If the proRram attracts large numbers
of new students , it is possible that additional sections in existing
courses will be required . This would result in a need for one or
two additional classrooms. The Industrial Education courses listed
in paragraph 3 currently have an average enrollment of fifteen students each. It is anticipated that these courses could absorb the
new students that will be attracted by the proposed curriculum for
the next five years.
c.
22.

Special facilities--No new special facilities are needed.

Administration of proposed program:
The proposed program will be administered by the existing Department of Industrial Education, which is a part of the College
of Education at Texas A&M University. It will have no effect on
the existing administrative organization. (The College of Education
was recently authorized by the Coordinating Board and will be organized effective September 1, 1969).

23.

Accreditation:
There are no accreditation or teacher certification requirements
for junior college teachers. However, teachers whose courses are
funded through provisions of the vocational education acts are certified by the Texas Education Agency in accordance with the State Plan
for Vocational Education. Texas A&H University is currently accrect-ited to prepare teachers in Vocational Agriculture and in Vocational Industrial Education. A visitine; team will review all of
the University's teacher preparation programs in 1970. Basic criteria for the review are adequacy of facilities, adequacy of faculty, adequacy of library holdings, administrative attitude toward
teacher preparation programs, and content of the curricula. The
proposed curriculum will not materially affect the costs of the
accreditation process.
The State Plan for Vocational Education is currently under
review. When it is finalized, the proposed curriculum will be
adjusted to meet the requirements appropriate to the degree objectives of the curriculum .

24 .

Supporting fields :
The supporting fields consist of the social sciences, physical
sciences, and mathematics. All of these courses are at the freshman
and sophomore levels . It is antici pated that most of this work will
be transferred from junior colleces. In any case, the proposed
degree program will not require modification or improvement of courses
in supporting fields at Texas A&N University , nor will it require additions or changes at other institutions in Texas.
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Initial Costs of program:
During the first year of operation students will be absorbed
into existing sections of courses . Therefore, the salary cost of
the program will be absorbed by the current budget. Assuming an
enrollment of 25 students taking sixteen semester hours, the appropriated expense would be $14,272 (25 x 16 x 2 x $17.84 = $14,272) .

26 .

Annual costs of program for second, third and fourth year :
On the assumption that the enrollment in the program for each
of these years is fifty students, and that each student will enroll
for sixteen semester hours of credit each semester, the appropriated
cost of the program would be $28,544 per year . (50 x 16 x 2 x $17.84 =

$28,544).
(Note--Formula determined as follows : Teacher salary formula=
$14.94 per student credit hour ; Department operating expense=
$2.90 per student credit hour.
27 .

Departmental Costs :
a. Departmental operating expenditures for the last two fiscal years
are as follows:
1967-68
1968-69
$ t 65', 175
<;r4"3, 541
Department . of, Industrial Education:
b. If the enrollment in the proposed program increases as projected,
the departmEntal operating expenditures would remain essentially the
same except for the salary for one additional faculty member.

28.

Additional funds for research :
This program will not require research funds .

29.

Graduate assistantships required for the program:
The program does not require the use of graduate assistantships .

30.

Additional comments:
Information on the following pages is presented to assist the
Coordinating Board in evaluatine this program request . Since the
program was developed at the suggestion of the Assistant Commissioner
for Vocational Education , Mr . John R. Guemple, copies of the correspondence between Mr. Guemple and Pr esident Rudder are included.
Also appended are a typical two-yea r associate in science degree
curriculum and four-year B.S . curr i cula in technical education currently being offered by the University of Illinois , Oklahoma State
University, New York State University College at Oswego ~ and Purdue
University.

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
State Board of Education
State Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
Austin, Texas 78711
March 17, 1967

Mr. Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843
Dear Mr. Rudder:
Attached is some material from Purdue University which came to my attention and
which I am transmitting to you because of your interest in technical education.
As you know, the Texas Education Agency reimburses both on secondary and postsecondary (mostly junior colleges) technical level instruction. We are, therefore, interested in the preparation of teachers for these relatively new programs.
The projected need for teachers in Texas indicates that there will be a severe
shortage of trained qualified personnel for many years in the future.
It is our feeling that Texas A&M University has a unique position in this field
as one of the few institutions of higher learning that has a technical institute
where practice teaching, observation, and many other kinds of experiences will
be readily available. We also feel that since technicians support professional
positions in engineering that your institution, which has a national reputation
in educating professional engineers, has additional qualifications for studying
the need for a technical teacher education program and initiating such a program.
We would like for this program to have at least three elements, which would
include technical background and experience which might possibly utilize Connally
Technical Institute, a rapport with the engineering field for which technicians
are being trained as supportive personnel and professional preparation as a
teacher which would involve the Education Department.
For these and many other reasons, I am communicating with you. I feel that
someone from Texas should take advantage of the summer institute at Purdue
University. I do not feel at this point the person identified will necessarily
be the head of a teacher education program, but would most certainly be involved
in planning such a program.
The application form should be completed and returned as soon as possible to
Dr. Joseph P. Arnold at Purdue University. I would certainly be willing for my
name to be used on item 8 as a person "with professional interest in teacher
education • • • willing to offer verbal support."
I defer to your judgment as to the one person you feel uniquely qualified to
participate in this workshop.
Sincerely,

/s/
John R. Guemple
Acting Assistant Commissioner for
Vocational Education
cc:

Jack Williams
Joe Godsey
Henry Chitsey

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
College Station, Texas
zip code 77 843
April 6, 1967
Office of
THE PRESIDENT
Dr. John R. Guemple
Acting Assistant Commissioner
for Vocational Education
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Dr. Guemple:
Thank you for your letter of March 17 in which you suggested that Texas
A&M University might provide leadership in the development of programs to
prepare teachers for the rapidly-expanding field of technical education. I
agree that the facilities and personnel of our College of Engineering and James
Connally Technical Institute lend themselves admirably to the creation of first
class teacher-education and research programs in all facets of secondary and
post-secondary technical education.
The Department of Industrial Education, which is a part of Texas A&M's
College of Engineering, has already begun work in this field. Dr. Clint A.
Bertrand completed a research project last December that resulted in the development of a curriculum in fluid power technology and the writing of two units of
programmed instruction in fluid power. You are probably aware of two current
projects that the department is working on as they are funded through the Texas
Education Agency. Dr. Everett R. Glazener is developing a plan for a "Curriculum
Development Center and Educational Laboratory for Vocational Industrial and
Technical Education," and Mr. Jerold J. Simons is doing research on the mathematical concepts needed by electronics technicians.
I have discussed your suggestions with Dr. Chris H. Groneman, Head of the
Department of Industrial Education, and we both feel that his department is best
suited to assist you in the development of technical education programs for
Texas. The department has been preparing vocational industrial teachers for
many years. Dr. Groneman and Dr. Glazener have had junior college teaching
experience in industrial education. Another member of the departmental faculty,
Dr. James L. Boone,Jr., was teacher-trainer and director of an industrial
vocational program at Laredo Junior College for four years. These men are
personally acquainted with members of the James Connally Technical Institute
faculty and have discussed plans for a cooperative research program with them.
In view of the facts stated above, I would like to designate Dr. James L.
Boone, Jr., to apply for the Purdue University summer institute on technical
education improvement. Please let me know if I may be of further assistance.
Very truly yours,
/s/
Earl Rudder, President

pase 13
TYPICAL CO-·OP i,JORK-STUDY SCHEDULE
FOR
B. S. De~r ec in Tec}mical Education
Texas A&M l:"niversity
Degree Requirements:

128 sE:meste.c hours

Transfer from Junior Coilege:
Upper Division Requirements:

68 oemester hours
60 semester ttours (includes 12/semester hours'
::.:1dustrial int,~~11ship)

Qrou'2.__0ne

GrouE Two

Summer, 1970

Intern--6 c,:-edits

Study--12 credits

Fall, 1970

Study-- ·.s credits

Intern--3 credits

Spring, 1971

Intern--3 credits

Study--18 credits

Summer, 1971

Study--12 creditti

Intern--6 credits

Fall, 1971

In::e:.cn--3 credits

Study--18 credits

Spring, 1972

Study--18 credits

Intern--3 credits

60

60

Total Upper Divisio~ Cr"°dits

If necessa::::-y, st-.idents who transfer fewer than 68 semester hours can
complete their degree requirements in tlte 1971 summer session.
Industrial internship will be credited to Industrial Education 485 at the
ra te of three seroester hours per semester.
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TYPICAL TWO-YcAR A.S. DEGREE COURSES (ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY)
THAT MIGHT BE TRANSFERRED TO B.S. PROGRAM
First Seill.ester
Course
Mathematics (Algeb ra )
Mechanical Drafting
Communication (Written & Verbal)
*Electronics I (Introduction to Electronics)
*Basic Electronics
Orientation
TOTALS

Theory

Lab

Cr/Hr

4
1
3
1

0
5
0
5

4
3
3
3
4

3

3

1

0

13

13

18

1
----------

Second Semester
Course

Theory

Lab

Cr/Hr

Mathematics (Trigonometry)
Drafting
1
Technical Physics I (Mechanics & Heat)
*Circuits II (Single-Time-Constants)
* Electronics II (Resj stive Circuits)

4
1

4

2

0
4
2
3
3

14

12

18

Theory

Lab

Cr/Hr

4

0

4
3

2

4
4

* Electronic

TOTALS

4
3

3

4
3

3

Third Semester
Course
Mathematics (Analyr.ics & Calculus)
Technical Physics II (Light & Sound)
* -Circuits III (Networks)
* Elect~onics III (Pul~e Circuits)
Economics of Industry
TOTALS

4
6
0

4

1
3

15

12

18

3

3

Fourth Semester
Course
Technical Reporting
Psychology & Human Relations
Industrial Organizations & Operation
* Electronics IV (Linear Electronic Circuits)
* Technical Elective
TOTALS

* Indic3t - ca~rc=s in the technical specialty.

Theory

Lab

Cr/Hr

3
3

0
0
0

3

l.
5

4

3

15

9

18

3

3

3
3
5
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Curriculum for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in the Teaching of Engineering
Technology
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Chem. J.02--General Chemistry .
G. E. 103--Engineering Graphics 1
tb t t:. 112--College Algebra . .
Nati'.. 114--Plane Trigonometry
Rhc t. 101-·-Rhetoric i:ic Composition
Physic~l Education . . . . . . . .

3
3
3
2
3

1

Second Semester
C1v"m . 1 04-·-Chemistry of lletallic
Elements . . . . . . . . . . •
GE. 104--Engineering Graphics 2
Rhet. 102--Rhetoric & Composition
Ha L,1 . 122--Analytic Geometry
V.T. 101--Nature of the Teaching

~-:>

Profess:!..on . . .

Physi~al Education
Vocational

&

Technical Education= V.T. le9:

4

3
3

4
2

1

17
Industrial Practices, 2 hours, summer

SEC0ND YBAR
lirst Semester
HDth. 132--Calculus . . . .
Physics 106--General Pnysics
Psych. 100--lntrodu~tion . .
Speech 101---Principles of Effeccivc
Speaking
Fhysic-1 Edu~atio~ . . . . . . .

SeconCL Semester
Math. 142--Calculus . . . . . . .
3
4 T . A.11. 154---Analytical Hechanics
4
4 Physics 107--General Physics
4
HP Ed. 201--Foundations of
3
A~erican Education
2
1 Econ. 108--Elements of Economics
3
17 Physical Education , . . . . . . . 1
V.T. ]89-2 hrs-summer
17
5

'.i'HIRD YEAR

Flrst Semester
T.A.N . 223--Me chanica:. .3ehavior
o r Solids . . , .
. •....
G.E. 221--IntroQuction to General
Engineering Design . . . . .
I1. E. 183--Hat:erials Casting
M. E. 221- -Nechanics of Machinery
T.A.M. 221--Elementary Mechanics
of Deformable Bodies . . . .
~ol . Sci . 150--Aruerican Government:
Organi.::ation and Powe:rs .

1
3
3
5
3

Second Semester
Hist. 262-United States: World Fower
in 3n Industrial Age since 1887. 3
Ed. Psy. 211--Educa. Psychology . :. . 3
V. T. 284--Advanced Metal Work . .
3
E.E. 220--Basic Electrical Engr.
3
11. E. 22L!--Design of -1ach.!..ne
Elem~nts . . . . . .
3
M. E. ] 86--Pr.inciples of Hetal
Cutting and Forming . . . .
3
18

3
18
V.T. 189--2 hrs. - summer
FOURTH YEAR

E!rst Semeste:r
~.E. 230--Applicatioa & Control of
Motors & Equipment
. .
G.E. 230--Hydraulic & "Pneumatic
Controis . . . . . . . . . • •
H.E. 271--Design of Machine Elements
Humanities--Electives
i l. E. 2J'+-··Heat Treatme:nt of Neta.Ls .

.

.

.

2
3
3
6
_l

17

Second S'=mester
Ed. Pr. 242--Educational Practice
in Secondary Education . .
M.E. 241--Project Design in
Machine ~esign Technology
V.T. 381--Principles of Vo. Ed.
V.T. 288--Special Techniques of
Teaching Vo.-Ind Subjects

5
4
3

3

15

page
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OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY DffiREE PROGRAMS
FOR
TECHNICAL TEACHERS
The Oklahoma State University offers both undergraduate and graduate
programs for teachers of post-high school technical education programs.
The Bachelor of Science degree in Technical Education is designed

primarily for graduates of technical ir.stitutes or junior colleges who
have completed an Associate Degree program in a specialized field of
engineering technology.

The Master of Science degree in Technical Education

is designed for graduates of engineering o~ physical science curricula or
for those who ha~e a background of mathematics and science equivalent to
that of a graduate of the B~S. degree program in Technical Education.

Degrees are taken in the College of Education and the technical co~rae
work is provided by the College of Engineeringo

In special cases, where

individuals have a background of pre-engineering or science, specialized
technical course work is provided by the Technical Institute, a division
of the University 9 with full facilities on the OoS.U. campuao
Forty semester hours of technical course work may be obtained by direct
transfer from accredited junior colleges or technical institutes.

Credit

may also be obtained by validation examinations if the individual has
completed technical courses at non-accredited schools.

Performance on

such examinations must be equivalent to that required of atadents enrolled
in the O.SoUo Technical Institute.

Additional transfer credit may be

obtained for courses in general education where such credit has been
earned in institutions with regional accreditationo
The 26 credit-hour requirement in mathematics and science includes the
necessa~y prerequisites for upper division (junior and senior level)
engineering courseso

Students enter this sequence at the level at which

they can do satisfactory work.

The ongi:!.ec:.~:J..rg a~-·
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~-:iencc r~quirement of 14 semr.ister hours consists

of uppor dl..,.iot/.'"ln cc 1 rsc~~ f'.lclacted by th-3 student and approved by hie

Fl~ofcsaione.1 E~'.!catio!'. :r.cqnirom'.' nts incluc1.e a carefully structured block

of four couracc taken in 0 equc~ce ond designed to provide an introduction to
technical education, occupatio~al a~nlyscc, fundeoental teaching techniques,

Non-tcchni0al olcctives mako up aboi,:t h:o-fifths of the curriculum and
includ0 courE.i ~"'s in IT:•,r;1 ::i tic a 3 ~o~ic.l .Scj.ences, an1 C-crneral Educationo

BACHELOR 0~ SCIElG~

Semester Iloura

Technical Courso.<J (~3CoP .. Do Ar;cr0ditnd en0 ineering
technology currJ.cula or tho O(U:1.va.lc.? nt)

40

¥:uther.,.ntic0 e.nd Phye-icnl Seicncea (E!lgineerin.g Course
Prerec:_ui"litcc)

26

En~ineo~ing anu Science (Upper DiviGion Junior or Senior
coureca)

14

P1·ofessionaJ. F.duca'.:;ion (Tecl:lr:.ical :Educntion)

13

Cfono:ral Education (Ir!:.r--9 .nitio:J, Soci~.l £icion~G, etc.)

Total

_ll.__
126

MAS?ER OF SCIEFCZ
Ct:rndicln.te o fer tho r-~o tar

or

Science Doeree in Tochnical Education murri;

moet the 5cncral r oq uir~mo~t~ fc~ iull Br~cuato standing as etatod in the
Gr~duo.te Colle;;o lkllctino

i:;;:.~o c~.::i.rH.c.".:-.'.::o ous·~ r;cmplete at least 24 hours of

credit in approved cou~co we~~

c,r

~ th~~~~ ,

proved cour o w0rh ~nd n rEcea~ch rc~ ~rto

o~ 30 hcuro of credit in ap-

T~a theeis or report must be accept-

a.ble to t:1a Graduato Cell eGt..., e.nr1 1-·prt b-.:, conpletocl nnder the supervision
of a mujor professoro

Wher~ a can(i a~e has de~onstrRted ability in the areas

oz research n~d professional ~ritins, a,

cCditio~al

4 hours of graduate level

course ~ork oay be nubstitutcd for ~he rc~0rt requiremento
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STATE UHIVBRSI'rY COY..LEGE
Om.rogo, Neu Yo:-k

Divis ion of Vocational Techni cal Education

REQUIREMENTS FOR :

Ilechelor of Sc~ence De~re2 in Vocational Technical Education

Appl1.ed skills end te h'.1ical knowle,!ge .••.• _.. . . • • • . . . . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • •

30

Vocational teacher education proc :rs.m • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

32

Courses that raay be cot1ple ted in a reeional center or on campus:
VT Ed 2
VT Ed 3

Cc t.\rse O!'f:n ..~.izr.tio:1 . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3

I ~1. tro<l'Jcti.o~ to Vocational Education • • . • • • • •

VT Ed

C.ccupati.,..,nc: An:~lyaiA • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • .. •
1:2::hods o~ Tcc.c1'.~.n3 Vocctionel Subjects . . . . .
St.a;> Orga!1i~~ti0n encl i·lanage~e;1 t
Eve1uc ~i0:1 cf I r.!3 true tic:i • . . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • •

3
3
3
3
3
3

!.~

VT Ed 5
VT Ed 6

1i

VT Ed 7
VT Ed 8
VT Etl 10
AV Ed 201

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

P:-cfe0cior.. cil !)'~\"Zlopment Seminar • • • . • • • • • • • •

5
3

Practice '.:'cc:chir_:3 a~d Cbse rvc:,_-::ion . • . • • • • • • • •
Adv~ncec! Audi o Visual !1ethod~ and Materials .•
l:.d.ve~ced Educ ational Psychology ·•·•·••••••••

Ed Psych 130

3

English ................... . ........... . .............................. , •••••-

6

Social Studies • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

9

Science • • . • • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • • • • . •

12

Speech •• ·• • • . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • . . . • • • • . • . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . • . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • . •

3

Ma thema ti cs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

6

t1echanical Dra\•7ing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

6

Health and Safety . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2

Electives

II

♦

♦

t

♦

•

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

•

•

♦

♦

♦

t

♦

•

♦

♦

a

♦

a •

t

♦

♦

•

♦

C

♦

•

♦

•

•

41

♦

♦

•

♦

♦

♦

♦

••

41

♦

♦

41

♦

••

l

♦

♦

I

a

♦

e

♦

♦

•

♦

16
122

The cources could be arranged in the following manner end would thus provide
completion of the basic 32 seoester hour o~qcence in three calendar years:

1st Year

2nd Year
3rd Year

1st s~mester

2nd Semester

Intro to VE
Occupatioual A,., alysis

Educational Psychology
Course Organization

Methods of TeachinL Voe Subj
Audio Visunl H~thods

Shop Organization and. Mgt

Prcctice -:~aching
Seminar (Eith0r semeste r)

Practice Teaching

Evaluation of Instruction

12
12
9

T.;:,""!!lr~olosy (..,(;!,.:..chinq Major
D~1:>art•:1err,: 0£ Inc1untriu1 Zc1ucation

(Blern0t1t .....ry i~~t.,~e:--:-.a::::.ci, for Enginee2:ing and the
(3)
{3}

rm
11:t:,

I?hvsicnJ. Scienc~e,
2~~3~ ( Ii".. t ;,;-cc:ut·,t:0ry Analyo:i.G I)
22·1 t·\ (::::r::::..rotluctor y .Annly ..:ds :i:I)

.

( lntrotncto::.:.i Ch0mfst ry)
( :,::·-r:::·::oC:u::;"_:o~y Ci1<i',!c'l.int:~y}

:~20
,.

')

ii,.~ ~.t..

i36
.'!.76

io:.~~ ~:.,r:;..,~:_cn and Heat)
F:·,0,. ,_:t;::~<'·:it:1 ~ Sm.:nd • and Light.}

~P:~(·lisQ Co~1;:;:-~.t:1":>n

-·
{f'· ::;:.. if :1 (;c!.1~.,;,~ i \:: ~·n
(3j,

:J'iTG!...) -'-~;~!~

(. .j}
-- .

ZCX)H 21G

(2}
(3}

!: S~'
D~Y
,;. "- ..._,

J JC

(3)
(J}

sec

: r. J

Jl}_

;3!?E

c2·n

s-::::

- .-,, -

)•...;J..

c.: .. ,,..
.I.,..

~

11\

~-..!,hni!nu..,, :;c.T,<?.~•·;:e·.:- ho·.1r8 t~chrdcal co t e nt fox- a Purdue MS
p~og~mu i:: 30..,

Occupa'i:.ionn.l. Ez:":'.:., ~•.;~,ipi)c ~.
(0-12) IED 35 2 ie:oc- '":- 1.:i!.':l(:ivo Occ-a:9at.ionc.!. Inte:.:-nahip)
!JP.SJ9£
(0-12) IED ~S2
\ "'~p:.:-cl.·i n,.: o:: o~cu9ntion2.l B:tpericncG nnd
...,r-~"' ,v .. C'T
\
i. ~l4,., .._'-""'-or . !
_, .,
Co::,__

ElectiVP:
(13)
(Including na s ocic'.te degree: t~ch :.iicu!. in o:cc€:ss of 30)

Profess:i.onal
(3)

rtTi60

r ••i n~ ...,. ....
( ,t.~,-,..;r,
.
r,,
,.~l'J
,...a·i·
~ ;:_,._)
~.;, r . _, ' .._ - ,_\J
.;. tl

(3)
(3)
(3)

IS 375
I BD 4L!-4
I3D 510

(B<'..sic f.1o'i::ho::1s of Induotri~l Trnining}
{t:.x.:~upc-:::.:i.onal A::12.lycio for Curriculum Planning)

..s.,, 4

,0.- - • 1• .. • - - ' - '

,,,,,..;. ()?-,-i ncti·~.....
~--.-.
~,I""''-.....,,,.,,,
.,~
.

o ?..,.
-'.:

Tnr"',,str1'"'l

......

,_,;..'..I

'-""'

(Courzc Const~uction in Vocational-Induetrial?och~1ic l Education,

(3)

IED 570

(~achnical 3du~ation in ~.me~ica)

(3)
(6)

ED

285

(LJaucaticnal r~ychology)

ED

464

(8:..~.z,or~d.cnd Te aching in Inc.1uotr.ia1 r.duc.~ tion
Subj cc·~~\)

Agenda Item No.
~
Texas A &M Uni vcrsity
August 22, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
College Sd:1.tion, Texas
RE:

Authorization to Offer the Bachelor
of Environmental Design n ·e gree

Dear President Rudder:

It has been recommended to me through channels that Texas A&M
University request authorization for a New Undergraduate Degree Granting
Program designated as Bachelor of Environrnental Design
in the new Colleoe
.
0
of Architecture and Environrnental Design to be effective September l, 1969.
This pre-professional undergraduate deg_ree will provide the student with
the knowledge and skill to comrnit himself to a graduate level professional
program in Architecture or related specialized disciplines. In order to
provide increased depth in visual design education and research, it is
imperative to incorporate more of the content of the physical and social
sciences, especially in specific areas of data science . It is also necessary
to strengthen the curriculum in the fine arts and humanities. This new
undergraduate program will be directed by a department head responsible
to the Dean of the College. The Bachelor of Design degree together with
the Master of Architecture Degree is intended to replace the present fiveyear professional d gree.
Attached is a statement prepared in accordance with the format
requested by the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System, which gives needs and justifications for the proposed degree program.
It is understood that if the Board of Dir tors approv s the requested
change, it must be pr sented to th Coordinating Board, Texas College and
University System, for final approval.
I concur in this recomm nrlation and sugg st the following Minute
Order:
"Pursuant to Article 2919 ·-2 of the Revis cl Civil Statutes which
requires that the addition of new departm nts and d gr e programs

-2-

in the insLitutions of higher education in Texas b ., approved by
the Coordinating Board, Texas Collcg<' and University System,
the President of Texas A&M University is auLhorizccl to present
a requ sL to the -CoordinaLing l3oarcl, Texas College and UniversiLy System, that Lhe new degre program listed below be authorized for Te xas A&M University:
Bachelor of Environrne ntal Design
The Board of Directors has considered the request for authorization of this change in light of the statutory objectives of Texas A&M
University, the need of the State of Texas for stud e nts to be trained
in this field, the offerings by other colleges in this field, and the
cosL of such training; and the Board is convinced that the change
requested is justified and thaL Texas A&M University, und er its
legal mandate, should be authorized to add it to iLs program. "
Respectfully submitted,
Original signed by;
H R,. Byers
.
A~ademic Vice P,residenll

H. R. Byers
Academic Vice Presid ent

APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER
Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University

REQUEST FOR A NEW UNDERGRADUATE

OEGREE•GRANTING PROGRAH

COORDINATING BOARD

--- - - - - --

TEXAS COLLEGE ANO UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

-- --

,,

--- -

Requested by the

.

tOllEG[ OF ARCHITECTURE & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE STATION·, TEXAS
. · .· 77843

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM
l.

What is the title and nature of the proposed program?
The title of the degree program is the "Bachelor of Environmental
Design".

It is a four-year pre-professional degree program intended to

compliment the proposed professional degree program.

(Ref. accompanying

proposal for options to the Master of Architecture degree.)

Together,

both degrees are intended to replace the present five-year professional
degree program entitled "Bachelor of Architecture".

2.

What degree or certificate is contemplated, if any?

3.

List the course offerings to comprise the program.
will be new ones?

4.

(See 1., above)

Which of these courses

(See following curriculllll outlin~)

Outline a semester-by-semester curriculum for the proposed program.
(See the following curriculum outline)

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
ANO
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
PROPOSED FOUR-YEAR CURRICULUM FOR THE DEGREE• BACHELOR OF
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Apr 11 l , 1969

FIRST YEAR - 1st semester

*
*

E. O. IOI
E.O. 1OJ
Engl i 03

Hist 105
Math 102
Phi 1 I Oi
P.E. 101
MS/AS or

Th.-Pr.

lli

The Environment. Design and
Systematic Thought
_-,,.---(3-0)_ _
Perception I: Design & SensofyExperlence (2-4)
Composition & Rhetoric
(3-0)
History of the United States
(3-0)
Algebra
(3-0)
Freedom~ Responslblllty
(1-1)
(0-2)
Elective
Total
~)

3
3
3
3
3
1
R
1

Tr

- 2nd semester

*
*

LO. 104 Perception 11 : Design & Sensory Experience (2-4)
(2-4)
E. D. 112 Communication a: Media In Design

Engl 104
Hist 106
Math 130
P.E. 102
MS/AS or

3
3
3
3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-2)

Composition and Rhetoric
History of the United States Math Analysis I

f~Uj

Elective

Total

R

1

T6

;,
\

SECOND YEAR • 1st semester

*

E. D. 203 Perception 111: Design~ Sensory E,cpe,-lence
,
Engi 203 Introduction to literature
Elective (.Hunanltles)
Electi ve (Physical Science)
Math 230 Nath Analy1l1 II
P.i. 201
HS/AS or Elective
Total

3
3

(2-4)

(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-2)

~

I
I

3
3
3
R

1

T6

• 2nd semester

*

E.D. 204 Percept l on IV: Design &. Sensory Experience
El cct ivo (Physical Science)
Pol.S. 206 . American National Government
Elective (Humanities )
Elective (HUTianltles)
P.E. 202
MS/AS or Elect Ive
Total

THIRD YEAR - 1st semester
E. o.
* E.o.
* s.c.
* s.c.
* C.
E.

311

Communication II:

335
302

*
*

E. o. 304

Systems of the E~vlronment
E. D. 350 The Ai~~·· arid Clvlflzatlon II
E.D. 354 Materials Science
B.C. 328 Structural Systems II
Elective
Total

E.O. 403 Design i
E.D. 411 Communication Ill: Hedla In Design
Elective

Total

.\

• 2nd semester

*

E.O. 404
El ectlve
Elective

3
3
R

1

T6

9

'

(3-0)

(2-3)
(3-0)

*

3
3
3

2

_l_
17

9

(3-9)

6

(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)

3

*
*
'*

3
3

_]_

18

(

10

(6-12)
(2-4)
1

3
3

T6

i\

10

(6-12)
(3-0)

Design II

New Courses

'

(1-2)

Total

12-12

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS

*

3

I

FOURiH YEAR• 1st Semester

*
*

*

Envlronmontal Control Systems
Computer Applications In Arch&, Const.

- 2nd semester

3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-2)

(2-4)

Media In Design

Total

3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)

349 The Arts and Civilization I
327 Structural Systems I

Elective

*
*

(2-4)

.,

3
3

I

T6
132

5.

\..'h.:it spec I al regul rements wl 11 be enforced?
Since this Is an undergraduate degree no special requirements will be
applied other than those already existing In the University for similar
programs.

6.

Has the proposed program, or one similar to It, been offered In this
institution at any time prior to this reguest?

J.

No.

How many similar programs are offered elsewhere In Texas, and where?
There are no similar programs In Texas or In the Southwest.

8.

Justify the need for the proposed program.
I

In 1967-68 this school studied the future of architectural education
in the State of Texas under a grant from the Texas Coordinating Board,
College and University System in an attempt to define the pattern to
1990.

ihe study has . revealed the existence of o trend of major ~hange

in architectural education In the United States.

Briefly, the trend

consists of movement of professional -orchitectur~l education from the
undergrnduate level towcrd the groduate level; the establishment of a
pre-professional currlcul~ of 3 or 4 years In the schools of architecture
' ,I

or In other colleges; the development of a professional core currlcu1un
of 2 or 3 years; with options; and the award of at least two degrees In
the totai professlonai 1equence.

These changes are resulting from the needs to increase the scope, depth
and breadth of architectural education and research; to delay the
student's CO!llllltment to architecture and the beginning of his professional
preparation until he ls well grounded In at least two liberal discipline
groupings: to Increase opportunities for transfer Into and out of the
curriculum at appropriate points; and to bring persons of more diverse
bockground, Interest and academic preparation Into the profession.

The pre-professional curriculum where already established across the
country, is polarizing around the social and physical sciences and
liberal arts with some content In fine and applied arts and data sciences.
First degrees are the Bachelor of Art (Architecture or Environmental
Design Major) or Bachelor of Science In Architectural or Environmmtal
Studies depending on the configuration of the university.
degree which Is the

11

The second

professlona1 entry degree'' Is usually the Master

.

I

of Architecture with options In Urban Studies, Architectural Studies and
Construction Management.

The inve~•ti_gators of this study a~_e ._~pnvinced that these trends .will
continue nationally; that the objectives ieading to change are valid;
and that the traditional 5 year undergraduate desfgn oriented sequence
will no longer serve the best Interests of the students, the State of
Texas or the profession of architecture.

This proposal is consistent with the recommendations outlined In the study
report. Architectural E_ducalLQrU_~, and Is o direct result of the study.
11, 1

I

I I

,11

I

I . I

'111

•

9. l.L.!,t~ proposed progr am approved by tho Inst itution's Board of Control?
~?

It Is assuned that tho proposal wlll have had local approval prior to
submission to the Coordinating Board.

10.

Pro}cct the en rollment for the proposed program for the next_ five years .
The current enrollment of the first four years of the five- year program
in Architecture ls 372 students .

The enrollment In the proposed degree

program could reasonably be expected to reach 450 to 475 students In five
years, based on the present growth pattern.

11.

Explain t he likely source of students who will enroll In this program.
Students will be attracted to the institution to enroll In this program
from secondary schools and Junior colleges . (Ref. attJched enrollment
analysis).

This curriculun has been designed to recognize the approved Core Curriculum
programs In Texas Junior and Community colleges.

Students from accredited

institutions who have satlsfactorllr completed either Major Fieid I , II , or
It~ will be accepted directly into this degree program; if all work as

outlined In the core curriculum is acceptable for transfer, they may
complet~ this program In four regular semesters after transferring.

UNDERGRADUATE EN OLLMENT BY STATES• FALL 1968
Docombcr 17, 1968
Number

Stotc

Arizona

2

Arkansas

I

California
Colorado

5

Connecticut

5
3
3

Delaware
Florida
Georgi a

2

Hawaii
11 lino is

5

Indiana
Iowa

2

Kentucky

4

Louisiana

10
7

Maine

J

Maryland

5

Massachusetts

8

Mississippi
Missouri

2

Nebraska

l

New Jersey

15

New Mexico

2

New York

24

North Carolina

2

Ok 1ahoma .

3
5
4

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

505

Texas
V.i rginia
Wi scons l n

Total .

10

2

637

•

GRADUATE ENROLLMENT 8V STATES• FALL1968
Number

St ,1 tc
1l

l i noi s

Maryland

3

Minnesota

Oklahoma

2

Texas

35

Total

43

GRADUATE ENROLLMENT 8V FOREIGN COUNTRIES• FALL 1968
Cou,,try

!

i>ai<.; s tan

Number
2

Syria
Total

3

Graduates by States

43

Total Number of ·Graduates

46

Number of states represented•

6

Number of foreign countries represented• 2

•

UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT

av

FOREIGN COUNTRIES• FALL 1968

Ooccmbo r 1 7, l

968
Number

Country

4

China
India
Iran
I sracl

Mexico
Nicaragua

---

Pakistan

5
5

Panc'.lma
Peru

•

Puerto Rico

2

22

Total
Undergraduates by States

637

Total Number of Undergraduates

659

Recap of Undergraduate Distribution
Out-of-State
foreign
Total

129 •

22

15 l

Number of states represented -

30

Number of foreign countries represented•

10

FALL 1968
ENROLLMENT STATISTICS .
Fcma I c Students
Undergraduate

8

Graduate

6

Total

14

Negro Students
Undergraduate

s

Graduate

2

Total

7

Marital Status of Undergraduate Students
Married Students

108

S.ingle Students

55 1

Total

659

•

% Narrled Students

..

16.29%

•

~.

Give the number of persons presently on the faculty who wl11 be most

dJrectly lnyolvod lo th~ proposed program.
Bernard, Rutson, Instructor, B. Arch., 148 SCH- - - - - - ~ - - ~

Caporlna, Anthony, Assistant Professor, 8, Arch., 212 SCH
Claycamp, Carrol, A11l1tent Professor, H. Arch., 333 SCH
Donaldson, Joseph, Jr., Associate Professor, Artist, 194 SCH
Estes, Charles E., Assistant Professor, B. Arch., 148 SCH
Fairey, John G., Assistant Professor, H.F.A., 130 SCH
Horsley, Grahan, Assistant Professor, N. A., 189 SCM
Kellett, Wllllan H., Jr., Assistant Pr~fesso~, H. Arch,, 408 SCH
Martell, Robert, Assistant Professor, H, Arch,,360 SCH
Nichols, Robert, Assistant Professor, B. Arch,, 133 SCH
Pledger, Roy, Assistant Professor, H. Arch,, 178 SCH
Priesmeyer, Larry, Assistant Professor, H.

u.

Pl., 210 SCH

lotsch, Helvln H., Professor, H. Arch., 331 SCH
Schnelder, R. Michael, Assistant Professor, H. Arch,, 182 SCH
Stace11, Alan L., Associate Professor, N. F. A., 130 SCH
Ufer, Norman, Assistant Professor, B. Arch., 176 SCH
Vrooman, Richard E., Professor, N. Arch., 294 SCH
Wood, J.

·•

w.,

Assistant Professor, H. Arch., 137 SCH

Calculate the present student-faculty ratio In the subject matter field
or department In which the proposed progran wl11 be offered.
4414 SCH
IS hrs

•

29't nE Students

~

~

nE
nE

Students
Faculty

•

17,S Stude
Facul
Retie

14.

Pr0Ject the need for new faculty required for the proposed program for
the next five years,

If the proposed program will be absorbed In part

. or In whole by the present faculty, explaln how this wlll be done.
Technlcal content In the proposed courses Is tlmllar to that of many of
the cour1e1 presently taught by the faculty;

absorption of the entire

proposed program by the present faculty Is planned.

New faculty required In this program during the next five years wlll only
be necessary•• a function of the normal growth pattern.

15.

WIii acquisition of new faculty for the program require an unusual outlay

of funds or unique recruiting techniques? No.

16.

Describe the Involvement of the faculty, 'present and p~ojected, In research,
extens ion, correspondence, and other activities.

Are teaching loads of

faculty reduced If they engage In these activities?
The research activities of the faculty and graduate faculty In the School
of Architecture Include hospital design and mental retardation research
for the Department of Health Educatl~n and Welfare, fallout shelter design
and testing for the Office of Clvll Defense, Department of Defense, and
educational facilities and prograns studies.

Other faculty projects

Include the consultation and guidance to many local and state-wide agencies
Including the following:

Texas State Department of Health, Texas Water

Quality Control Board, Office of Economic Opportunity (Southwest Region•
Austin), Community Action Program• OEO (Brazos County), Bryan-College

Station Association for Retarded Children, ~erlcan Institute of Planners
(Gulf Southwest Chapter), Texas Society of Architects, American Institute
of Architects, (Brazos Chapter), American Society of Clvll Engineers,
Association of General Contractors, Planning Agency Council for Texas, and
the Association of Collegiate School• of Architecture.

Addltlonally the

School of Architecture has recently completed a comprehensive study of
archltectural education for the Coordinating Board, Texas College and
University System.

17. Are present library holdings In relevant fields adequate now to begin the .
proposed program?

How

wl 11 the 11 brary have to be lmprov·ed to meet

program needs In the next four years?
I

The present library holdings are adequate for the proposed program.
)

18.

Are there libraries of other Institutions which are being used or can be
used by faculty and students In the proposed program?

19.

N.A.

Estimate the total expenditure for the last two complete flsca• years for
library acquisitions In the departments or subject matter flelds In which the
proposed program wl 1.1 be offered, or In flelds which are closely related to
the proposed program.

1966-67, approximately $5,000

1967·68, approximately $6,000

20. J:r,,jcct library expenditures to be budgeted annually for the next five
years to meet the need of this program.
An ennuel expenditure of $18,000 per year for the College of Architecture

and Environmental Design library over the next five years was proJ ..cted
In the "Proposal for the E1tabll1hnent of a New Doctoral Program"• dated
I Apr 11 1968.

21.

Describe exlstl~g facllltles that are available for the proposed program.
Describe the present utlllzatlon of these facllltles.
will be needed In the near future?

What new facilities

Specify what special facilities end

equipment wilt be needed and estimate their cost,

From what sources

do you anticipate obtaining needed facilities and equipment.
Host facilities and equipment needed by the proposed program will be
available from the facilities and equipment currently used by the five•
year program In architecture.

Proposa11·are presentl~ pending before

federal and private sources for specialized equipment necessary to support
the teaching programs.
'\

22.

Will the proposed program affect the administrative structure of the
Institution?

If yes, describe how.

In whnt department, division, schoo.1.

or college wlll the proposed program be administered?
In accordance with the recent change of administrative structure of the
School of Architecture, the proposed program would be administered by
the Department of Envlromtental Design In the College of Architecture and
Environmental Design.

23.

Describe the requirements for accreditation, If program Is e11glb1e to be
accredited.
The proposed program wlll not be subject to direct accreditation.

It will,

however, be subject to review by the National Architectural Accrediting
Board as a pre•professlonal currlculun.

24.

Evaluate the subiect matter fields at your Institution which may be
considered as necessary or valuable In support of the proposed program.
The necessary supporting flelds are essentially the same as those which

have supported, l~ :a fine manner, the flve•year currlculun In architecture,
No additional cost~ are anticipated In this area.

25.

Estimate the initial

first

ear

costs of the

How

much of this wlll be absorbed In current budgets and how much wlll be newly
appropriated money?
The Initial and annual cost wlll be essentially the same as the annual
cost would be for the undergraduate portion of the Architecture ~udget •

..

26.

Estimate the annual cost of the program for the three years following It~
first year.

(Ref. 25, above)

I

f, ,

f ~

"

I l

I

I • , I

'-7.

Departmental costs.
(A)

Show the departmental operating expenditure• for the last two flscal
years.
Teaching Salarle1
Clerical
Other Expenses
Wages

Capital Outlay

--(8)

1967-68
364,535.00
I 0,086. 00
15,900.00
4,000.00
I 1 000. 00
- $395 ,521. 00

1968-69
413,049.00
14,040.00
13',450.00
3,750.00
500.00

the proposed program affect that allocation or distribution

How will

of these funds?

It wlll have no affect; fl1cal procedur~• wl11 continue to be conducted
In the normal fashion.

28.

What additional funds for research wlll be needed to support the proposed
program?

29.

N.A.

How many graduate assistantships are considered desirable to begin the
program? N.A.

30.

Convnents.
Considerable planning and attention wlll be required of the phase-out of
the present five-year program and the phase•ln of the proposed prog~am.
The followlng outllne procedure 11 proposed, assuming the effective date
of the Bachelor of Environmental Design to be .September 1, 1970: -

A.

The fifth year students who receive the B. Arch. degree tn May, 1970
and who meet Graduate College standards will be given the opportunity
of entering the new graduate options with advance credit (amount to be
determined , ln coordination with the Dean, Graduate College).

B.

Quall fled students who compl te their fourth year of the present curriculum In May 1970 will be admitted Into the first year of the new
graduate options in September, 1970 and awarded the Bachelor of
EnviroMlental Design in January 1971.

The present B. Arch degree will

be retained for a period of five years.
C.

The students who complete their third year of the present curriculum in
May 1970 will be admitted In September, 1970 into the fourth year of
the Ba:helor of Environmental Design and will be eligible to receive the
degree in May 1971; the second year students will be eligible in May
1972 and the first year students will be eligible in May 1973.

Substitutions of courses from the old curriculum for courses In the new
curriculum can be made in several areas due to the similarity of content
in present courses and that of the proposed curriculum;

careful degree

plan counseling with the advanced students beginning September, 1969, can
insure an equitable and effective change-over.

Close coordination will

be effected with the Dean of Admissions and the Dean of the Graduate
College during the transition period.

The following curricula comparison may be of assistance In evaluating the
essential differences iniacademlc structure:

A COMPARISON OF CR. HRS. IN 1ST 4 YEARS OF THE PRESENT FIVE-YEAR CURRICULUM WITH
TH~ PROPOSED FOUR-YEAR CURRICULUM IN DESIGN (BASIC. GRAPHICS, THEORY, VISUAL),
HISTORY (ART~ ARCH.). STRUCTURES, ENVIRONMENTAL CbNTROLS, PROFESSIONAL (CONSTR.
DOCUMENTS, LANDSCAPE, PLANNING, PROF. PRACTICE) ANO HUMANITIES-LIBERAL ARTS:
PRESENT
PROPOSED
Des. Hist. Str. Env. Prof. Hum
Des. Hist. Str. Env. Prof. Hu:n
I
8
12
13
1st yr.
9
6

2nd yr.

12

3rd yr.

14

8

6

4th yr.

10

6

6

TOTALS

44

15

18

6

3
6

6

9

-

3

3,

3

18

15
6

17

-

41

*
.,

6

E.S. 403

&

6-m

6

3

4

2

6

10

5

6

~

43

404 equlvelent of:

14 hrs. Des I gn

4 hrs. Struc •
2 hrs. Env. Control•
.,,.

Free Electlve1

..'

I\

/

AGENDA ITEM NO.

/$(

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE: Continuation of Full Time
Employment for Dr. Benjamin D. Cook to August 31, 1970.
President Earl Rudder
The Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Dear President Rudder:
Dr. Benjamin D. Cook reached the age of 65 on December 12, 1968. He was
approved for employment in the 1968-69 budget through January 31, 1969,
and subsequently approved for employment through August 31, 1969. The
staff member in this position provides overall leadership for the staff
professional improvement programs for the Texas Agricultural Extension
Service. Important records on training are maintained on our professional
personnel by this staff member. Continuity in this office is critically
important and only one such position exists. It is requested that Dr. Cook's
employment be extended into the 1969-70 budget year until August 31, 1970,
or until such time as an appropriate successor can be identified. The
best interests of the Texas Agricultural Extension Service and Texas A&M
University would be served by this action at this time.
The following Minute Order is recommended:
In accordance with Section 7(b) Objectives, Rules and
Regulations authority is hereby granted to extend the
full time employment of Dr. Benjamin D. Cook, Studies
and Training Specialist, Texas Agricultural Extension
Service, to August 31, 1970 so long as his efficiency
is maintained at an acceptable level.
Respectfully submitted,
I

•

"'

}'

John E. Hutchison, Director
APPROVAL RECONMENDED :
Original Signed by

w. c.

Freeman

Vice President and Comptroller

Dean of Agriculture
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

Agenda Item No.

RESOLUTION ON CUR TIS B. MILLS

The outstanding achievement of Mr. Curtis B
Mills as a track star has reflected favorably upon
Texas A&:M University and we respectfully recommend
to the Board of Directors that a suitable resolution be
passed to recognize the achievements of this young man.
We have attached a suggested resolution and
recommend its adoption by the Board by the following
resolution:
The attached resolution on Curtis B. Mills
is hereby adopted. 11

11

Respectfully submitted,

President

September 10, 1969

RESOLUTION ON CURTIS B . MILLS

WHEREAS, Curtis B . Mills brought honor and fame to himself
and to Texas A&M University when he established a new world
record of 44 . 7 seconds in the 440-yard dash at the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Track and Field Championships
June 21, 1969, at Knoxville, Tennessee, and
WHEREAS, Mr. Mills, as a sophomore, was one of the main stays on the 1969 Texas A&M University Track Team, having
won the 440-yard dash at the Southwest Conference Track and
Field Meet earlier in the year and was a member of the 440 yard relay team which won at the Southwest Conference Meet
and placed third in the NCAA Championships, and
WHEREAS, on the basis of his performance in the NCAA
Champions hips, Mr. Mills is officially recognized as an AllAmerican athlete, and
WHEREAS, this young student has achieved this pinnacle of
success by perserverance, self- discipline, and personal
sacrifice, now, therefore be it
RESOLVED, by the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M
University System, meeting this 10th day of September, 1969,
at College Station, Texas, that this Board desires to express
its congratulations to Mr. Curtis B. Mills for his phenomenal
achievement in establishing a new world record for the 440 - yard
dash, and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution be spread upon the minutes,
and copies thereof, signed by the President of the Board, be
presented to Mr. Curtis B . Mills, and to the Archives of
Texas A&M University, to record the high regard with which
this Board views his athletic accomplishments .

Agenda Item No. /
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSI'IY
August 25, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
Re: Extension of Leave of Absence without pay for Dr. Phanindramohan Das,
Department of Meteorology, Texas A&M University.
Dear President Rudder:
Dr. Phanindramohan Das, Assistant Professor of Meteorology, requests an
extension of his leave without pay for the period September 1, 1969 tJ:lrough
August 31, 1970, to continue his temporary assignment with the Air Force Cqmbridge Research Laboratories, Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts.
Dr. Das' activities would be of special benefit to him in learning to
adapt to the necessity of the double duties of teaching and research in discharging his faculty responsibilities. Texas A&M University will also benefit through
his broadened experience with varied meteorological research programs, and
through the opportunity afforded him to represent this ins titution and its meteorology program at the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.
The following minute order is suggested:
"Dr. Phanindramohan Das, Assistant Professor, Department of
Meteorology, Texas A&M University, is granted an extension of
leave of absence without pay for the period September 1, 1969
through August 31, 1970."
Respectfully submitted

-Z,_cf?-£
Earl Cook
Acting Dean, Geo sciences
Approval Recommended:
Original signed hY,
~ Byers

1-l.

A.cadenuc Vice Pre'l!deu,11

Academic Vice President
Approved:
U.rlIGINAL SJ.GNED BY

EARL ffl1DDE8

President

Agenda Item _____._/
__
TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
College Station

August 20, 1969

Mr. Earl Rudder, President
The Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Re:

Authority to Grant Right-of-Way Easement to Conroe Telephone Company

Dear President Rudder:
The Conroe Telephone Company has requested an underground telephone line
right-of-way easement across a portion of the Jones State Forest and within the
eastern five feet of Intrastate Pipeline Company's easement granted by the Board
of Directors in February, 1965 (Minute Order 50-65). Intrastate Pipeline Company
is in agreement with this proposal.
The
being used
cations to
burying of

easement will eliminate the need for the existing right-of-way now
for telephone lines and will provide for better telephone communiour district office. No timber will be destroyed to accomplish the
the telephone cables.

The following Minute Order is recommended:
The President of Texas A&M University is authorized to
ac t for the Board of Directors in executing an underground telephone cable right-of-way easement across
land in the Jones State Forest, and within an easement
previously granted to Intrastate Pipeline Company, in
Montgomery County, Texas, to the Conroe Telephone Company.
The easement will be executed on the System Form, modified,
as necessary, by the System Attorney, so as to be in the
public interest.
Respectfully submitted,

~~~-ll,-~
Paul R. Kramer
Director
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
Original Signed by
W. C. Freeman

Vice President & Comptroller

APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
E • Ft BIIPDER

President, The Texas A&M University
System

Agenda Item No .
TEXAS FOREST SERVI CE
College Station

August 13, 1969

President Earl Rudder
The Texas A&M University System
Campus
RE:

Acceptance of Grant from Moody Foundation

Dear President Rudder :
The Trustees of The Moody Foundation have offered to provide the Texas
Forest Service with a $40,000 grant to establish a Forest Conservation Education Fund .
This grant will be used to support the cost of publishing a book entitled "Famous Trees of Texas ". In addition to underwriting this book monies
obtained from the sale of the book will be used in connection with other
Forest Conservation Education projects .
The following Minute Order is suggested:
The Board of Directors of The Texas A&M Unive rsity System
hereby accepts a $40,000 grant from the Trustees of The '
Moody Foundation for the establishment of a Forest Conser vation Education Fund by the Texas Forest Service. The
primary purpose of this fund will be to publish a b ook
entitled "Famous Trees of Texas" and to establish other
Forest Conservation Education projects.
Respectfully submitted,

~~~.)l~
Paul R. Kramer
Director
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED :

O.Ii ·inal ~i~~.)d

APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:

~

iW.~Fmeman
Vice President & Comptroller

u,

; - J.1. 1-lED BY
EARL JtUDDEll

President, The Texas A&M University
System

AGENDA ITEM NO.

----

DESIGNATION OF PROFESSOR EMERITUS STATUS FOR DR. IRWIN M. ATKINS
Mr. Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University
Campus
Dear Mr. Rudder:
Dr. Irwin M. Atkins, Agronomist, Soil an<l Crop Sciences Department,
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, retired on J ~ly 31, 1969 after
40 years of outstanding service to Texas agriculture. The last 30
years were served in a d~al capacity as an employee both of Texas A&M
University and the United States Department of Agriculture. De ring the
1930's, Dr. Atkins was a f u ll-time e~ployee o f the USDA Divis i on of
Cereal Crops and Diseases, in charge of their small grain experiments
at Denton, Chillicothe and Amarillo , Texas.
In addition to his many contributions to the development and release
of small grain varieties for world-wide use, Dr. Atkins has contributed
greatly to the development of a graduate program in this field of science.
He was an excellent graduate teacher and tireless r e searcher and has served
as a consultant on small grains for several foreign countries and the Ford
and Rockefeller international foundations. He has au thored and co-authored
many scientific articles in professional journals reporting on his research.
He is recognized by his colleagues as one of the world's foremost authorities
in the genetics and breeding of small grains.
The Department Head and leading members of his staff solidly support this
reconnnendation which we consider to be highly meritorious. Dr. Atkins will
continue to participate in departmental activities. Needed housing can be
provided in the department.
I therefore recommend that Dr. Atkins be designated as Professor
Emeritus in the Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A&M University .
Reconnnended Minute Order:
Dr. Irwin M. Atkins is, effective this date, appointed Professor
Emeritus, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences , in recognition of
his dedicated and valuable services to Texas A&M University and
Texas agriculture.
August 25, 1969

APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
'
by
AcaffilltfnfAE.estt;'if.iffiir
EARL RUDDER
President

Sincerely yours,

Q ,ItJI1lAL SIGNED BY.
H. 0.• KU l.KEL

Dean of Agriculture & Acting Director
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

AGENDA ITEM NO.

A:

LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY FOR DR. HERBERT W. GRUBB, TEXAS AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION
President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
Campus
Dear Mr. Rudder:
Dr. Herbert W. Grubb, Associate Professor employed in the Texas A&MTexas Tech Cooperative Research Program, was granted leave under the
provision of The Texas A&M University System Rules and Regulations for
the period March 1-August 31, 1969 to accept a temporary appointment in
the Governor's office.
In the tentative budget for the 1969-70 fiscal year, Dr. Grubb is
again scheduled for full-time employment at Texas Tech for the period
September 1, 1969-February 28, 1970, and by Texas A&M University, March 1August 31, 1970.
Governor Preston Smith has recently requested both Texas A&M and
Texas Tech Universities for an extension of leave for Dr. Grubb so he may
continue as leader of the state-wide project to determine the "Structure
of the Texas Economy." The outturns of this project should be very
beneficial in planning the functionsof State Government and therefore of
continuing value to the people of Texas. It is in the best interest of
Texas A&M University to be identified with the leadership of this significant undertaking so we reconnnend approval of Governor Smith's request.
Reconnnended Minute Order:
Dr. Herbert W. Grubb, Associate Professor, Texas A&M UniversityTexas Technological College Cooperative Research Unit at Lubbock
is hereby granted an extension of leave withou t pay for the period
March 1 to August 31, 1970 to continue to serve in the Governor's
Office as leader of the project to determine the "Stru cture of
the Texas Economy."
Sincerely yours,

August 25, 1969

QRIGINAL SIGNFID BY
H. Q. KUNKEL

Dean of Agriculture & Acting Director
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
J

l"'.llCd

by

ff. I\. Bvem
Academic Vice President
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM NO.
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND EXTENSION CENTER AT SAN ANGELO
a.

Authority to purchase land and appropriations for same.

b.

Authority to execute a joint statement with Angelo State
University.

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
Campus
Dear Mr. Rudder:
Minute Order No. 42-69 passed February 22, 1969 authorized the
President of The Texas A&M University System to establish a center
at or near San Angelo, Texas, for conducting research and extension programs, contingent upon the receipt of adequate grants-in-aid, as determined by the President, to be used with other funds appropriated by
the Board for the acquisition of land and construction of physical
facilities.
Negotiations have proceeded for acquisition of approximately 50
acres of land suitable for a headquarters site in the San Angelo area.
After considering several alternatives, decision was made to purchase
50 acres of school land from the Llano County Connnissioners' Court
for the location of the main office and laboratories, plus additional
service structures. The plot chosen is adjacent to the San Angelo
Reservoir area owned by the Department of the Army and presently
licensed to Angelo State University. A new license is being negotiated by Texas A&M and Angelo State University to cover a 25-year
period. Acquisition of the Llano County school land gives clear
title and ownership to Texas A&M for purposes of establishing the
headquarters site, and was deemed preferable to any other alternative
method or location.
The Connnissioners' Court of Llano County has agreed to sell
Texas A&M University the approximately 50 acres required. The tract
to be acquired will join the San Angelo Reservoir and provide a satisfactory site for a headquarters facility for a research and extension
center.
The cost is $500.00 per acre with all mineral rights to be retained
by Llano County. This tract was surveyed by Mr. Wm. C. Wilson, Jr.,
Registered Public Surveyor No. 963, San Angelo, Texas, June 26 - July 2,1969
and was certified to contain 49.996 acres within the described metes
and bounds.

We have obtained the following appraisal of the value of
this land:
Rainey Appraisal Service, Charles D. Rainey ARA,SRA.
1001 First Savings Building
San Angelo, Texas 76901
$600.00 per acre
We have also been infonned that on July 21, 1969, the Coordinating
Board, Texas College and University System, established procedures for
the review of requests from Public Senior Colleges and Universities on
the purchase of real property. In such requests to the Coordinating
Board, the date of approval of the purchase by the Board of Directors
of Texas A&M University must be indicated.
Coincident with negotiation for a headquarters site for this new
center, Texas A&M University and Angelo State University have developed
a joint statement as a basis for cooperation between these two institutions
as the San Angelo Research and Extension Center becomes a reality. President
Lloyd D. Vincent, Angelo State College, informed us by letter dated
August 6, 1969 that the Board of Regents, State Senior Colleges, ordered
the statement to be signed by its President, J. L. Huffines, Jr. who
signed it on August 1. We also recommend approval by the Texas A&M
University Board of Directors. (Copy of the statement is attached)
The following actions are recommended:
1.

a.

Under authority contained in Article 139, Vernon's
Civil Statutes, the purchase of 49.996 acres of land
from the Llano County Commissioners' Court for $500
per acre, without mineral rights, is hereby approved,
the metes and bounds of which are described in field
notes taken on the ground June 26 - July 2 and certified
by Mr. Wm. C. Wilson, Registered Public Surveyor No. 963,
San Angelo, Texas; provided (1) that said purchase is
endorsed by the Coordinating Board, Texas College and
University System and (2) that the deed of conveyance
transfers clear title to the University and is otherwise
satisfactory to the System Attorney.

b.

Funds for the purchase of said land for the use and benefit
of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station are
hereby appropriated as follows:
Plant Funds, State Treasury
Dept. 69609, Account No. 2218
Plant Funds, State Treasury
Dept. 69910, Account No. 2247

$

247.01

241750.99
$ 24.998.00

2.

The Joint Statement on Coordinated Policies on Research in
Agriculture, between Texas A&M University and Angelo State
University is hereby approved, and the President of the
Board is authorized to sign the statement on behalf of
Texas A&M University.

August 25, 1969
Sincerely yours,

Dean of Agriculture and Acting Director
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
Original Signed by

W. C. Freeman.
Vice President and Comptroller
l. .1..J.1....1 ... .

J L SI ' ED BY

EARL DUDDER

President

JOINT STATEMENT
on
COORDINATED POLIC I ES ON RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE
between
TEXAS A&M UN VERSITY SYSTEM
and
ANGELO STATE UNIVERSITY

The Texas A&M University System and Angelo State University are State
institutions, thus are supported by State funds.

In order to provide for full

use of personnel and facilities and to reduce duplication of effort, certain
clgricultural research and education programs of the two institutions should
be coordinated on the basis of the provisions of this memorandum, entered
into by the Board of Directors of The Texas A&M University System, and
the Board of Regents of Angelo State University.
The Texas A&M University System is the Land-grant Institution for Texas.
The Texas Agricultural Experiment Station is the agency of The Texas A&M
University System through which agricultural research is administered.
State and Federal laws recognize the responsibility of the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station for conducting tax - supported agricultural research.

It

is through this organization that most Federal grants and aids, as well as
State appropriations for agricultural research, are channeled.
Angelo State University is an institution of higher education serving the
Edwards Plateau through an increasingly competent staff and innovative
program.

It has the vigorous support of citizens in the area who are intensely

interested in its further growth and developme nt.

Many of the unique problems

-

in agriculture in the Edwards Plateau are of such magnHude that the complementary services of both The Texas A&M University System and Angelo State
University would be most advantageous.

Much useful and cooperative effort

can be developed between the two Universities through mutual agreement.
The establishment of the Texas A&M University Agricultural Research
and Extension Center at San Angelo will make it possible to assemble a competent staff of scientists in several disciplines.

Angelo State University, in

turn is constantly improving its staff, which at present has over one-half with
Ph.D. degrees.

It would be mutually beneficial, insofar as feasible, if the

facilities of the two institutions should be utilized to enhance the total agricultural program of the Edwards Plateau.

Consultation among staff members

of the two institutions should be encouraged.

As evidence of the cooperative spirit and purpose of the institutions, a
joint application has been submitted ~o the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in
order to obtain suitable land area in the San Angelo Reservoir Area for
research and educational purposes.

It is mutually understood that in the

development of the lands assigned to the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station, full access to the properties will be made available, and in the event
that additional lands under control of Angelo State University should be desirable for experimental purposes, suitable area may be temporarily assigned
to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station by Angelo State University for
experimental purposes.

Further, it is mutually agreed that in the release of information from
any research jointly accomplished, due and appropriate recognition will be
given to the contribution of each institution.

Any cooperative projects planned

or proposed shall be in written form and submitted by the appropriate departments and project leaders for approval by the Director of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station and the Director of the Agricultural Program
of Angelo State University.

The procedure used in planning, evaluating and

approving research shall conform to the regular requirements for all research
I

undertaken in the operation of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
Publicly appropriated funds to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
may be used in the support of research work handled under this agreement.
Funds specifically assigned for agricultural research to be pursued under the
immediate direction of staff members of Angelo State University shall be re quested through the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station and designated
for research purposes at or through the Angelo State University.

Approved by the Board of Regents, State Senior
Colleges, for Angelo State University on this the
1st
day of
August, 1969

Approved by the Board of Directors of The Texas
A&M University System on this the _____ day
of

AGENDA ITEM NO.
TEXAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION

July 17, 1969

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
Campus
Subject:

Leave of Absence Without Pay--Mr. Donald E. Feltz

Dear President Rudder:
Mr. Donald E. Feltz, Assistant Director of the Nuclear Science
Center, has been pursuing his doctoral degree gradually for some
time while working full time in the Nuclear Science Center. Mr. Feltz
has decided full time endeavor toward completion of the degree requirements should be initiated this fall. Accordingly, he desires a leave
of absence without pay for one year or possibly 18 months to complete
his degree. Adequate arrangements can be made to meet the need of
the Nuclear Science Center during this period. We therefore propose
ap proval of Mr. Feltz's leave request. The following Minute Order is
suggested:
A leave of absence without pay for the period September 1,
1969 through August 31, 1970 for Mr. Donald E. Feltz, Assistant
Director of the Nuclear Science Center, Texas A&M University,
is hereby approved. The purpose of this leave is to permit
Mr. Feltz to devote his entire efforts toward completion of
his doctoral degree requirements.
Respectfully submitted,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY'
FRED J. BENSON

Fred J . Benson
Director
APJIBQ~AL, REGOMMij-NDED :

r .1
I "~
ce .
[
Academic Vice President
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL BUDDER

President

AGENDA ITEM NO.
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COL~EGE

Office of the President

Dr. Earl Rudder, President
~exas A&M University System
College Station, '!'exa.s
Re:

Dea!:' Dr.

Appointment of Dr. s. R.
Collins as Dean, School
of Industrial Education
and Tec1mc logy

Rudder :

Dr. s. R. Collins has served in the capacity of Acting Dean
of the School of Indl.:.stria.l Education a~.d T'3chnology for the
past 3 years.
Dr. Co llins has served effective in this position ~ :J Acting
Dean. Ee bas been employed at the College since 1949 . He
is also competent as an administrator and leader.
This appointment will provide the continued leader~hip needed
for the development of the School of Industrial Education and
Technology.
The following Minute Order is suggested:

"Effective September 1, 1969, Dr. s. a. Collins is
appointed Dean, School of Industrial E".lucation and
Technology a:i: Prairie View A. and M. College.
11

Respectfully submitted,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
AlVIN I. THOMAS

Alvin I. Thor.:-.a:3
President
APPROVAI.- RECOl~NDED :

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
EARL RUDDER

President, Texas A&M University System

SAMUEL ROBERT COLLINS, JR.
Personal:
Born:
Married:
Family:
Home AC:.dress:
Present Address:

Port Arthur, Texas, May 12, 1921
Carrie M. Loeb
One daughter, Janice Collins Allen
1249 West 8th Street
Port Arthur, Texas
P. O. Box 2328, Prairie View A. and M.
College
Prairie View, Texas

Education:
Elementary School, Carroll Street, Beaumont, Texas
Secondary School, Charlton Pollard High School, Beaumont, Texas
B. S. Degree, Prairie View A. and M. College, 1949
M. S. Degree, Prairie View A. and M. College, 1953
Ed. D. Degree, University of California, Los Angeles, 1962
Experience:
Licensed Master Plumber - 12 years
Head, Plum.bing Department, Prairie View A. and M. College
1949-1956
Acting Director, Division of Industrial Education, Prairie View
A. and M. College, 1956-1957
Supervisor of Field Services, Prairie View A. and M. College,
1957-1959 and 1961-1966
Executive Secretary, Prairie View Alumni Association,
1958-1959
Technical .Education Advisor, U. S. Agency for International
Development, Trinidad, West Indies, 1963
Coordinator, Cooperative Education Program, Manned Spacecraft . Center, 1964-1968
Chairman, Industrial Arts Department, 1964-1966
Acting Dean, School of Industrial Education and Technology, 1966
to present

Military Experience:
Served in the U. S. Navy, 1942-1946, Machinist Mate 1st
Class, Stationed in the U. S. , and South Pacific

-2-

Leadership and Honors:
Outstanding Veterans Award, Prairie View Veterans Club, 1947
Outstanding Industrial Education Student Award, Prairie View
A . and M. College, 1948.
Distinguished Service Award, Texas Industrial Education Association, 1958.
Outstanding Achievement Award, Prairie View Industrial
Education Conference, 1962.
Honorary Membership, Texas Beauty Culturist League, 1968.
Co-Trustee, Beta Iota Chapter, Epsilon Pi Tau, Prairie View
A. and M. College.
Served as consultant in Industrial Education in Texas.
State Sponsor of New Mechanics Club of Texas, 1953-1962.
Co-Sponsor of the Methodist Student- Movement, Prairie View
A. and M. College, 1949 to present.
Honorary Societies:
Epsilon Pi Tau (Industrial Education)
Professional Organizations:
Texas Industrial Education Association
American Industrial Arts Association
American Vocational Association
American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education
National Association of Industrial Technology
Texas Association of Post Secondary Education Administrators
Professional Publications:
"Functions and Activities of Vocational-Industrial Education
Clubs in the United States". (1960)
A Study of the Vocational Industrial Education Program at
Prairie View A. and M. College, (1962)
"Education in Trinidad".

(1964)

"The Vocational Education Act of 1963: Changes and Challenges".
(1964)
Avocational Interests:
Youth Work, Metalwork, and Cooking
August, 1969

AGENDA ITEM NO.
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

Offlce of the President

Dr. Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Re:

P.ppointment of D:t:. Jewellean.
Ma.ngaroo, Dean, School of
Nursing

Dear Dr. Rudder:
In an effort to upgrade the School of Nursing, the need for
a person with the doctorate degree was sought to fill the
position as Dean.
We h~ve found a suitable p ,3 roon to fill this position in
Dr. ,Jewellean Mangaroo.
Dr. Manga~oo has worked as a medical surgical nurse, college

teacher and administrator. She is recognized as an outotanding
academic scholar in her field and has a great deal of ability
as an administrator.
Because of the high qualities of Dr. Mangaroo, and the need to
upgrade the School of Nursing, this appoi!ltment will provid.e
the leadership needed to continue the development of the School
of Nursing.
The following Minute Order is suggested:
"Effective September 1, 1969, Dr. Jew\?.llean Mangaroo
is ap~ointed Deen, School of Nursing at Prairie View
A. and M. College."
Respectfully submitted,
ORIGINAL 31G: · _.J ~ '(

ALVIN I. THOMAS

Alvin I. Thomas
President
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

EARL H'UDDER

President, Texas A&M University System

JEWELLEAN

THE RESUME OF

s.

MANGAROO

PERSONAL DATA:
1. Birth:

July 25, 1937

2. Health:

Excellent

3. Disabilities:

4. Citizen:

None

American

5. Occupation:

6. Husband:

Professor

Arthurs. Mangaroo, Ph.D.
Soil Chemistry

7. Children:

Two

8. Home Address:

P.O. Box 2421
Prairie View, Texas
Phone• 857•3736

9. Business Address:

77445

P. o. Box 2421
Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445
Phone - 713 UL 7•3311 Ext. 253

EDUCATIONAL RECORD:
1. Elementary and Secondary Education:
2. B.

s.

Major:
3. M.

s.

Major:

Holy Ghost Catholic School,
Jackson, Mississippi

1958, Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tennessee
Nursing
1961, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Medical-Surgical Nursing

4. Ph.D. 1968, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Major:

Higher Education

Minor:

Nursing Education

Jewellean Smith Mangaroo
RESUME'

(Contd.)
Thesis:

"The Relation of Cognitive Factors to the Academic
Achievement of Juniors at the Ohio State University
School of Allied Medical Professions".

HONORS RECEIVED:
1.

Membership in Pi Lambda Theta Nu National Honor Society since
1963.

2.

Nurse Traineeship from the U.S. Public Health Department,
1959-1961.

3.

Scholarship from Mississippi Department of Higher Learning,
1962-1963.

4.

Doctoral Fellowship for Nursing from the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1963-1964 and 1967-1968.

5.

Grant-in-aid Scholars¾i p from the Ohio State University 19621963.

6.

Membership in the Soci ety of Sigma Xi since 1964.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
1.

Director of Healtt,. Servi ce , ProvidencP School of Nursing,
Chicago, Illino:is, 1959-1960.

2.

Administrative Supervisor, Homer G. Phillips Hospital School
of Nursing, St. Loui s ~ Misscuri, 1960-1961.

3.

Assistant Professor i n School of Ntr::~;ing , N. C. Agricultural
and Technical State University, Green~boro, North Carolina,
1961-1962.

4.

Teaching Associate, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
1963-1964.

5.

Lecturer, College of Education, University of B~itish Columbia,
Vancouver, B. C., Canada, 1965-1968.

6.

Nursing Fellow, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
1967-1968 .

7.

Dean and Professor, School of Nursing, A & T State University,
Greensboro, North Carolina, 1968-1969.

8.

Professor, School of Nurs i ng~ Prairie View A. and M. College,
Prairie View, Texas.

Jewellean Smith Mangaroo

RESUME'

(Contd.)

PUBLICATIONS:

1.

"A Predictive Study of Freshmen at Two Hospital Schools of
Nursing", Research for the Master's Degree, Washington
University, St. Louis, Missouri, 1961.

2.

"The Relation of Cognitive Factors to the Academic
Achievement of Juniors at the Ohio State University",
Dis. Abstr., 1968.

3.

"Predicting the Junior Point Hour of Students in the
Divisions of M£dicel Dietetics, Occupational Therapy, and
Physical Therapy. Faculty Review, A. and T. State
Univer.sity, Greensboro, North Carolina, 1969.

4.

"Predicting Suc.!ess 1 n ilH: Allied Medical Sciences 11 , Quarterly
Dieest. Vol. 7, No. 3, Meharry Medical College, Nashville,
Telinessee, 1969.

Agenda Item No.

~

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE

· RESOLUTION ON THE 1968-69
TARLETON STATE COLLEGE GIRLS' RODEO TEAM

The outstanding success of the Tarleton State College
Girls I Rodeo Team this past season has reflected favorably upon
Tarleton State College, and we respectfully recommend to the
Board of Directors that a s1....itable resolution be passed to recognize
the achieveme nts of the participants.
We recommend the following minute order:
11

The attached resolution on the Tarleton State
College Girls I Rodeo Team for 1968-69 is hereby
adopted. 11

Respectfully submitted,

Earl Rudder
President

September 10, 1969

RESOLUTION ON THE
1968-69 TARLETON STATE COLLEGE GIRLS'
RODEO TEAM

WHEREAS, the 1968-69 Tarleton State College Girls' Rodeo Team
brought honor to its school by winni.ngthe Southwestern Region
National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association's competition, and
WHEREAS, the Girls' Rodeo Team of Tarleton State College won
the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association's National Final Rodeo
at Deadwood, South Dakota, on June 27, 28, and 29, and
WHEREAS, Miss Angela Watts won first place in various special
events and placed second for All-Around Girl at the finals rodeo,
and
WHEREAS, Miss Karen Walls won individual national and regional
honors, and
WHEREAS, Miss Sally Preston has been a consistent performer and
won individual honors in the finals rodeo, and
WHEREAS, The Girls' Rodeo Team established a new record in
regional as well as finals rodeo, and
WHEREAS, these girls have been able to maintain good grades and
serve in student leadership positions at the college, now, therefore,
be it
RESOLVED, by the Board of Directors of The Texas A&:M University
System, meeting this 10th day of September, 1969, at College Station,
Texas, that this Board desires to express its hearty congratulations
to all these girls for their contributions to Tarleton State College,
and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution be spread upon the Minutes, and
copies thereof, signed by the President of the Board, be presented
to each girl and to the Rodeo Club, as a permanent mark of this
Board's appreciation and gratitude for a job well done.

August 22, _l969
President Earl Rudder
The Texas A&.~ University System
College Station, Texas
Re:

Appointment of Alice Dorothy (Jordan )
.Matthews as Dean of Women, Tarleton
State College .

Dear P-resident Rudder :
In conformity with Chapter III, Section l(a) of the Rules and Reeulations
of The Texas P.8-1-1 University System, we nominate Mrs. Alice Dorothy ( Jordan)
.Matthews for Dean of Women at Tarleton State College, effective August 21, .
1969.
Since September, 1968, knowing that Dean of Women Helen Hovey would be 65
in May, 1969, a diligent search was made for a replacement. Many individuals
were contacted and interviewed. The pay range of the classified position was
not high enouch to attract many of them .
Mrs. Matthews was the best qualified person we coula. find for the position .
She ,rus born July 25, l920, in Eastland, Texas, and received e B. A. degree
from Louisiana State University in 19l12 and the M. Ed. degree from North
Texas State University in 1961. Her major areas are English, Speech, and
Education. For the past twelve years she has been a teacher i n the Richardson, Tex~s School District and has a teaching certificate in Administration
and Supervi~ion.
She is divorced and the mother of two daughters, one currently in college
and the other through college.
We recommend the appointm~nt. of Alice Dorothy (Jordan ) Matthews as Dean
of Homen at Tarleton State College and suggest the following Minute Order:
"EffectivL= August 2l, 1969, Mrs. Alice Dorothy
(Jordan) Matthews is ap1JOinted Dean of Homen
at Tarleton St te Col leee . 11
Respectfully submitted,

-----
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·
w. o'. ~ogdon
President

Approval recorr,mcnded:

( O ... · n"l niC,l ec. 1':r EarJ :Ruda , )

'="res ict.ent , The ':i.exc.~

A&l,1 Univ er.. ,
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S s i;c-u
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Agenda Item No.

A

REPORT OF SMALL CLASSES

Attached are the reports of the Presidents of the academic
institutions of The Texas A&M University System listing all
classes which have an enrollment of less than ten students for
an undergraduate class and less than five students for a graduate
class for the first and second terms of the 1969 summer session,
with justifications for the continuation of such classes.
After
reviewing the reasons with the Presidents of the academic insti tutions, I recommend the continuation of these classes be confirmed and the following minute order adopted:
"The reasons given for the classes of less than ten
undergraduate students and five graduate students
reported for Texas A&M University, Prairie View
A. and M. College and Tarleton State College for
the first term summer session, 1969 and for the
second term summer _session, 1969, are valid and
show the continuation of such classes necessary and
justifiable.''

Respectfully submitted,
◄"

Earl Rudder
President

September 10, 1969
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TEXAS A&M UNIVE"lSITY
OFFICE OF T!IE REGISTRAR
College Station, Texas
June 18, 1069
HEHORANDUM TO :

President f.arl Dudder
Original signed by

THROUGH

Vice President H. R. Byers

FR0!1

~-A . Lacey, ~egistrar

SUBJECT

Report on Small Classes

R.. Byers
'.A,eadenuc Yice P.reside.o.l

I{.

~

Given below is a report of small classes as of the 4th . class day for the
First Term of the 1969 Summer Session. These have been carefully considered
by the Executive Committee of the University, which consolidated or eliminated
all courses except those whose discontinuation would impair the operation of the
program of the Institution.
A sheet is attachec. explaining the justification code.
Report of Organized Classes
Program, Dept.
Course and
Section Number
Engineering
Aero 201
Sec.001

Course Title

Credit
Value

Enrollment
UnderGraduate
Graduate

Justification
Code

Intro. To ~ero . Engr.

4

N.E. 610A
Sec.001

Nuclear Reactor J es.

2

Liberal /lrts
Educ 444
Sec.001

Sec. Sch. Curriculum

3

8

2

H.E. 415
Sec.001

Sec. Sch. Health Ed.

3

8

2

rist 101
Sec.001

Hist. \. Civ . To 1500

3

9

2

Hist 375
Sec.001

Tudor & Stuart Engl .

3

8

2

PolS 60e
Sec.001

American Presidency

3

4

6

Pols 613
Sec.001

Com. China World Pol.

3

4

6

3

8

3

7

Report on Small Classes
4th. Class Day
Fi rst Term Summer Session 1969

Program, '"'ept.
Course and
Section Number

Course

Title

Credit
Value

Enrollment
UnderGraduate
Graduate

Justifi ·
cation
Co .:!

Texas Maritime
Academy_
HarE 302
Sec.290

Engi neering Lab .

1

5

9

HarF. 400
Sec.390

Adv. Operations

4

6

9

.1arE 406
Sec . 390

Engi neering Repairs

2

4

9

Adv. Invert. Zoology

4

7

3

<::cience
Biol 435
Sec.001

JUSTifICATIJN CODE

1.

~cquired course for graduation in one or more baccalaureate degree
programs. The course is not offered each semester or term , and if
cancelled, may affect date of zraduation of those enrolled.

2.

~equjred course for graduating seniors in one or more degree programs.

3.

~equired course for majors in this field and should be completed
this semester or term to keep proper sequence in courses.

4.

Course for uhic~ students pay a supplem,cntary fee, and the usual
requirements of class size are not considered applicable. (Example ;
Class Instruction in Applied · lusic or Aoplied fart.)

5.

Limited laboratory facilities make it necessary to establish an
additional section of this course.

6.

Course in a small department v7hich offers the minimum number of courses
consistent with the maintenance of a balanced departmental program.

7.

Graduate course that is required for completion of an advanced degree.

8.

Interdepartmental course meeting vrith same course in another department.

9.

These courses are being taugl~t on the Galveston, Texas campus of the
'l'exas ·1aritime Academy . They must be completed at this time in order
for the students to naintain proper sequence of courses.

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
College Station, Texas
July 28, 1969
; 1WO'RANDill1 TO ·

President Earl Rudder

TflllOUGI

Vice President H. R. r yers

FROM

R. A. Lacey, P.egistrar ~

fiUBJECT

Report on Small Classes

Original signed by

Jl. l\. Bycrtt

id .. ,

~c:i~em\c. Nie P_reB e ...

Given below is a report of small classes as of the 4th. class day for the
Second Term of the 1969 Summer Session. These have been carefully considered
by the Executive Connnittee of the University, which consolidated or eliminated
all courses except those whose discontinuation would impair the operation of the
program of the Institution.
A sheet is attached explaining the justification code.
Report of Organized Classes
Program, Dept.
Course and
Section Number
Engineerins
Aero 304
Sec.001

Enrollment

Cred-

Justification
Code

Value

UnderGraduate

Elem.Aerospace Struc.

3

8

3

Electrical Lab.

2

8

3

Nuclear reactor Des.

1

it

Course Title

Graduate

E.E . 327
Sec.001

N.E. 61():B
Sec.001

3

7

Liberal Arts
Hist 102
Sec.001

Hist.

w.

Civ. Since 1500

3

9

3

3

8

2

Science
'!ath 410
Sec.001

Advanced Calculus

JUSTIFICATION CODE
1.

~cquired course for graduation in one or more baccalaureate degree
programs. The course is not offered each semester or term , and if
cancelled, may affect date of graduation of those enrolled.

2.

~equjred course for graduating seniors in one or more degree programs.

3.

Required course for majors in this field and should be completed
this semester or term to keep proper sequence in courses.

4.

Course for uhicl-t students pay a supplementary fee, and the usual
requirements of class size are not considered applicable. (Example ;
Class Instruction in Applied ·!usic or Anplied Lrt.)

5.

Limited laboratory facilities make it necessary to e s tablish an
additional section of this course.

6.

Course in a small department v:hich offers the minimum number of courses
consistent Hi.th the maintenance of a balanced departmental program.

7.

Graduate course that is required for completion of an advanced degree.

8.

Interdepartmental course meeting v1 ith same course in another department.

9.

These courses are being taugl!t on the Galveston, Texas campus of the
Texas ·raritime Academy. They must be completed at this time in order
for the students to maintain proper sequence of courses.

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL ANO MECHANICAL COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas
August 22, 1969

Office of
'rhe President

or. Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Dear Dr. Rudder:
As required by S.B. 1, Article IV, Section 16, attached is
a report of small classes as of the fourth class day of the
First Term of the 1969 Summer School. These courses have
been carefully considered by the Deans of the Schools who
consolidated or eliminated all courses except those whose
discontinuation would impair the operation of the programs
of the College.
A sheet is attached explaining the justification code.
"The reasons given for the small classes reported for Prairie
View A. and M. College are such as to show that the continuance of said classes is necessary and justifiable."
Respectfully submitted,
ORIGINAl SIGNED SY
AlVIN I. THOMAS

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/maw
Attachment

PRAIRIE VIE lJ AGRICULTUPAL AND ~•ECHANICAL COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas
REPORT ON SMALL CLASSES
First Term - 1969 Summer School

Course No.
Adrnn. 713
Supv. 753

Course Title

Enrollment
Credit UnderGradValue Graduate uate

Justi f ic a tion Co de

Funds. of School
Admn.

3

4

7

Principles and
Practices

3

4

7

Art. Ed. 453

Elementary Methods 3

8

1

Ed. 433

Teaching Lan gua p; e
Arts

3

8

1

Music 693

Analysis of Form

3

4

7

Music 973

Music Seminar

3

4

7

Naval Sci. 113

Naval Orientation

3

3

1

Civil Engr. 243

Mechanics I
(Statics)

3

8

2,3

Electromagnetic
Fields and \faves

3

4

1,2

Problems of Home
Econ.

3

Elec. Engr. 443
Horne Econ. 763

3

7

JUSTIFICATION CODE

The following statements of small class justification
are those most frequently used by academic institutions and
appear to cover a majority of classes listed. Some classes
may require more than one code.
1.

Required course for graduating seniors in one
.or more degree programs.

2.

Required course for graduation in one or more
baccalaureate degree programs. The course is
not offered each semester or term, and if
cancelled, would affect date of graduation of
those enrolled.

3.

Required course for majors in this field and
should be completed this semester or term to
keep proper sequence in course.

4.

Course for which students pay a supplementary
fee for individualized instruction and the
usual requirements of class size are not considered applicable. (Example: Applied Art
and Applied Music).

5.

Undergraduate course that is administered as
individually assigned programs, or work
experience, or clinical practice teaching in
which the usual requirements of class size
are not considered applicable.

6.

Course in a small department which offers the
minimum number of course consistent with the
maintenance of a balanced departmental program.

7.

Graduate course that is required for completion
of an advanced degree.

8.

Graduate course in thesis, or seminar, or
research or problems in which normal requirements for regular organized classes are not
considered applicable.

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
Prairie view, Texas
August 22, 1969

Office of
The President

Dr. Earl Rudder, President
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas
Dear Dr. Rudder:
As required by S.B. l, Article IV, Section 16, attached is
a report of small classes as of the fourth class day of the
Second Term of the 1969 Summer School. These courses have
been carefully considered by the Deans of the Schools who
consolidated or eliminated all courses except those whose
discontinuation would impair the operation of the programs
of the College.
A sheet is attached explaining the justification code.
"The reasons given for the small classes reported for Prairie
View A. and M. College are such as to show that the continuance of said classes is necessary and justifiable."
Respectfully submitted,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/maw
Attachment

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
Prairie View, Texas

REPORT OF SMALL CLASSES
Second Term - 1969 Summer School

Course No
Biol. 424

Course Title

Enrollment
Credit Under- Grad- JustificaValue Graduate uate tion Co<le

Comnarative
Anatomy

4

5

1,2

Cataloging and
Class

3

8

1

Elec. Engr. 453

Electronics I II

3

8

1

Elec. Engr. 552

Servomechanisms and
Contro 1 Sustems

3

5

1

Current Trends in
Teaching Family
Economics and
Manaeement

2

Economics of
Clothing

3

Lib. Sci. 323

H. E. Ed. 552

Clothing 443

2
8

7
6

JUSTIFICATION CODE

The following statements of small class justification
are those most frequently used by academic institutions and
appear to cover a majority of classes listed. Some classes
may require more than one code.
1.

Required course for graduating seniors in one

.or more degree programs.
2.

Required course for graduation in one or more
baccalaureate degree programs. The course is
not offered each semester or term, and if
cancelled, would affect date of graduation of
those enrolled.

3.

Required course for majors in this field and
should be completed this semester or term to
keep proper sequence in course.

4.

Course for which students pay a supplementary
fee for individualized instruction and the
usual requirements of class size are not considered applicable. (Example: Applied Art
and Applied Music).

5.

Undergraduate course that is administered as
individually assigned programs, or work
experience, or clinical practice teaching in
which the usual requirements of class size
are not considered applicable.

6.

Course in a small department which offers the
minimum number of course consistent with the
maintenance of a balanced departmental program.

7.

Graduate course that is required for completion
of an advanced degree.

8.

Graduate course in thesis, or seminar, or
research or problems in which normal requirements for regular organized classes are not
considered applicable.

TARIETON STATE COLLEGE

September 2, 1969
President Earl Rudder
The Texas A& 1 University System
College Station, Texas
Dear President Rudder:
Pursuant to Article IV, Section 25 of House Bill 12 of the 59th Legislature ,
I report below the undergraduate classes of less than t en students for the
First Term and Second Term of Summer School, 1969, at Tarleton State College.
Thes e have been carefully considered by the Executive Committee of the College , which consoli dated or eliminated all courses except those whose discontinuance rould impair the operation of the summer session .
Program, Dept.,
Course , and
Section No.

Course Title

Credit
Value

Enrollment
UnderGraduate

Justifi cation
Code

FIRST SIX WEEKS SUMlIBR TERM:

Liberal Arts
Math 1103-10
Math 1203-10
Math 2113-10
Math 3053-10
Math 1~0?3-10

Concepts of Elementary
Mathematics
Calculus I
Elementary Linear
Algebra
Calculus IV
Elementary Topology

3
3

7
6

l & 3
l &3

3
3
3

9
7
5

l & 3
1 &3
1 & 3

Histology
Animal Physiology
Quantit:1tive Ar'-alysis
Organic Preparations
( Lab only )

4
4
4

5
8
5

1 & 3
1 &3
1 & 3

3

l

1 &3

WcldinJ (Arc )

3

6

1 & 3

Farm Shop

2

8

1 & 3

Sciencen
Biol.
Biol .
Chem .
Chem.

3024-15
4604-15
3074-15
!~253-15

Teacher Education
I.A. 4033-15

Agriculture
Ag. Engr . 2222-14

Program, Dept .,
Course , and
Section No .

September 2, 1969

-2-

President Earl Rudder

Credit
Value

Course Title

Enrollment
UnderGraa.uate

J ustification
Code

SECOND SIX WEEKS SU11ViE.."I{ TERM:
Liberal Arts
Math 2093-10
Eco. 3033-10

Calculus II
Money and Banking

3
3

5
8

1

&

1 &

3
3

JUSTIFICATIOU CODE
1.

Required course for graduation in one or more baccalaureate degree
programs . The course is not offered each semester or term , and if
cancelled, may affect date of graduation of t hose enrolled.

3.

Required course for majors in this field and should be completed this
semester to keep proper sequence in courses .
'

I recommend that you request the Board of Directors to approve the small
classes reported above .
Respectfully submitted,

T

q'r.0~

W. 0. Trogdon
Prcsideni.,

Agenda Item No.
TEXAS

A&M

UNIVERSITY

Vice President for Business Affairs
August 18, 1969
Re:

President Earl Rudder
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

Approval and Confirmation of
New Salary Positions with
Monthly Salary Rates of $1500
or More 1968-69

Dear President Rudder:
Board of Directors Minute Order No. 210-68, dated August 20, 1968,
authorizes the Presidents of the academic institutions and Directors of
services and agencies, with the approval of the President, to create
additional positions and increase salaries within funds available, in
the approved budgets of their parts of the System, and provides that
new positions involving a monthly salary rate of $1500 or more shall be
submitted to the Board of Directors for confirmation.
The new positions listed in the attached Budget Amendment No. 5
have been recommended by the respective Presidents and Directors and
approved by you and a r e submitted for confirmation by the Board of
Directors.
The following resolution is recommended:
Budget Amendment No. 5, consisting of newly created positions in the
1968 -69 Budget having a monthly salary rate of $1500 or more, attached as
Budget A~endment List No. 5-68-69, is approved.
Respectfully submitted,

Signed b'v.
T. D. Cherry

T. D. Ch erry
Vice President for Business Affairs
Approva l Recommended :

Original Signed by
W. C. Freeman
Vice President and Comptrol l e r
'-'--~ud~AL ~.1G~ED

EARL BUDD.El\

Pr e s ident

BY

1968-69 BUDGET AMENDMENT NO. 5
NF.vl POSITI ONS WITa MOi.'11THLY SALARY RATE OF $1500 OR MORE

Pay~ oll Tit Le
Ios~t i o 1
1.

Departmen t

TEXAS AGRI CULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATI011
a. Assoc i ate Professor
Entomology
Reason : To conduct research on Project 2221 and
t o cor,tinue and fu:i'.'ther develop researc:.
2 • • d f:_rao ... ate t rain i ng progr ams i n
t oxicology .
Eucge t CLange llo. 1005
Sour ce o f Fuud s: From Accou~ t 122~0- 920 Oth er Expense
From Accou:it 152$0-)20 Other Expense
From Account 12299-735 Unallocated Sala:i'.' ies

Employment Basis
Period or
Effective Date
12 Mos.
7/1/69

Annual
Salary

$ 18,000

Monthl y
Rate

$ 1,500

Agenda Item No.

<2!:zf_/1).

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The following appointments made by the executive officers
of the parts of the System concerned have been made in conformity
with Chapter III, Section l(b) of the Rules and Regulations of The
Texas A&M University System.
I recommend the following Minute Order:

"The appointments made by the executive officers of
the parts of the System concerned, approved and
recommended by the President of the System, in conformity with Chapter III, Section l(b) of the Rules and
Regulations of The Texas A&M University System, a
list of which is attached to the official minutes as
Appointment List No. 5-68-69, are confirmed. 11

Respectfully submitted,

President

September 10, 1969

APPOINTMENTS
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
Lewis, Ronald A.

Instructor

6/ 1 /69

COLLEGE OF GEOSCIENCES
Oceanography
Vastano, Andrew C.

Associate Professor

6/1 /69

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Education
Boykin, William C.

Visiting Professor

7/16/69

Entomology
Plapp, Frederick W., Jr.

Assoc i ate Professor

7/7 /69

Wildlife Science
Berry, Richard J.

Ass istant Professor

7/16/69

Moore, Donald

Assistant Professor

6/1 /69

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Education
Coody, Betty F.

Visiting Professor

8/1 /6 )

Evans, Elizabeth

Visiting Professor

7/16/69

Loew, Sue

Visiting Professor

6/1 /69

Moore, Gladys

Instructor

6/1 /69

Rogers, John R.

Visiting Professor

6/1 /69

Shutes, Robert E.

Assistant Professor

7/21/69

Health & Physical Education
Schmidt, Nor~a G.

Instructor

7/16/09

History
Roberts, Ronald E.

Instructor

6/1 /69

Philosophy & Humanities
Laki ... , Robert D.

Instructor

o/1 /69

Assistant Professor

7/16/6:J

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Stadelman, Richard W.
Political Scie ce
Bernstein, Robert A.

APPOINTMENTS, (continued)
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Industrial Education
Dashney, Howard R.

Instructor

7/28/69

Gilliland, Lonnie Sr.

Instructor

7/28/69

Miles, Michael F.

Instructor

7/14/69

Morgan, Kenneth D.

Instructor

7/28/69

Rooney, Paul J.

Instructor

7/21/69

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Chemistry
Rose, Timothy L.

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Mathematics
Dulin, Bill J.

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Spellman, John W.

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Wasileski, John

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Assistant Professor

8/1 /69

Instructor

7/1 /69

Assistant Professor

7/16/69

Instructor

8/10/69

RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Basemann, Robert L.

Professor

7/1 /69

TEXAS MARITIME ACADEMY
Lane, John M.

Assistant Professor

6/1 /69

Physics
Fry, Edward S.
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
Veterinary Medicine & Surgery
Brown, Charles D.
Joyce, Joseph R.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting
Sellers, James H.
Stephens, David B.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
EFFECTIVE

NAME

POSITION

Al I Ison, James I.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-1-69

Appelt, Miss Nancy J.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

6-16-69

Borchers, Miss Jane K.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

8-16-69

Brower, Mrs. Carol A.

County Home Demonstration Agent

8-16-69

Davis, Mrs. Norma L.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

6-1-69

DeBose, James 0.

Youth Development Agent

7-1-69

Ellis, Miss Elsie A.

Extension Assistant

8-21-69

Fate, Dwight W.

Area Forestry Specialist

7-16-69

Faulkner, Mrs. Ida L.

Extension Assistant

8-11-69

Fehl is, Chester P., Jr.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-21-69

Finch, Miss Jenlfred D.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

6-21-69

Fincher, Miss Helen R.

Extension Assistant

7-16-69

Jackson, Miss Cornetta E. Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

7-1-69

Jefferson, Waverly, Jr.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-1-69

Keevert, Mrs. Lynne W.

Extension Assistant

7-1-69

Lehmberg, Randal I E.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

8-1-69

Long, Danny W.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-11-69

Miller, Dr. Roy V., Jr.

Area Range & Brush Control Specialist

8-1-69

Roehl, Miss Cecelia E.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

6-21-69

Stautzenberger, Phil lip A.Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-1-69

Stichler, Charles R.

Asst. County Agricultural Agent

6-11-69

Trletsch, Miss Mary E.

Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent

8-1-69

vJatt, Carson E.

Area Res. Dev. Specialist - Commercial Rec. 6-16-69

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS
Agricultural Analytical Services
Alan R.

Hanks

Assistant Professor

8-11-69

Research Associate
Assistant Professor

7-1-69
9-1-69

Associate Professor

7-7-69

Assistant Professor

8-1-69

Assistant Professor

7-1-69

Research Scientist

7-1-69

Agricultural Engineering
Joseph W. Laird
Donald L. Reddell
Entomology
Frederick W.

Plapp, Jr.

Plant Sciences
Clint W. Magill
Range Science
Fred E.

Smeins

Wildlife Science
Lytle H.

Blankenship

TEXAS ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE
Confirmation of Appointments

lud13et
Item
13180-5

Name
Jimmy A. Cntcs

Position
Instructor-Water Utilities
Training

Effective
Date
07-21-69

TEXAS ENGINFERING EXPERIMENT STATION
CONFl:RMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

Name and -Department

Position

Effective Date

Biomedical Engineering
James R. Kyzar

Research Associate

August 11, 1969

Joe P. Mahoney

Research Assistant

July 1, 1969

l-Jinston L. Zirjacks, Jr.

Research Assistant

July 1, 1969

Larry Jack Bristol

Data Processing Programmer

August 1, 1969

James H. Leach

Research Assistant

August 16, 1969

Research Assistant

August 1, 19f.9

Research Assistant

June 16, 1969

Civil Enpineering

Data Processing Center

Remote Sensing Center
Wilfredo P. David
Space Technology
Chien-Shih Pu

TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
Confirmation of Appointments

Department or District
and Name

Title

Effective Date
of Appointment

District No. 4 2 Woodville
Kim F. Sechler

Assistant Forester

July 15, 1969

Assistant Forester

July 3, 1969

Wood Technologist

June 1, 1969

District No. 6 2 Conroe
James T. Blott
Forest Products Dept.
Donald G. Adams

CONFIR..\1ATION OF APPOINTMENT
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Effective Date

Rank

Education
Strong, Evelyn R.

July 1, 1969

Professor

Strong, Evelyn R.

Sept. 1, 1969

Head

Johnson, James

Sept. 1, 1969

Director,
Teacher Ed.

June 1, 1969

Instructor

June 1, 1969

Instructor

June 1, 1969

Asst. Prof.

August 1, 1969

Assoc. Prof.

English
Lawrence, Dorothy F .
Foreign Languages
Hollomon , John W.
History
Pratt, Alexander T. M.
Physical Education
Booker, Luther M.

TARIETON STATE COLLEGE
September 2, 1969
CONFIRMATION OF APFOINTMENTS

Department and Name

Effective Date

Agriculture
Barker , Tommy G.

Instructor

September 1, 1969

Instructor

September 1, 1969

Business Administration
Frazier , Mrs . Elizabeth K.

Teaching Assistant

September 1, 1969

Education and Psychology
Blackburn, James
Cypert, Kenneth
Gilbert , George B.

Instructor
Assistant Professor
Ass istant Professor

September 1, 1969
September 1, 1969
September 1, 1969

English and Languages
Evers, Mrs . Janice
Randow, Miss Pauline

Tea ching Assistant
I nstructor

September 1, 1969
September 1, 1969

Health and Physical Education
• Owens, James E .

Instructor

September 1, 1969

Mathematics
Gresham, John H.

Teaching Assistant

September 1, 1969

Music and ArJl,
Killam, .Mrs . Rosemary
Owen, Curtis D.
Richter, Fred P ,
Teat, Herbert L.

Instructor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

September
September
September
September

Social Sciences
Whitney, Howard R .

Instructor

J uly 14, 1969

Computer Science
Smith, Clair B.

Assistant Professor

September 1, 1969

Biological Sciences
Chambless , John

w.

1,
1,
1,
1,

1969
1969
1969
1969

C·onfinnation of Appointments
James Connally Technical Institute
August 31, 1969

Technical Education Center
Thomas J. Blankenship

Associate Professor
Instrumentation Technology

July 1, 1969

Jackson B. Burch

Associate Professor
Automotive Technology

July 7, 1969

Paul T. Chapman

Vocational Counselor
Student Services

June 1, 1969

Clyde L. Hart

Assistant Professor
Data Processing Tech.

July 1, 1969

Walter E. Kruse

Professor
Flor. & Ornmntl. Hort.
Technology

August 1, 1969

Robert H. Loe

Associate Professor
Flor. & Ornmntl. Hort.
Technology

June 16, 1969

George S. Lovejoy

Instructor
Automotive Technology

August 1, 1969

Henry D. Mayfield

Professor
Indus. Design Drafting Tech.

July 1, 1969

Horace C. Morris

Associate Professor
Flor. & Ornmntl. Hort. Tech.

August 1, 1969

Linn A. Pescaia

Associate Professor
Ind. Design Drafting Tech.

July 16, 1969

Kenneth W. Ragle

Assistant Professor
Flor. & Ornmntl. Hort. Tech.

July 7, 1969

Arthur J. Reinking

Assistant Professor
Indus. Design Drafting Tech.

July 7, 1969

Stanley J. Richings

Instructor
~
Dental Lab Technology

July 21, 1969

Jinnnie Taylor

Professor
Aerospace Technology

July 1, 1969

Agenda Item No.

CONFIRMATION OF PROMOTIONS

The following promotions made by the executive officers
of the parts of the System concerned have been made in conformity with Chapter III, Section 1 (b} of the Rules and Regulations
of The Texas A&M University System.
The following Minute Order is recommended:

"The promotions made by the executive officers of the
parts of the System concerned, made in conformity with
Chapter III, Section 1 (b} of the Rules and Regulations of
The Texas A&M University System, a list of which is
attached to the official minutes as Promotion List No.
5-68-69, are confirmed."

Respectfully submitted,

~<_,9_
Earl Rudder
President

September 10, 1969

CONFIRMATION OF PROMOTIONS
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
EFFECT I VE

Keevert, Miss Karen S., from Asst. County Home Demonstration Agent
to County Home Demonstration Agent

8-16-69

Keeve rt, Mrs. Lynne \~., from Extension Assist ant
to County Home Demonstration Agent

7-16-69

McBurnett, Miss Suzanne D., from Extension Assistant
to County Home Demonstration Agent

8-1-69

CONFIRMATION OF LEAVES OF ABSENCE

The following leaves without pay granted by the executive
officers of the parts of the System concerned have been made
in conformity with the Rules and Regulations of The Texas A&M
University System.
The following Minute Order is recomrnended.

"The leaves without pay granted by the executive
office rs of the parts of the Sys tern concerned,
approved and recommended by the President, in
conformity with Chapter III, Section 8(b) of the
Rules and Regulations of The Texas A&M University
System, attached to the official minutes as Leave
List No. 5-68-69, are· confirmed. 11

Respectfully submitted,

President

September 10,

1969

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Economics Department
Tatum, Charles E.

-

Associate Professor, Leave of Absence without pay , September 1, 1969
to June 1, 1970, to study toward his
doctorate degree in Geography on a
grant from the Association of American Geographers at Michigan State
University •

Agenda Item No.

ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, GRANTS-IN-AID, LOANS,
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS

The following gifts, grants-in-aid, loans, scholarships,
fellowships and awards have been reported to the President
of the System since the last meeting of the Board of Directors.
In conformity with Chapter V of the Rules and Regulations of
The Texas A&M University System, they are reported to the
Board of Directors.
The following Minute Order is recommended:

"In conformity with Chapter V of the Rules and
Regulations of The Texas A&M University System,
the Board of Directors accepts the gifts, grants in-aid, loans, scholars hips, fellowships and awards,
attached to the official minutes as Gift and Grant
List No. 5-68-69, and instructs the Secretary of
the Board to acknowledge each and to express the
appreciation of the Board of Directors to the donors.

Respectfully submitted,

Earl Rudder
President

September 10,

1969

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
NEW OR ADDITIONAL CAPITAL GIFrS
Donor
Mrs. George C. Bauer
(66 shares of American Smelting and Refining Company
common stock to be added to the capital of the
Dr. George C. Bauer Memorial Scholarship Endowment)
Allen M. Early
(Addition to the capital of the Allen M. Early Accounting
Endowment)

Amount
$ 2,079.00

2,000.00

C. A. Edge
(For the USC Overseas Loan Fund)

200.00

Martin c. Giesecke
(Addition to the capital of the Gustav Giesecke ltemorial
Endowment)

500.00

The Gregory Charitable Trust
(Addition to the R. P. Gregory Memorial Fund)

1,000.00

Mildred Kotzebue Estate
(Distribution of cash)

4,717.88

J. D. Lindsay Loan Fund (2 donors)

55.00

William C. McPike
(Addition to the capital of the Kenneth D. Williams
-t emorial Endowment)

50. 00

James R. (Randy) Matson Scholarship Fund (9 donors)
Student Floral Concessions, MSC Student Activities
(Addition to the capital of the F. W. Uensel Fellowship
Endowment)
Texas Garden Clubs, Inc. - District II
(Addition to the capital of the endowed scholarship fund)
Lt. Stephen E. Tubre Hemorial Fund
(Capital to initiate the fund, invested in Keystone S-4
1utual Fund)
B. G. von Roeder Scholarship
(Addition to the capital of the fund)

1,135.37
800.44

40.00
504.24

46.57

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS
Donor

Amount

Miss Virginia Adams
$
500.00
American Petroleum Institute, East Texas Chapter
300.00
General Henry H. Arnold Educational Fund, Air Force Aid
10,600.00
Society
400.00
Mrs. Charles Atwell
1,000.00
Baylor College of Medicine
475.00
Beaumont A&M Club
L. D. Bell High School
50.00
Beta Sigma Phi, Upsilon Eta Chapter No. 5449
125.00
Big Spring Chapter, National Honor Society
200.00
George W. Brackenridge Foundation
6,200.00
500,00
Brazoria County Cattlemen's Association
600.00
Mrs. Almeda K. Briner
Bryan-College Station Business and Professional Women's Club
100.00
Bryan-College Station Chamber of Commerce
300.00
The William T. and Ethel Lewis Burton Foundation
1,000.00
1,500.00
Cameo, Inc.
2,000.00
Peter Chan Incorporated
1,732.50
College of Agriculture Scholarship and Development Fund
(87 donors)
90.00
College of Business Student Aid and Achievement Fund
(3 donors)
250.00
Ida Fay Cowden Foundation
250.00
Henry G. Creel, Jr.
750.00
Crown Zellerbach Foundation
250.00
Department of Texas, VFl-7
5.00
George Dickie, Jr. A&M Club
400.00
Henry L. Doherty Educational Foundation
8,000.00
The Dow Chemical Company
1,200.00
F. W. and Bessie A. Dye Foundation
1,80().00
The Farish Scholarship Fund
2,500.00
Ray C. Fish Foundation
150.00
Former Students Opportunity Award
500.00
Fort Bliss Officers' Wives' Club
400.00
Fort Worth A&M University Mothers' Club
50.00
Galveston County A&M Club
140.00
General Scholarship Fund (6 donors)
335.00
Guadalupe County A&M Club (22 donors)
M. J. Harvey
1,000.00
Olman Heath Company
200.00
F. W. Hensel Scholarship/Fellowship
500.00
3,559.00
Houston Bank & Trust Company - Worthing Scholarship Fund
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
5,500.00
The Houston Post Company
100.00
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
2,500.00
Major William V. Johnson
60.00

Scholarships, Fellowships and Awards continued:
Donor
-

Amount

Mary Johnston Trust
$
Ruth Legett Jones
Karnes County A&M Club
William J. Lawson
Lions Club of Bryan
H. A. Lott, Inc.
Lubbock A&M Club
John F. Lynch Foundation
Harold E. McGowen, Jr.
The William A. & Elizabeth B. ?toncrief Foundation
Moorman Manufacturing Company
Murchison Brothers
Mutual Aid Society of the Unity of the Brethren Church
The Palm Valley Kennel Club, Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Company
Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation
L.A. Priester
Purchasing Management Association of Houston
Ralston Purina Company
Sid W. Richardson Foundation
L. W. Riesen
San Angelo A&M Mothers' Club
Shell Oil Company
Southern Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers
Standard Oil Company of California
Dr. Bob E. Stout
Levi Strauss and Company
Sun Oil Company
Texas City Optimist Club
Texas Heart Association
Texas Society of Professional Engineers, Inc., Nueces Chapter
Union Oil Company of California Foundation
United Steel Work~s of Aoerica, Di s tYice 31
Rafael S. Urdaneta
J. W. Van Dyke Scholarship Foundation
Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Wagner High School
2nd Lt. George N. Walne
Western Electric Fund
David and Eula Wintermann Foundation

750.00

1,500.00
500.00
25.00
250.00
500.00
200.00
900.00
750.00
500.00
1,600.00
2,000.00
50.00
100.00
1,800.00
900.00
1,200.00
250.00
500.00
2,000.00
300.00
200.00
1,350.00
500.00
750.00
400.00
250.00
3,600.00
250.00
600.00
200.00
500.00
800.00
337.22
700.00
500.00
750.00
150.00
500.00
500.00

SPECIAL GIFTS
Donor
Bauer Dredging Company, Inc.
(Steel tank for the Center for Dredging Studies)

Amount
$

956.00

Special Gifts continued:
Donor

Amount

Mr. Wofford Cain
(Chestnut yearling filly)

$6,500.00

General Telephone Company of the Southwest
50,000.00
(Stromberg-Carlson X-Y Central Office for use in the
Texas Engineering Extension Service Telephone Technician
''raining Program)
Mrs. Bob Hamman
(A map case, maps and books for the Department of
Geology given in memory of C. L. "Sparky" Craig)

1,000.00

Hewlett-Packard Company , Deleon Division
(Cable fault locator for use in Texas Engineering
Extension Service Telephone Technician Training Program)
B. K. Johnson
(Bull for use in the Animal Science Research and
Teaching Program with the Santa Gertrudis herd)

995 .00

17,000.00

Rufus LeBlanc
(Rock saw for the Department of Geology)

150.00

Arthur G. McKee and Company
(Fluid pump and SHP motor for the Hydraulic Engineering
and Fluid Uechanics Division, Civil Engineering Department)

500.00

Senator Penrose B. Metcalfe
(16 volumes of library materials)

(no value set)

Mrs. Joya Marr Rush
(Painting by W. Herbert Dunton in memory of James L. Marr)
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
(2 laboratory kits of power semiconductor devices and
1 integrated circuit kit for the Department of
Electrical Engineering)

500.00
(no value set)

RESEARCH AND GRANTS-IN-AID
Donor
Beverly Braley Tours-Travel
(For printing of MSC Brochure)
Bryan-College Station Chamber of Commerce
(Unrestricted)

Amount
$

250.00
1,000.00

Research and Grants-In-Aid continued:
Donor
Corps Project Fund (2 donors)

Amount
$

David Dakin Memorial Library, MSC (2 donors)
Dr. Thomas C. Edwards Memorial Fund ( 37 donors)
(For Texas Transportation Institute)

25.00
30.00
401. 00

The Gregory Charitable Trust
($1,500 unrestricted to the College of Science and
$1,500 for the Gregory Fund for Engineering)

3,000.00

Gulf Oil Corporation
(For the Geosciences and Petroleµm Engineering Foundation)

1,000.00

T. R. (Nikkie) Holleman Memorial Fund (2 donors)

35.00

Library General Reading Fund (7 donors)

450.99

MacDonald Chair of Transportation (2 donors)

750.00

MSC Director's Fund (2 donors)
National Merit Scholarship Corporation
(Unrestricted)
Petro- Tex Chemical Corporation
($2 , 500 for the Department of Chemical Engineering and
$2,500 for the Department of ~hemistry)
The Rockefeller Foundation
(To support research work of Jose Costa)

75.00
100.00
5,000.00

300.00

SCONA XV (41 donors)

6,535.00

Student Leadership Conference (13 donors)

2,800.00

Sun Oil Company
(For the Department of Petroleum Engineering)

600.00

Superior Oil Company
(For research purposes in the Department of Oceanography)

1,000.00

Union Carbide Corporation
(Unrestricted to the Department of Mechanical Engineering)

4,000.00

James Vogas
(For the Freshman Drill Team)

10.00

Research and Grants-In-Aid continued:
Donor

Amount

Western Electric Fund
(Accompanying grant to the College of Engineering)

$

175.00

LOAN
Donor
G. W. Murphy Industries
(A trucl and an insulated manlift basket for use in the
Texas Engineering Extension Service Electric Linemen
Training Program)

Amount
$16,000.00

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
GRANTS-IN-AID
Amchern Products, Inc.
(in support of research on weed control in Texas field
crops)
American Dairy Association
(in support of research on influence of cultured cream
products on baking characteristics and consumer acceptance
of cakes)
American Hereford Association
(in support of research on characterization of the double
muscle syndrome)
American Hoechst Corporation
(in support of research on weed control in field crops)

$

500.00

10,000.00

1,000.00

500.00

American International Charolais Association
(in support of research on characterization of the double
muscle syndrome)

1,000.00

American Poultry & Hatchery Federation
(in support of the isolation, identification and biochemical
studies of phenolic acids from distillers dried solubles)

1,000.00

Ansul Company
(in support of research on weed control in Texas crops)

2,000.00

A. O. Smith Harvestore Products, Inc.

4,000.00

(in support of research on evaluating sealed storage of
moist, sorghum grains and roughages for beef cattle)
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
(in support of research on effect of thickened fluids and
gel:herbicide mixtures on residual and phytotoxic properties
of herbicides)

Borg-Warner Corporation
(in support of research on the evaluation of subirrigation
for crop production)

500.00

3,000.00

Bruce McMillan, Jr. Foundation
(in support of a work-study program to provide research
experience for a worthy Texas A&M student for the 1969-70
school year)

500.00

Chemagro Corporation
(in support of research on biology and control of insects
and mites attacking forage crops)

750.00

(in support of research on the use of chemicals to control
Heliothis sp. in the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas)

1,000.00

(in support of research on biology, ecology, and
control of sorghum midge, Contarinia sorghicola
(Coquillett) on grain sorghum)
CIBA Corporation
(in support of research on the field effectiveness
of chemicals for control of cotton insects)
(in support of research on weed control in field crops)
(in support of research on biology, ecology, and control
of the sorghum midge, Contarinia sorghicola (Coquillett)
on grain sorghum)
Dow Chemical Company
(in support of research on the fate of Picloram herbicides
in the rangeland environment)
(in support of research on herbicide residue tolerance in
grasses)
E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Company, Inc.
(in support of research on foliage diseases of peanuts)
Esso Research & Engineering Company
(in support of research on the effects of ecological and
physiological factors on the response of insects to
insecticides)
Geigy Agricultural Chemicals
(in support of research on weed control in field crops)

$

300.00

500.00

1,000.00
500.00

20,000.00

500.00
575.00
1,000.00

500.00

Green Gulch Ranch
(in support of research on progeny · testing of cattle)

7,000.00

Gulf Coast Portland Cement Company
(in support of research on the potential of flue dust
as an agricultural liming material and nutrient source)

3,300.00

Herman Frasch Foundation
(in support of research on the chemistry of the
constituents of poisonous range plants)

2,500.00

Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.
(in support of research on coccidiosis in turkeys)

2,300.00

(in support of research for the purpose of evaluating
the effectiveness of certain chemical compounds as
insecticides in the control of ecto-parasites)

1,000.00

Houston Lighting and Power Company
(first installment of a total grant of $280,732.00 in
support of research on species diversity and abundance
of the Bottom Fauna, Macroplankton, commercially
important crabs and shrimp, and fishes, before and after
the construction of the Cedar Bayou Generating Station)

17,603.00

Kennecott Copper Corporation
(in support of research on the control of foliage
diseases of peanuts)

$

1,000.00

King Ranch, Inc.
(in support of St. Augustine Decline (SAD) virus
research)

5,000.00

Lamesa Cotton Growers, Inc.
(in support of research on fertilizers, nematode
control and evaluation of cotton varieties)

4,950.00

Merck and Company, Inc.
(in support of research on heterosis as a factor
in beef production)

750.00

Merck Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories
(in support of research on control of helminth
parasites of ruminants by management practices)

2,500.00

(in support of research on control of helminth
parasites of ruminants by management practices)

4,888.00

National Dairy Council
(first half of a total grant of $9,229.00 in support
of research on analysis of the literature on the
contribution of dietary fat and cholesterol to serum
cholesterol concentration)

4,614.50

Olin Agricultural Division
(in support of research on the diseases of peanuts)

1,200.00

Olin Chemical Corporation
(in support of research on the seedling disease complex
of cotton)

1,150.00

Pennwalt Corporation
(in support of research on pricklypear)

2,500.00

(for lease agreements with the Jennings Cattle Company,
R. T. Margo and Eshleman-Vogt Ranch)

367.50

Shell Chemical Company
(in support of research on weed control in field crops)

2,000.00

(in support of research on agricultural chemical residues
in plant and animal products)
(in support of research on the improvement of oilseed crops)

1,000.00
300.00

(in support of research on control of the insect pests
of cotton)

5,500.00

(in support of research on Planavin (R) herbicide WDL
in cotton)

2,000.00

(in support of research on weed control on sweetcorn)
(in support of research on soil fumigants)
Southwest Sprayer and Chemical Company
(in support of research on improvement of the oilseed
crops, sesame, castorbeans and sunflower and other
special crops)

$ 1,500.00
500.00
500.00

Stand ard Spray and Chemical Company
(in support of research on the diseases of peanuts)

2,000.00

Sulphur Institute
(in support of research on magnesium and sulphur requirements
for forage production in East Texas)

3,500.00

Sun Oil Company
(in support of research on the influence of transpiration
suppressant on the yield of cotton and sorghum)

500.00

(in support of research on weed control in field crops)

500.00

Texas Cattle Feeders Association
(in support of research on analysis of the market development
pot ential for selected food and fiber products)
Texas Cottonseed Crushers' Association, Inc.
(in support of research on the improvement of the oilseed
crop s, sesame, castorbeans and sunflowers, and other
sp ecial crops)
Union Carbide Corporation
(in support of research on field effectiveness of chemicals
for cotton insects)

300.00

1,000.00

500.00

Velsicol Chemical Corporation
(in support of research on herbicides for weed control in
field crops)

1,000.00

Zoecon Corporation
( in support of research on biology and control of insects,
ticks and mites that affect animals)

5,000.00

GIFTS
Mr. George A. Toalson
(custom made two-wheel irrigation pipe trailer for use
at the Texas A&M University Plant Disease Research
Stat ion at Yoakum)

200.00

Worsham Dusting Service
(pre-emergence herbicide and aerial service to apply it
to ten acres of land being used for research on preemergence control of we eds at Texas A&M University
Agricultural Research Station at Pecos)

258.20

Mr. Richard W. Fields - Velsicol Chemical Corporation
(deep freeze to be used for preserving fresh materials for
research purposes at Texas A&M University Plant Disease
Res earch Station at Yoakum)
Mr. Fred Ball and Associates - Mid-West Feed Yards
(2\ tons of feed to be used for lamb feeding research
related to digestive troubles at the Texas A&M University
Agricultural Research Center at McGregor)

$

181.90

150.00

LOANS
Mr. Fred Ball and Associates - Mid-West Feed Yards
(25 feeder lambs for research related to digestive troubles
at the Texas A&M University Agricultural Research Center at
McGregor)
Mr. Weldon W. Roffe - Wide-Lite Corporation
(10 wide-lite fixtures with lamps and pole mount assembly
to be used to determine if night-lighting of cotton fields
may reduce or prevent bollworm infestations in the Department
of Entomology)

500.00

3,367.00

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

Office of the President
August 20, 1969
GIFTS AND GRANTS

Donor

Amount

Development Fund
Pan American Petroleum Foundation, Inc.

$1,000.00

Superior Oil Company

1,000.00

Continental Oil Company

1,000.00

Washington, o. c.-Prairie View
Alumni Association

1,450.00

Lula M. Hayes (Mrs.)
Petro-Tex Chemical Corp.
Dow Chemical Company
(Unrestricted-I.Ed.)

25.00
2,500.00
500.00

Faculty Development Grant
Ford Foundation

7,615.00

Scholarships
Grand Court Order of Calanthe

500.00

H. A. Lott, Inc.

500.00

Athletics

ward's Pharmacy

100.00

TARLETON STATE COLLEGE
September 2, 1969

GIFTS AND GRANTS

Tarleton Campus Club
For Tarleton Campus Club Endowment Fund
For Uta Davis Scholarship Fund

$2 , 838.64
88.oo

Texas Power & Light Company
For assistance in connection with the
educational pro.3ram of the college

2,000.00

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
Scholarship for J a~es Fortson Dockery
Mr.

c.

500.00

J. Davidson

For c. J . Davidson Scholarship Fund,
200 Preferred Stock Shares of Union
Oil Company of California

13,600.00

Cotton Producers Association
Two CPA/ Gold Kist scholarshi s, for
Avlyn Speck and Shelley Denise Houck,
$400 each

800 . 00

Mr . C. M. Ulmer

Hereford Bull W Star Onward 6, Registry
Number 13973948, for use in college
breedine program

1, 200 . 00

National Dairy Products Corporation
Grant-in-nia. to study the efficacy of milk
.tc-- d ctn on i' .?eJ ct 1, r.Lo; an-:c o ~ i'ecde1· l r bn

4,000.00

American Hoechst Cor_poration
Grant to study the effJcacy of low level ·
antibiotic on feedlot performance of
f eeder pigs .

2, 000 . 00

Nationnl Science Foundation
Grant for Regional Experimental
Program for Educational Computer
Utilization

32, 800 . 00

United State~ Dcp~rtment of Health,
Education and Welfare
Librar Resources Program Grant

8, 666 .oo

